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Abstract
The nature of dark matter is one of the largest unsolved astrophysical mysteries.
A principal component of the standard model of cosmology, ΛCDM, it constitutes
the bulk of structure within the Universe. While its distribution on large scales is
well known, on sub-galactic scales these properties are far more poorly constrained.
These substructures contain some of the highest densities of dark matter in the Uni-
verse, and so are exemplary targets for astrophysical searches – either by indirect
detection or gravitational lensing.
In this thesis, I investigate methods that utilise the substructure of dark matter in
order to constrain the properties of the Universe. Through both gravitational lensing
and searches for signatures of dark matter annihilation, I investigate the effect that
the presence of dense substructures would have on our astrophysical observations. I
discuss the effect that ultracompact substructures would have on pulsar timing. Us-
ing archival data, I constrain the abundance of such substructures, and show how
these constraints can be applied to the properties of the early Universe. Similarly, as
part of the science case of the Theia mission proposal, I explore the effect that sub-
structures would have on the likelihood of microlensing events. In the case that dark
matter annihilates, substructures would be strong sources of annihilation products.
I investigate the heating of surrounding gas that annihilation products would cause,
as well as the effect that substructure would have on the apparent point-like nature
of the gamma-ray signal at the Galactic Centre.
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[ First Chapter \
The Origins and Evolution of Dark
Matter
Illustration by Sandbox Studio, Chicago. Used with permission from Symmetry Magazine.
The standard model of cosmology, ΛCDM, is a theory of unknowns. It describes
a Universe of coalescing matter set in an expanding spacetime. This model is further
complicated by its two namesakes: dark energy (Λ), which drives the acceleration
of expansion, and cold dark matter (CDM) – a ubiquitous and apparently collision-
less substance.1 Here I will focus on the latter, and attempt to find hints as to its
distribution and nature.
The concordance model of cosmology (expanded upon further in §2.8) suggests
that approximately 84% of the matter in the Universe is constituted by this ‘dark’
fluid. In the early Universe, dark matter overdensities acted as gravitational seeds for
the formation of baryonic structure, and at the present day form the larger frame-
work within which the majority of galaxies reside. It does not appear to interact
electromagnetically, and is consequentially invisible – a property that has thus far
allowed it to avoid direct observation. In fact, the only observationally confirmed
influences of dark matter have been gravitational in nature. Despite its prevalence,
the identity of dark matter remains one of the largest unsolved astrophysical mys-
teries.
1For a more in-depth description of theΛCDM model, see Dodelson (2003) or Weinberg (2008).
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2 CHAPTER 1. THE ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION OF DARKMATTER
Here, in lieu of the traditional outline of the history of the discovery of dark mat-
ter, I will present the history of dark matter itself. Starting from inflation and ending
at the present day, I will summarise current knowledge of the evolution of dark mat-
ter with cosmic time.
Models of dark matter within the literature are numerous: Massive Astrophys-
ical Compact Halo Objects (MACHOs), axions, sterile neutrinos, and a plethora of
particle models ranging from simple scalar fields to complex particle models with
an entire ‘dark sector’ of interactions.2 Thus far, no strong evidence has arisen to
point directly toward any of these in particular. Given the breadth of these differ-
ent dark matter theories, I will not discuss each in detail – instead, I will give a de-
tailed description of the simplest and most well-justified class of these: the existence
of thermally-produced Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs; Roszkowski
et al. 2017). Likewise, it would be unreasonable to go into extreme detail about each
topic related to dark matter. Instead, a brief summary of each necessary theory is
given in order to provide a broad picture of the origins and evolution of dark matter
itself.
In this chapter, I will provide an overview of the origins and evolution of dark
matter in a cosmological context. I will explore the production of the initial inhomo-
geneities in the Universe (§1.1), the manner in which a WIMP would be produced at
early times (§1.2), and the formation of dark matter structure (§1.3).
1.1 The Seeds of Structure
In the early stages of the Big Bang, the Universe is thought to have gone through
an ‘inflationary epoch’. As an exceedingly hot and dense environment, it expanded
for a fraction of a second at an exponential rate, driving the scale of the Universe
to increase by more than a factor of ∼ 1028. This accelerated expansion is thought
to have been driven by the evolution of a scalar field known as the inflaton.3 The
properties of a Universe containing such a scalar field may be described by a stress-
energy tensor of
Tµν = ∂µφ∂νφ− gµν
(
1
2
(∇φ)2+V (φ)) , (1.1)
whereφ is the amplitude of the scalar field, and V is the potential for the field. From
the time-time component (T 00 = ρ) and diagonal space-space components (T ij =
2A thorough summary of a large number of these may be found in Jungman et al. (1996); Bertone
et al. (2005); Feng (2010); Profumo (2017).
3See Baumann (2009) for a more detailed summary of inflationary theory.
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−Pδij ) we can infer the total energy density and pressure of such as Universe to be
ρ = 1
2
φ˙2+V (φ), (1.2)
P = 1
2
φ˙2−V (φ). (1.3)
The magnitude of these components will affect the expansion rate of the Universe –
denoted by the Hubble parameter, which is defined as the relative rate of change of
the scale of the Universe, H ≡ a˙/a. This relationship is described by the continuity
equation,
ρ˙ =−3H(ρ+P ), (1.4)
and the Friedmann equation
H 2 = ρ
3M 2PL
, (1.5)
where MPL is the reduced Planck mass. From the definition of the Hubble parameter
(a˙ = aH) we may find that the acceleration of expansion can be expressed in the
form
a¨ = a˙
2
a
(
1+ H˙
H 2
)
. (1.6)
This implies that, in order to require an accelerated expansion (a¨ > 0), we also re-
quire
ε≡− H˙
H 2
< 1, (1.7)
which, in combination with equations 1.4 & 1.5, provides the further requirement
that
P
ρ
<−1
3
. (1.8)
In other words, the accelerated expansion of the inflationary epoch requires either
a negative pressure, or for the strong energy condition (ρ > 0) to be violated.
From equation 1.3, it is seen that in order for the pressure to be negative, the
potential term of the inflaton field must be greater than the kinetic – meaning that
the field evolves slowly. Several solutions exist that satisfy this requirement, where
the most physically viable is that of a plateaued field such as the form shown in
figure 1.1 – known as slow-roll inflation. Substituting ρ and P into the Friedmann
equation, and combining with equation 1.4 provides the Klein-Gordon equation:
φ¨+3Hφ˙+V ′ = 0, (1.9)
which describes the evolution of the scalar field with time. The field ‘rolls’ down a
potential hill (dV /dφ), and is hindered by a friction term (3Hφ˙) – proceeding until
the slow-roll condition (ε< 1) is violated and inflation ends.
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reheating
Figure 1.1: An example of an Inflaton potential that would give
rise to slow-roll inflation. The field evolves slowly from the flat
peak of the potential, gaining speed as it moves down toward
the minimum. This provides rapid exponential expansion of the
Universe, ending when the kinetic term, 12 φ˙
2, exceeds the poten-
tial, V (φ). Figure from Baumann and Peiris (2008)
While it should be noted that inflation has not been observationally confirmed,
the theory’s greatest success is the prediction of a nearly scale-invariant spectrum
of initial perturbations that went on to cause structure formation in the Universe. It
is thought that small quantum fluctuations in the scalar field at early times (when
the relevant scales are within causal contact) imprint themselves upon the density
of matter. To investigate this, we can decompose the field into the zero-order term
discussed earlier, along with additional spatially-variable first-order perturbations:
φ(~x, t )=φ(0)(t )+δφ(~x, t ). (1.10)
These local differences in the amplitude of the scalar field cause differences in the
way in which it evolves. For example, in the potential shown in figure 1.1, a re-
gion with a negative fluctuation δφ < 0 will take slightly longer to reach the point
at which ε ∼ 1 (when slow-roll inflation ceases). Within this region inflation will
last for a longer period of time – where during inflation the scale of the Universe
evolves as a ∼ eH t , and once inflation ends as a ∼ t n – meaning that two given re-
gions of different δφ will ultimately have differences in their local density δρ in the
post-inflationary epoch. These small density fluctuations appear to have a scale-
invariant power spectrum, and are ubiquitous – acting as the seeds of structure for-
mation throughout the Universe.
The process of gravitational collapse led matter to accrete onto these overdense
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Figure 1.2: Constraints on the amplitude of primordial density perturbations (Pδ) as a func-
tion of scale. In magenta, combined constraints are shown from large-scale cosmological
probes, while in red, blue and black, constraints are shown from constraints on the abun-
dance of compact objects (PBHs and UCMHs). Figure from Bringmann et al. (2012).
regions, causing the exaggeration of their density (the process of which will be dis-
cussed further in section §1.3). Over time, typical overdense regions (δ∼ 10−5) went
on to form primordial halos, while underdense regions formed voids. The impact
of these initial density perturbations may be seen in a number of large-scale early-
Universe observations, such as the cosmic microwave background and large-scale
structure (each of which are discussed further in §2).
In reality, the scale-independence of primordial perturbations has only been ob-
served to be true on scales above ∼ 0.1 Mpc, as seen in figure 1.2. On scales smaller
than this the constraints on primordial power are much weaker, meaning that very
large amplitude perturbations could exist in abundance on small spatial scales. The
significance of this can be seen on considering the collapse of highly overdense re-
gions. In the most extreme case an overdensity could be large enough (δ& 0.3) that
the matter within the horizon would collapse directly to form a black hole. These
‘primordial’ black holes (PBHs; Zel’dovich and Novikov 1967; Hawking 1971; Carr
and Hawking 1974) effectively isolate a certain fraction of matter from the evolution
of the Universe, and have been considered as a candidate for the identity of dark
matter.4
A less extreme process occurs for the case of more moderate overdensities
(10−3 . δ . 0.3). These regions collapse to form structure very early – well before
galaxy-scale structure formation has begun. Radiation streams out of these over-
4Constraints on the abundance of PBHs at the present day are strong at most masses – but not
all (Josan et al., 2009; Carr et al., 2016). Additionally, the production of a significant number of PBHs
requires a significant deviation from the flat spectrum of perturbations. As such, they are generally
not seen as a strong dark matter candidate.
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densities, resulting in a seed that contains dark matter alone. These halos, known as
ultracompact minihalos (UCMHs; Berezinsky et al. 2003; Ricotti and Gould 2009),
collapse in isolation. Their growth occurs by radial infall, meaning they acquire ex-
tremely sharp density profiles (ρ∝ r−9/4). If such compact structures are shown to
be able to last through to the present day, they would be highly useful tools in the
detection of dark matter.5
These three cases summarise the seeds of structure that are established in the
very early Universe. Each of these will continue to accrete matter by gravitational
interaction, merge, and collapse onto the larger-scale network of structure. As we
shall see in §1.3, the nature of these tiny density fluctuations can have a substantial
effect upon the evolution of the Universe at late times.
1.2 Dark Matter Formation
After the inflationary epoch had run its course and the seeds of structure produced,
the energy-density of the inflaton decayed into standard-model particles. The Uni-
verse was then constituted by a hot, dense radiation-dominated plasma. All known
particles within this plasma were ultra-relativistic, interacting rapidly with radia-
tion. A WIMP would consequentially have been in thermal equilibrium in the early
Universe, meaning that these particles would likewise have rapidly interacted with
photons – being created and destroyed at equal rates via the annihilation and pair
production processes. The Boltzmann equation dictates the rate of change of the
number density of WIMPs as
dnχ
d t
+3Hnχ = 〈σv〉(n2χ, eq−n2χ), (1.11)
where nχ is the number density of DM, H is the Hubble parameter, 〈σv〉 is the
thermally-averaged annihilation cross section, and nχ, eq is the number density of
DM at equilibrium. This equation quantifies the balance between the annihilation
and creation of particles – including the dilution of number density by expansion of
the Universe.
As the expansion of the Universe proceeded further, the temperature of DM
dropped gradually as T ∝ a−1. Eventually, dark matter particles were of such low
temperature and density that they could no longer readily ‘find’ one another and
annihilate. In other words, the timescale of expansion was far greater than the typi-
cal annihilation timescale:
1
H
À 1
nχσv
. (1.12)
5It should be noted that recent simulations (Gosenca et al., 2017; Sten Delos et al., 2017) have
suggested that the idealised conditions of UCMH formation are not met in the way assumed in the
analytical approximation, meaning that UCMHs may be produced with density profiles that differ
from those quoted here.
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m ! 300 GeV particle, freeze out occurs not at T ! 300 GeV and time t ! 10"12 s,
but rather at temperature T ! 10 GeV and time t ! 10"8 s.
With a little more work [17], one can find not just the freeze out time, but also the
freeze out density
Xv ¼ msY ðx ¼1Þ ! 10
"10 GeV"2
hrAvi : ð24Þ
A typical weak cross-section is
hrAvi ! a
2
M2weak
! 10"9 GeV"2; ð25Þ
corresponding to a thermal relic density of Xh2 ! 0.1. WIMPs therefore naturally
have thermal relic densities of the observed magnitude. The analysis above has ig-
nored many numerical factors, and the thermal relic density may vary by as much
as a few orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, in conjunction with the other strong
motivations for new physics at the weak scale, this coincidence is an important hint
that the problems of electroweak symmetry breaking and dark matter may be inti-
mately related.
3.2. Thermal relic density
We now want to apply the general formalism above to the specific case of neutral-
inos. This is complicated by the fact that neutralinos may annihilate to many final
Fig. 7. The co-moving number density Y of a dark matter particle as a function of temperature and time.
From [16].
14 J.L. Feng / Annals of Physics 315 (2005) 2–51
Figure 1.3: The abundance of dark matter of differ-
ent cross-sections as a function of normalised temper-
ature. Figure from Jungman et al. (1996).
Once this had occurred, the rate of WIMP self-interaction was substantially re-
duced, reaching a constant chemical freeze-out abundance at a temperature ap-
proximately 0.02–0.05 times their mass. Equation 1.11 may be solved numerically
to find their abundance over time, where examples of this evolution are shown for
a range of WIMPs in figure 1.3. As time passed, the abundance approached a final
value of
Ωχh
2 ' 3×10
−27 cm3 s−1
〈σv〉 (1.13)
where Ωχ ≡ ρχ/ρcrit is the present-day relative abundance of dark matter, ρcrit =
3H 2/8piG is the critical density of the Universe, and h ≡H0/(100km s−1 Mpc−1) is the
reduced Hubble parameter at the present day. Comparison of this to the present-day
abundance of dark matter (Ωχh2 ≈ 0.12) provides a cross-section of the same order
as that of a ∼ 100 GeV particle annihilation process that is mediated by the weak
interaction:
〈σv〉 ≈ α
2
E 2weak
≈ 10−25 cm3 s−1, (1.14)
where α is the fine structure constant and Eweak is the weak energy scale. The co-
incidence that a particle interacting on the weak scale is produced at the observed
cosmological abundance is known as the WIMP miracle, and is one of the main mo-
tivations for proposing WIMPs as a dark matter candidate.
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1.3 Late-time Structure & Substructure
From these initial inflationary seeds, dark matter evolved under the influence of
gravity – where matter fell toward overdense areas and away from underdense ones.
Generally speaking, the simplest models of inflation result in a homogeneous and
isotropic Gaussian random field of fluctuations. So long as δ ¿ 1 and assuming
non-relativistic velocities, a density field will follow Newtonian fluid dynamics (the
continuity, Euler, and Poisson equations) as follows:
∂δ
∂t
+∇· [(1+δ)u]= 0,
∂u
∂t
+2H(t )u+ (u ·∇)u=−∇φ
a2
,
∇2φ= 4piGρ¯a2δ, (1.15)
where a is the cosmic scale factor, u is the peculiar velocity of the fluid,φ is the grav-
itational potential, and derivatives are taken with respect to the comoving spatial
coordinate x. In this case we have δ¿ 1, so all non-linear terms in δ and u can be
neglected. Under this approximation it can be found that overdensities evolve as
∂2δ
∂t 2
+2H(t )∂δ
∂t
= 4piGρ¯δ. (1.16)
This simple equation represents the evolution of a pressureless fluid balanced
by cosmological expansion. However, once overdensities increased beyond δ≈ 1 (at
redshift z ∼ 100), collapse occurred non-linearly. In this case, an analytical solution
to the evolution of structure is only tractable for idealised spherically-symmetric col-
lapse. This simplified model is not sufficient to accurately trace the evolution of ac-
tual non-spherical regions. Consequently, computational simulation of cosmologi-
cal densities is presently the most illuminating method for accurately determining
the large-scale structure of the Universe from first-principle physics. These sim-
ulations, such as that shown in figure 1.4, predict a network of large-scale sheets,
filaments, voids, and knots. Within these, small-scale ‘lumps’ – known as halos –
constitute a significant fraction of dark matter.
This complex network formed by a process known as hierarchical structure
formation: as the Universe evolved, primordial halos coalesced. Galactic-scale
halos were gathered into clusters, which were bound as groups, which in turn
formed sheets, filaments, and knots. On smaller scales, further deviations from
the spherically-symmetric collapse model occurred: matter was accreted along fila-
ments, irregularly-shaped voids were produced, and halos underwent tidal disrup-
tion and mergers. Despite these complex and varied processes, dark matter ha-
los within hydrodynamic simulations tend to approach an ‘equilibrium’ halo shape
known as the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile (Navarro, Frenk and White,
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Figure 1.4: Large-scale N-body simulations of the structure of dark matter in the Uni-
verse by the Millennium Simulation Project, featuring both the large-scale structure
(left), and the structure of a rich cluster of galaxies (right). Images from Springel et al.
(2005).
1996). This universal halo structure has a (spherically averaged) radial density that
goes as
ρ(r )= ρ0
r /rs(1+ r /rs)2
(1.17)
where ρ0 and rs are density and scale parameters unique to each halo. This is
the ‘standard’ idealised halo profile that emerges within dark-matter-only simula-
tions. In non-idealised systems, however, real halos will rarely (if ever) be spherically
symmetric, and will contain a substantial substructure component. Once baryonic
matter is included in simulations, some halos can undergo adiabatic contraction
and develop steeper cores than those of equation 1.17, while others end up with
shallower profiles due to feedback from supernovae (Navarro, Eke and Frenk, 1996;
Mashchenko et al., 2006; Governato et al., 2010). Observations of halo kinematics
have further complicated the view of this idealised profile, with rotation curves pro-
viding evidence that many halos have far flatter central densities than those seen in
simulations – known as the core-cusp problem (de Blok et al., 2001; Gentile et al.,
2004; Oh et al., 2011). Similarly, a better fit to rotation data has been provided by a
plethora of alternative density profiles (Einasto, Burkert, pseudo-isothermal; Burk-
ert 1995; Gao et al. 2008; Stadel et al. 2009; Oh et al. 2011).
Many substructures within these NFW halos were torn apart and destroyed
through the course of their evolution. However, some small fraction survived
through to the present day. In fact, most (if not all) galactic halos predicted by sim-
ulation contain substructure down to the smallest resolvable scale. However, upon
comparison to observations, the small-scale structure of dark matter presents sev-
eral discrepancies. For example, dwarf galaxies in simulations far outnumber those
observed – known as the ‘missing satellites problem’. This may be solved in the
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case that dark matter kinetically decouples from other particle species at an earlier
stage of its evolution, and so has near-relativistic velocities. This ‘warm’ dark matter
washes out primordial fluctuations of sub-galactic sizes, erasing present-day struc-
tures beneath a particular spatial scale. Another solution may be found by consid-
ering that these dwarf galaxies may have had their luminous matter stripped from
them during their interactions. However, this solution produces a new issue: the
‘too big to fail’ problem, which points out thatΛCDM predicts (through simulation)
that some of substructure is so large that they must necessarily still contain stars and
consequentially be observable (Boylan-Kolchin et al., 2011). The discovery of ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies around the Milky Way (Tollerud et al., 2008) and the inclusion of
baryonic physics in simulations (Zolotov et al., 2012; Sawala et al., 2016; Zhu et al.,
2016) seem to be making progress in fixing the small-scale problems, but more work
is required for them to be completely resolved.
The fate of ‘alternate’ dark matter structures such as PBHs and UCMHs is far sim-
pler. These objects may be dense enough that they can avoid merging and tidal dis-
ruption, and so many are expected to persist through to the present day (Berezinsky
et al., 2006, 2008). In fact, for objects as dense as UCMHs, the survival probability at
the timescale of the lifetime of the Milky Way is close to 100% – even at the innermost
regions of the Galaxy. As such, it has been widely presumed that the compactness of
these objects similarly means that they follow the bulk distribution of dark matter,
causing no net change to the large-scale structure.
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The Known Knowns of Dark Matter
Illustration by Sandbox Studio, Chicago. Used with permission from Symmetry Magazine.
Dark matter was conceived as a solution to a number of puzzling observations in
astronomy, and is an integral component of the modern theory of cosmology. The
sum of all astrophysical observations to date tell us that dark matter is:
• Abundant – the dominant component of all mass in the Universe, making up
approximately 84% of matter today,
• Dark – it does not appear to emit or absorb light, meaning it has an exception-
ally small effective coupling to photons,
• Massive – interacts via gravity,
• Effectively collisionless – with both itself and standard model particles,
• Not too hot – it possesses a non-relativistic velocity at the time of its kinetic
decoupling, and can therefore form galactic structures,
• Non-baryonic – does not appear to be constituted by any particles that have
been already observed.
In this chapter, I will present a sample of some of the most compelling evidence
gathered in support of the existence of dark matter that allows it to take such a cen-
tral place in ΛCDM. Individually, each of these astronomical observations provide
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some unique insight into its properties, and when combined depict an overarching
image of what we know of dark matter thus far.
2.1 Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
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Figure 2.1: Primordial abundances of light
elements as a function of the ratio of
baryons to photons, η. Blue shaded bands
represent the 95% uncertainties on ana-
lytical abundances produced for a given
η. Horizontal regions represent constraints
on the observed primordial abundances,
and vertical lines represent the CMB con-
straints on η from Planck. Figure from Coc
and Vangioni (2017).
As much of the evidence for dark mat-
ter is gravitational, it provides only in-
formation about the total density of
matter in the Universe, without differ-
entiation between baryonic and non-
baryonic matter. It is therefore useful to
obtain a solid grasp of the physics and
abundance of baryons, so that the re-
maining unknown fraction may be in-
ferred.
In the early Universe (at tempera-
tures on order of a few MeV), standard-
model matter was predominantly in the
form of protons, electrons, and neutri-
nos – all of which were able to easily
inter-convert with one another through
weak interactions:
p+e−↔ n+νe; n+e+↔ p+νe;
n↔ p+e−+ν.
Once the temperature dropped suffi-
ciently, these processes ceased, and the
ratio of protons to neutrons was fixed.
As cooling continued, these nucleons
went through a gamut of nuclear pro-
cesses, combining to form the light el-
ements (D, 3He, 4He, and 7Li).
Ultimately, at the present day, these
elements along with hydrogen consti-
tute the vast majority of baryonic mat-
ter in the Universe. Despite the complex
processes that led to their production in the very early Universe (known collectively
as big bang nucleosynthesis, or BBN), their relative primordial abundances are a
function of one parameter: the ratio of the number density of baryons to that of
photons, defined as
η≡ nb/nγ = 5.5×10−10
(
Ωbh
2
0.020
)
. (2.1)
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This abundance may be traced from present observed quantities to that at the time
just after primordial nucleosynthesis, and subsequently a constraint on the baryon
density can be obtained.
At late times, nucleosynthesis occurs mainly within massive stars, disrupting
primordial abundances and spreading heavy elements by supernovae throughout
galaxies. Consequentially, the most pristine environments must be used to deter-
mine primordial abundance – in old systems such as stars with low mass and metal-
licity. For example, deuterium has no known process of substantial production out-
side of BBN, but is easily destroyed within stellar environments. The measurement
of high-redshift gas clouds by absorption of light from a background source allows
the deuterium to hydrogen ratio to be accurately obtained to within 1% (Cooke et al.,
2017). Matching these abundances along with similar measurements of primordial
helium to those predicted by BBN gives 4.9 ≤ η×1010 ≤ 6.4, as shown in figure 2.1.
This corresponds to a baryon density of 0.018 ≤Ωb ≤ 0.023 – far lower than the to-
tal matter density that we shall find in the next few sections, indicating that dark
matter is at least predominantly non-baryonic.
2.2 The Cosmic Microwave Background
At early times, the Universe was at a sufficiently high temperature and density so
as to be opaque to radiation. Any photon travelling through such a medium would
only be able to travel a very short distance before interacting with a free electron
(Thompson scattering). As cosmic evolution progressed, the temperature decreased
substantially. By t ≈ 379,000 years electrons and protons were able to recombine to
form neutral hydrogen, and as a result, photons were able to travel freely, releas-
ing a background radiation field throughout the Universe. These photons are de-
tectable today, and are the oldest available electromagnetic signal – known as the
cosmic microwave background (CMB). The signal presents as a homogeneous and
isotropic black body spectrum with a mean temperature of 2.72 Kelvin. This spec-
trum has been redshifted from approximately z = 1100, corresponding to an initial
temperature of around 3000 Kelvin.
Within this homogeneous signal, there exist incredibly small spatially-correlated
temperature fluctuations of 1 part in 10,000, as shown in figure 2.2. Despite their
small amplitude, these fluctuations are rich in information – accessible by modelling
both the state of the early Universe, as well as any effect that imprints itself upon
CMB photons as they propagated through space. At the time of last scattering the
Universe was constituted by a photon-baryon fluid, obeying simple Newtonian fluid
dynamics. The balance between gravitational attraction toward overdense regions
and the restoring force of radiation pressure caused oscillations within this fluid to
occur on all scales. Consequentially, the measured temperature varied spatially, as a
region being compressed heated, while one that was diluted cooled. This oscillation
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Figure 2.2: The relative temperature map of the cosmic microwave back-
ground, measured in microkelvin (µK), as detected by Planck. Image from
Planck Collaboration, Adam et al. (2016).
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Figure 2.3: The angular power spectrum of the cosmic microwave back-
ground temperature anisotropies as a function of angular scale, l , ex-
pressed in terms of Dl = l (l +1)Cl /2pi. Planck 2015 data (blue) has been
plotted against the best-fit ΛCDM model (red). Image from Planck Col-
laboration, Ade et al. (2016).
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continued until photons were able to free-stream, and the photon-pressure restor-
ing force was no longer dominant. In addition to these ‘in-situ’ effects, the light that
originated within overdense regions had to travel out of a marginally larger gravita-
tional potential, and so was redshifted – known as the non-integrated Sachs-Wolfe
effect. The combination of all of these processes provides a complex non-isotropic
signal, which upon analysis provides a wealth of information about the properties
of the early Universe.
As the CMB is measured as a spherical shell over the sky, it is useful to expand
the relative temperature of the CMB signal into spherical harmonics. If we define a
relative temperature fluctuation as
Z (θ,φ)≡ (T (θ,φ)−T )/T , (2.2)
then we may expand in the orthonormal basis of spherical harmonics Y`m :
Z (θ,φ)=
∞∑
`=0
∑`
m=−`
a`mY`m(θ,φ), (2.3)
with coefficients a`m . We then define the observed average power at a particular
angular scale, `, as
C` ≡
〈
|a`m|2
〉
. (2.4)
Fitting of analytical models to the observed angular power (as shown in figure
2.2) provides information about the properties of the fluid and its constituents. Each
peak in this power spectrum corresponds to a different scale at which a certain num-
ber of oscillations have occurred. That is, the first peak corresponds to matter that
has fallen from a large enough scale that only one compression has just managed to
occur, the second peak corresponds to one rarefaction, the third peak corresponds
to a second compression, and so on. In this manner, the position of the first peak will
be the scale of the sound horizon at the time of last scattering – a quantity which is
well understood. Its angular scale is then primarily affected by curvature,Ωk, which
bent the path of the emitted radiation as it traversed the Universe.
Each of the components of the Universe affect the magnitude of these acoustic
peaks. An increase in matter content (Ωm) will lead to a larger gravitational poten-
tial, suppressing all peaks. Similarly, an increase in baryon density (Ωb) will mean
that the inertial mass of the system is larger, and so the second peak is suppressed
with respect to the first and third. The accurate measurement of the power spec-
trum by the Planck mission provides the ratioΩb/Ωm = 0.158±0.004, meaning that
around 84% of the Universe is constituted by a dark, massive, and apparently col-
lisionless substance – dark matter.
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Figure 2.4: The redshift-space correlation function of
SDSS luminous red galaxies (Eisenstein et al., 2005).
The magenta line corresponds to the case of no BAO,
and the blue, red and green lines correspond toΩmh2 =
0.14, 0.13, and 0.12, respectively.
2.3 Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
Before the recombination of electrons and protons to form hydrogen, the Universe
contained a hot baryon-photon fluid. The acoustic modes discussed above (fig.
2.3) oscillated as sound waves. After recombination the Universe became transpar-
ent to photons, which free-streamed out, while an inhomogeneous field of baryons
and dark matter remained. Surrounding the initial perturbations, overdensities of
baryons were frozen into the distribution of structure in the Universe, with a co-
moving size equal to the scale of the oscillations: around 100 Mpc h−1.
These shells are still observable today in the large scale structure of the Universe.
As the matter falls back into the (predominantly) dark matter overdensity that was
seeded by inflation, it retains structure influenced by the acoustic oscillations. After
the formation of baryonic structure, the acoustic oscillations may still be detected
by looking for tracers of the mass density field, such as the location of galaxies or
the Lyman-α forest (Slosar et al., 2013; Crocce et al., 2017). Through the utilisation
of a large-scale galactic survey, the clustering of galaxies may be investigated as a
function of their separation.
The observed scale of the baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) depends primar-
ily on the Hubble constant, h, and the density of matter in the Universe, Ωm. For
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example, SDSS (the Sloan Digital Sky Survey; Tegmark et al. 2004; Abolfathi et al.
2017) was used to compute the redshift-space correlation function as a function of
separation on the sky, within which a BAO-induced bump was observed at scales
corresponding to the first acoustic peak discussed above (fig. 2.4). The amplitude of
such a bump allowed constraints to be placed on the matter content of the Universe,
providingΩm = 0.273±0.025 (Eisenstein et al., 2005). This is, again, a substantially
larger density than is accounted for by baryonic matter alone.
2.4 Large-Scale Structure
As discussed in section 1.3, overdense regions were produced in the very early Uni-
verse. Before recombination, dark matter alone was able to fall unimpeded into
these overdensities. Afterwards, these acted as gravitational seeds, accreting both
baryonic and non-baryonic matter into primordial halos. These small-scale struc-
tures coalesced, ultimately forming the large-scale structure of the Universe. This
‘cosmic web’ has been observed in high-redshift surveys, such as 2dFGRS (the 2-
degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey; Colless et al. 2001) and SDSS, which have
mapped the position of galaxies across supercluster scales. The similarity of these
to the structure seen in ΛCDM N-body simulations is striking, such as those un-
dertaken by the Millenium Simulation Project (Boylan-Kolchin et al., 2009), as can
be seen in figure 2.5. As dark matter acts as the seeds for this structure, its nature
may be seen to directly influence the properties of large-scale structure. That is, if a
substantial fraction of the initial matter is non-relativistic and non-radiative, these
properties should be reflected in the distribution of visible matter.
For example, in the case that the dark matter particle has a particularly low mass,
it would be produced such that it has a relativistic velocity distribution at the time of
its kinetic decoupling from the bulk of the contents of the Universe (see section 1.2)
– known as ‘hot’ dark matter. This would mean that the particles would be moving at
such a rate that, instead of falling into the initial overdensities, the dark matter would
free-stream right through them and the formation of small-scale structure would be
suppressed. This manifests as a dark matter distribution that is smoothed below
the free-streaming scale. Comparison of this suppression of structure to large-scale
observations (fig. 2.6) tells us that the vast majority of dark matter must be cold (or
warm), lest it be too rapidly moving to form the observed structure.
2.5 Kinematics
Galaxies contain hundreds of billions of stars, rotating around their centre. The or-
bits of these stars are maintained by a large gravitational field due to the huge col-
lective mass of each galaxy. Observation of such stars thus provides insight into the
mass distribution of galaxies. By careful measurement of the rotation velocity of
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Figure 2.5: A comparison of observed large scale
structure (left/top) to N-body simulations of ΛCDM
(right/bottom). Figure from Springel et al. (2006).
Figure 2.6: Density fluctuations δρ/ρ as a function of
scale. The hot dark matter model prediction is shown
as a solid red line, while the cold dark matter prediction
is shown as a solid blue line. Figure from Maroto and
Ramirez (2004)
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Figure 2.7: Rotation velocity of a typical spiral
galaxy (NGC 6503) as a function of radial distance.
The contributions from the baryonic components
(disk & gas) have been highlighted, as well as the
contribution by the dark matter halo component
required to match the data. Image from Begeman
et al. (1991).
stars around a galaxy as a function of radius from its centre, the enclosed mass may
be calculated as follows:
v =
√
GM(< r )
r
. (2.5)
By examining the spectra of the stars at each radius, an estimate of their aver-
age mass can be made, and hence the stellar mass enclosed, M∗(< r ), is known. If
the majority of the mass within each galaxy were constituted by the visible stars and
gas, the rotation curve would decline at radii larger than around 10 kpc. In reality,
however, the rate of rotation stays relatively constant at large radii (Rubin and Ford,
1970; Rubin et al., 1985; Klypin et al., 2002), as may be seen in figure 2.7. Similarly,
on larger scales, this same effect is observed in the largest gravitationally-bound ob-
jects – galaxy clusters (Zwicky, 1933; Newman et al., 2013). The velocity dispersion
of these clusters does not reflect that expected by the virial theorem if only the ob-
served matter is accounted for, suggesting that further matter must be providing
further gravitational pull than what is visible.
This evidence suggests either that eqn. 2.5 (and hence the theory of gravity)
is wrong somehow, or that there is significantly more matter distributed through
galaxies than what is visible. Efforts have been made to explain this anomaly by
altering our theories of gravity – such as MOND (MOdified Newtonian Dynamics;
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Figure 2.8: The two-point shear correlation function as a function of
angular separation on the sky. Measurements from KiDS are shown
as Blue data points, while model predictions of varyingΩm andσ8 are
shown as solid, dashed, and dotted lines. Image by APS/Alan Stone-
braker, produced with data from the KiDS Collaboration.
Milgrom 1983a,b), and its variants (Clifton et al., 2012) – but none have been con-
structed that are able to explain such a breadth of observations as are explainable
by dark matter. Unless such a theory is discovered, we must therefore conclude that
a DM explanation is the correct one. In fact, from even the earliest observations of
rotation curves, it was found that far more matter must be present within galaxies
than that which is visible.
2.6 Gravitational Lensing
One of the implications of the general theory of relativity is that light rays are bent
around massive bodies – an effect known as gravitational lensing. Any source in the
sky that has a substantial intervening mass along the line of sight will be distorted,
brightened, dimmed, or even appear multiple times in the sky.1 Careful examination
of these distortions provides a view into the manner in which the lens is distributed,
allowing a map of the mass to be created. The strength of the lensing effect is not
related to the nature of the particle constituents of the body, but its mass alone,
meaning that this effect probes the total mass present in a region irrespective of
its ‘dark’ nature. Observations of gravitational lensing have been utilised in a large
number of contexts, each confirming the existence of substantial unseen matter in
the Universe.
For example, the Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS; de Jong et al. 2013) has measured
the ellipticity alignment of pairs of galaxies as a function of their separation on the
sky. If a pair of galaxies are lensed by the same mass distribution, they will both be
distorted in the same way. That is, galaxies closer to one another will be more likely
1See section 3.1 for a more detailed description of these effects.
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Figure 2.9: Galaxy cluster 1E 0657-56, commonly known as the ‘Bullet
Cluster’, imaged in X-ray with Chandra and overlaid with mass con-
tours determined by lensing studies. Here the white bar indicates a
distance of 200 kpc in the frame of the centre of the cluster. Image
from Clowe et al. (2006).
to show alignment, while for those further apart the alignment will go to zero, where
the strength of this effect depends on the mass content of the Universe. In figure
2.8, I have shown the KiDS result compared to models with varying matter content
(Ωm) and cosmic ‘clumpiness’ (known as σ8). It is again seen that a large matter
component must be present (Ωm ≈ 0.25) to explain such observations.
2.7 The Bullet Cluster
The effect of gravitational lensing – and perhaps the most unique piece of evidence
for dark matter – has been most notably observed in the Bullet Cluster (Clowe et al.,
2006), shown in figure 2.9. This object is the result of the collision of two clusters, in
which the gas has collided, deformed, and slowed. Lensing has been used to map
the total mass of the cluster, again finding that substantially more mass is present
than is visible. Further, the position of the two resulting gas clumps do not align
with the two masses found by lensing. If the majority of matter within these clusters
is collisionless, we would expect them to pass through one another. Conversely, two
clumps made entirely of gas would be slowed after the collision due to friction. The
sum of this is that we see an object in which the gas has been stripped by interaction
between the two constituent clusters, leaving two dislocated clumps of dark matter
to continue unimpeded. This shows that dark matter and baryonic matter can be
separated by how they interact, and hence that there are two distinct constituents
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of these clusters: one familiar and luminous, and one collisionless and dark.
2.8 Combining Evidence
While each of these pieces of evidence individually points toward the existence
of cold dark matter, their combination provides the strongest measurement of its
abundance. By combining data from the CMB, supernovae,2 BAO, and BBN, a more
precise measurement of the constituents of the Universe may be found. TheΛCDM
model that is pointed toward by the sum of this evidence gives support for a spatially
flat Universe, containing around 70% dark energy and 30% matter, as may be seen
in figure 2.10. Of this matter, baryons and dark matter constitute approximately
Ωb = 0.0483±0.0007 andΩDM = 0.2568±0.0041, respectively.
2Type 1a supernovae provide a standard measurement of distance which, upon comparison to
redshift, provides insight into the evolution of the Universe’s scale. As this evolution depends upon
the contents of the Universe, a combined constraint can be obtained. While this constraint on its own
cannot rule out a Universe with zero dark matter, it strengthens constraints onΩm substantially when
combined with other constraints onΩΛ.
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Figure 2.10: Combined constraints (grey) on the energy density of both
dark energy, ΩΛ, and dark matter, Ωm. Overplotted are the confidence
regions of the contributing constraints from the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground (CMB; orange), Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO; green), and su-
pernovae (SNe; blue). Figure from Suzuki et al. (2012).
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Searches for Dark Matter Substructure
Illustration by Sandbox Studio, Chicago. Used with permission from Symmetry Maga-
zine.
As we have seen in the previous chapter, an effective hunt for the nature of dark
matter must be multifaceted – given its elusive nature. While the effects of dark mat-
ter on large-scales are easily observable, those on sub-galactic scales are far more
subtle. In fact, even within our own Galaxy the properties of the dark matter halo
and its substructure are not well known. Determining the properties of dark matter
substructure can tell us about the nature of dark matter itself, and provide insight
into its evolutionary history. As such, the physical distribution of dark matter on
such small scales is an important missing piece in the dark-sector puzzle, and can
potentially provide key clues as to its nature.
The cores of dark matter substructures are thought to contain some of the high-
est concentrated densities of dark matter in the Universe. These small-scale dense
regions are consequently the most obvious places to search for astrophysical signa-
tures of dark matter’s interactions. Whether through gamma-ray searches or gravita-
tional lensing, the detection (or non-detection) of small-scale dark objects (such as
UCMHs, PBHs, or NFW substructures) would inform us of the conditions present in
the Universe at the time of their formation. In the case that dark matter undergoes
self-annihilation, the presence of such substructure would lead to the increase of an
observable signal at the Galactic Centre. Likewise, a significant substructure com-
ponent would boost the annihilation rate within the region substantially (Diemand
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et al., 2007), heating the surrounding Universe – potentially leading to a difference
in the formation of larger-scale structures.
In this chapter, I summarise a few of these scenarios, and outline methods that
can be used to search for the astrophysical effects caused by the presence of dark
matter substructure. These may be broadly classified into two categories, which I
will explore here: gravitational lensing (§3.1) and indirect detection (§3.2).
3.1 Gravitational Lensing
One of the main predictions of general relativity (GR) is that the path of a ray of
light will be bent in the presence of a gravitational field.1 In GR, massive objects
will curve spacetime in their vicinity, where light will follow so-called null geodesics
determined by this curvature. In this regime, a point mass will deflect a ray of light
by an angle given by
αˆ= 4GM
c2ξ
, (3.1)
where ξ is the impact parameter of the ray with respect to the lens, G is the gravita-
tional constant, c is the speed of light, and M is the mass of the lens. By inspection
of the geometry of the lensing system shown in figure 3.1, and using the small-angle
approximation, we can relate the angular position of the apparent image of a source
(θ) to its true angular position in the sky (β) by
β= θ− DLS
DS
αˆ(θ), (3.2)
where DLS and DS are the angular diameter distances from the lens to the source
and the observer to the source, respectively.2 We can scale the deflection angle as
α= (DLS/DS)αˆ to get the well-known lens equation:
β= θ−α(θ). (3.3)
In the case of an extended mass distribution, we can generalise the lensing be-
haviour by assuming that such a mass is extended over a far smaller distance than
that from the source to the observer. This is known as the thin lens approximation,
and allows us to simplify the lens distribution by flattening it into a single plane, re-
sulting in a 2D surface density: Σ(ξ) ≡ ∫ ρ(ξ, z)dz, where z is the distance along the
1For a more in-depth summary of gravitational lensing theory, see Schneider et al. (1992).
2At low redshifts (z ¿ 1), the angular diameter distance is simply the ratio of the physical size of
an object to its apparent angular size in the sky, DA = x/θ. At higher redshifts this relation is not so
simple, as the apparent size is affected by the evolution of the scale of the Universe. For the observed
ΛCDM cosmology, this means that objects beyond z ∼ 1 actually appear larger at increased distance.
This somewhat counter-intuitive result is due to these objects having emitted their signal when the
Universe was far smaller – occupying a much larger comoving volume – and so subtended a greater
angle in the sky.
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optical axis, and ξ, θ, and β have been extended as vectors on the optical plane. In
this generalised case, it is helpful to define the lensing potential:
ψ= 1
pi
∫
κ(θ ′) ln
∣∣θ−θ ′∣∣dθ ′, (3.4)
where κ is the convergence of the lens, defined as κ=Σ/Σcrit, and
Σcrit = c
2
2piG
DS
DLDLS
. (3.5)
With this formalism, we can now simply find the scaled deflection angle as the gra-
dient of the lensing potential:
α(θ)=∇ψ(θ), (3.6)
and the lens equation is again defined as
β =θ−α(θ). (3.7)
In addition to the deflection of the apparent position of a source, an image can
also be stretched and distorted – an effect that is quantified by the shear of the im-
age. This shear has two components:
γ1 = 1
2
(
∂2ψ
∂θ2x
− ∂
2ψ
∂θ2y
)
, (3.8)
and
γ2 = ∂
2ψ
∂θx∂θy
, (3.9)
where the total shear is defined as γ=
√
γ21+γ22. Additionally, an image will be mag-
nified (or demagnified) as
µ= 1
(1−κ)2−γ2 . (3.10)
Finally, any light that passes through the lens will be delayed in its travel time in
comparison to the unlensed path by a factor of
τ= 1+ z
c
DLDS
DLS
[
1
2
∣∣θ−β∣∣2−ψ(θ)] , (3.11)
where z is the redshift of the lens.
Each of these effects have manifested in different ways dependent upon the
lensing system in question, and have been observed in a wide range of astrophysi-
cal cases: strong lensing, weak lensing, astrometric microlensing, photometric mi-
crolensing, and time-delay microlensing. The first of these, strong lensing, occurs
in the case of distant and massive lenses – most often a cluster. The bending of light
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a grav-
itationally lensed system. Figure from
Bartelmann and Schneider (2001).
Figure 3.2: (left) A supernova, known as SN Refsdal, that has been gravitationally
lensed by an intervening elliptical galaxy. This strong lensing effect has provided
four distinct images of the same event. Image by NASA/ESA/STScI/UCLA. (right)
The cluster Abell S1063. The weak lensing by the mass in this system has magnified
and distorted the images of galaxies in the background, resulting in the appearance
of long arcs centred around the lens. Image credit: NASA, ESA, and J. Lotz (STScI).
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around an extremely massive object on large scales can provide a number of images
of the same source, distorted and multiplied depending upon the distribution of the
lensing mass. An example of this effect is shown in figure 3.2 (left), where four im-
ages of the same object have been observed due to a massive lens along the line of
sight. Strong lensing can be utilised in the search for relatively high-mass substruc-
ture, by manually including subhalos into the mass model and statistically fitting
these to the observed lensing images (Vegetti et al., 2012; Zackrisson et al., 2013;
Nierenberg et al., 2014; Hezaveh et al., 2016).
Weak lensing allows us to infer the presence of unseen matter by the distortion
of the shape of a number of background sources, as is seen in figure 3.2 (right). Accu-
rate measurement of the slight warping of each of these sources allows us to create
a 2D map of the distribution of matter along the line of sight (as was done for the
Bullet Cluster; §2.7), and so probe cosmic structures on a broader range of scales
than is possible with strong lensing. Weak lensing is therefore a key probe of small-
scale dark matter, as the presence of a large number of substructures within a lens
can be inferred. For example, the existence of substructure has been shown to in-
fluence the efficiency of a lens, where galaxies containing warm dark matter (and
hence less substructure) will provide a stronger lensing signal due to their increased
central concentration (Mahdi et al., 2014, 2016).
Microlensing occurs on far smaller scales – producing effects that are observ-
ably time-dependent. This may take the form of a time-dependent brightness
(photometric microlensing), position in the sky (astrometric microlensing), or
light travel time (time-delay microlensing), as the separation of the lens-source sys-
tem is able to change on an appreciable timescale. The sensitivity of this effect al-
lows extremely low-mass compact objects to be detected – right down to objects
smaller than the mass of the Earth.
In the case of photometric microlensing, the light is focused toward the observer,
and is thus brightened by the lensing mass. This is often observed in the transit
of exoplanets in front of a source star (Mao and Paczynski, 1991; Gould and Loeb,
1992; Wambsganss, 1997) – an example lightcurve of which is shown in figure 3.3.
Conversely, time-delay microlensing utilises changes in the light travel time. The
movement of a lens across the line of sight provides a varying time delay, which may
be observed in the signal of a pulsar – a (extremely) regularly flashing source. Any
variation in the travel time of the light will be observed as a change in the rate of
flashing of the pulsar, providing a detectable transit signal (Siegel et al., 2007). The
effect of this varying delay is the focus of the first paper in this thesis (§4.1). Finally,
astrometric microlensing is the apparent motion of an object due to a lens along
the line of sight to the observer. The ray of light bends as the lens moves, such that
the position of the source appears to vary. These microlensing effects have all been
used to search for compact dark matter structures, placing strong constraints on the
abundance of MACHOs (Zackrisson et al., 2003; Mediavilla et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012;
Calchi Novati et al., 2013). The astrometric microlensing effect and its utilisation in
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Figure 3.3: Detection of an exoplanet by photometric microlens-
ing. If the primary lens is host to a planet that is correctly aligned
with the lensing system, it will perturb the overall magnification
curve. Figure from Beaulieu et al. (2006).
searching for substructure is the focus of my contribution toward the second paper
in this thesis (§4.2).
3.2 Indirect Detection
While searches for the gravitational effects of dark matter can provide hints as to
its identity, true identification of DM must also directly probe its particle nature.
By considering the non-gravitational interactions of a dark matter model, evidence
for (or against) its validity may be gleaned. These interactions may have implica-
tions on astrophysical scales, and imprint upon the properties of luminous matter.
For example, thermally-produced WIMPs (as described in §1.2) are expected to still
experience lingering interactions with one another at the present day. This self-
annihilation can result in the emission of standard model particles such as gamma
rays, neutrinos, or electrons/positrons – an example model of which is shown in
figure 3.4. Annihilation will occur at a rate per unit volume of
Rann = 〈σv〉
2m2χ
ρ2χ, (3.12)
where 〈σv〉 is the thermally-averaged annihilation cross section, mχ is the mass of
the dark matter particle, and ρχ is the density of dark matter. For reference, within
the spherical region defined by the radius of the Earth, this would correspond to a
single annihilation occurring on average every 110 minutes (assuming ρχ = 0.3 GeV
s−1, 〈σv〉 = 3× 10−26 cm3 s−1, and mχ = 100 GeV). On larger scales, the slow re-
lease of energetic particles can have observable effects – either through production
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Figure 3.4: An example of a potential dark matter self-
annihilation scheme that results in high energy standard-model
annihilation products. Figure from Vitale et al. (2009).
of directly observable radiation (Calore et al., 2015), or by heating the surrounding
baryonic matter (Ascasibar, 2007).
Dark matter could likewise have a finite decay lifetime. In this case we require a
relatively stable particle with a lifetime longer than the age of the Universe, but not
so long as to not produce any observable effects. Such a particle would decay at a
rate per unit volume given by
Rdecay =
ρχ
mχτχ
, (3.13)
where τχ is the decay lifetime of dark matter. This decay process can lead to the
production of standard model particles, again potentially heating the Universe or
resulting in an observable emitted signal (Ripamonti et al., 2007).
In either the annihilating or decaying dark matter scenarios, the goal of indirect
direction is to subtract known astrophysical backgrounds in order to search for sig-
natures of dark matter. The morphological and spectral properties of the remaining
unassociated signal can be analysed, allowing us to constrain the particle physics of
DM. A whole range of effects that could potentially boost the strength of this signal
exist. For example, should the dark matter particle self-interact over a greater range
before annihilating, the probability that the particle should be found at the anni-
hilation site is increased, providing a greater effective annihilation cross section –
known as Sommerfeld enhancement. In addition to these particle effects, annihila-
tion enhancement can also be caused by the spatial structure of dark matter, such
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as increased DM density toward the centre of the Galaxy, or the presence of dark
substructure.
The approximate distribution of dark matter within the Galaxy is known from
both N-body simulations and observation of galactic rotation curves. From this
knowledge, we can gain an idea of where dark matter signals might originate. Re-
gions of high dark matter density are naturally the strongest producers of annihi-
lation or decay products, and so the Galactic Centre (GC) is an obvious place to
analyse. Due to its proximity and density, it would be expected to be a luminous
source of these products. Similarly, Galactic substructures contain some of the most
concentrated densities of dark matter in the Universe. The presence of unresolved
substructure will boost the annihilation rate in galaxies, potentially resulting in the
heating of the Universe by annihilation products. Annihilation within substructures
as both a source of heating, and as a source of gamma rays is explored in the fifth
and sixth papers of this thesis (§6.1 and §6.2).
The Scope of this Thesis
This thesis outlines an effort to utilise the unique effects of dark matter substruc-
tures in order to further determine the properties of dark matter itself. By investiga-
tion of a broad range of tools, including gravitational lensing and the effects of dark
matter annihilation, the observable effects of dark matter substructure are quan-
tified, and subsequent constraints on astrophysical quantities are inferred. While
the chapters thus far have provided a broad overview of our current knowledge
of dark matter, the remaining chapters of this thesis are constituted by published
works. These publications constitute the majority of the work undertaken through
the course of my PhD, and should be considered as the main body of this thesis.
In chapter 4, I utilise observations of pulsar timing and of astrometric microlens-
ing to place upper limits on the abundance of ultracompact dark matter structures.
In chapter 5, I use these upper limits to infer constraints on a wide range of cos-
mological scenarios, including cosmic string tension, primordial power, primordial
non-Gaussianity, and the shape of the inflaton potential. In chapter 6, I investi-
gate the effect that self-annihilating dark matter within substructure would have on
galactic gas through the use of N-body simulations. Additionally, I explore recent
claims that the Fermi gamma-ray excess cannot be caused by annihilation within
a smooth dark matter halo, and extend this claim to include a halo that contains a
significant substructure component.
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[ Fourth Chapter \
Investigating Dark Matter Substructure
with Microlensing
4.1 Paper 1 – Investigating dark matter substructure
with pulsar timing I. Constraints on ultracompact
minihalos
The first paper of this thesis has been published as Clark et al. (2016a). In it, we
utilise gravitational lensing to constrain the local abundance of UCMH substructure
within the Milky Way. It presents a study of gravitational time-delay lensing as a tool
to investigate the small-scale structure of dark matter. By searching for the varying
Shapiro delay induced on a pulsar signal by a dark matter minihalo, the number
density of intervening substructures can be constrained.
Unfortunately, after the publication of this paper, it was pointed out that there
was an error in the assumptions of section 2.3 of this paper that rendered part of
our method invalid. The linear timing contribution of equation 22 within the pa-
per would not add to the period derivative of a pulsar, as assumed, but rather to its
period. That is, a linear increase to the arrival times of the pulses would contribute
to the measured pulsar period. This contribution has a magnitude that is relatively
far smaller than the standard period of a pulsar compared to it’s derivative, and so
has little effect on the overall period/period-derivative distribution of pulsars. This
means that the constraints on UCMH abundance shown in figure 5 are weakened
beyond a substructure fraction of f = 1. An erratum has been published as Clark,
Lewis and Scott (2017a) to correct for this – where the constraints from pulsar pe-
riod derivatives have been removed and those from non-observation of individual
UCMHs remain.
The analysis presented within this paper and erratum is my own work, under-
taken with the guidance of Pat Scott and Geraint Lewis.
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ABSTRACT
Small-scale dark matter structure within the Milky Way is expected to affect pulsar
timing. The change in gravitational potential induced by a dark matter halo passing
near the line of sight to a pulsar would produce a varying delay in the light travel time
of photons from the pulsar. Individual transits produce an effect that would either
be too rare or too weak to be detected in 30-year pulsar observations. However, a
population of dark matter subhalos would be expected to produce a detectable effect
on the measured properties of pulsars if the subhalos constitute a significant fraction
of the total halo mass. The effect is to increase the dispersion of measured period
derivatives across the pulsar population. By statistical analysis of the ATNF pulsar
catalogue, we place an upper limit on this dispersion of log σP˙ ≤ −17.05. We use this
to place strong upper limits on the number density of ultracompact minihalos within
the Milky Way. These limits are completely independent of the particle nature of dark
matter.
Key words: dark matter, early Universe, Galaxy: halo, gravitation, pulsars: general
1 INTRODUCTION
Dark matter structure is thought to have been seeded by ran-
dom density perturbations in the early universe, collapsing
well after recombination into the first gravitationally bound
dark matter halos. These small scale structures are expected
to have hierarchically merged into the larger structures we
see today (see e.g. Lemoine et al. 2008 and Mo et al. 2010
on inflationary cosmology and structure formation, respec-
tively). From CMB observations the spectrum of these pri-
mordial perturbations is expected to be nearly scale-free; the
power is nearly equal on all spatial scales (Hinshaw et al.
2013; Planck Collaboration 2014). However, current lim-
its only strongly constrain these fluctuations on very large
scales (wavenumbers k . 3 Mpc−1). On much smaller scales,
many cosmological theories beyond the standard model pre-
dict that the power spectrum may deviate significantly from
the simple Harrison–Zel’dovich (scale-free) model (Adams
et al. 1997, 2001; Ashoorioon et al. 2009; Erickcek & Sig-
urdson 2011).
If significant additional power is present on smaller
scales, more fluctuations of very large amplitude (δ & 0.3)
will be produced than otherwise. Such large-amplitude fluc-
tuations rapidly collapse to form primordial black holes
(PBHs; Carr & Hawking 1974; Carr 1975). While there are
? E-mail: hamish.clark@sydney.edu.au (HAC)
tight constraints on the abundance of these rare objects, it
was recently proposed that smaller amplitude fluctuations
(0.3 & δ & 10−3) may give rise to dense dark matter struc-
tures known as ultracompact minihalos (UCMHs; Berezin-
sky et al. 2003, 2012, 2013; Ricotti & Gould 2009; Scott &
Sivertsson 2009). Instead of collapsing directly as a black
hole, these perturbations grow by gravitational accretion
like any other density perturbation until they collapse: loga-
rithmically during radiation domination, and linearly during
matter domination. Unlike regular perturbations, the large
initial value of the overdensity means that they enter the
non-linear regime of growth (i.e. collapse) far earlier than
do regular δ ∼ 10−5 perturbations responsible for most of
the large-scale structure seen today. Due to this early time
of collapse, the infall of dark matter onto UCMHs is es-
sentially radial, and their structure will have a very steep
density profile as a result (ρ ∝ r−9/4; Bertschinger 1985; Ri-
cotti & Gould 2009). Although UCMHs continue to accrete
both dark matter and baryonic matter after recombination
up until the current era, this steep profile means that they
are not expected to be tidally disrupted during the course of
their evolution (Berezinsky et al. 2006, 2008) – to the extent
that the probability of survival through to the modern era
is essentially unity for all UCMHs that we consider in this
paper.
The present-day mass of a UCMH or PBH may be di-
rectly mapped to the wavenumber of the primordial fluctua-
c© 2015 The Authors
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tion that originally seeded it, as the wavenumber of a mode
re-entering the horizon at any time after inflation depends
on the horizon size, which sets the initial mass of the over-
dense region. Because they require a smaller initial overden-
sity than PBHs, UCMHs are expected to be produced in far
greater numbers than PBHs. UCMHs are therefore a very
promising direct link to the conditions of the early universe.
By constraining their abundance, we can place limits upon
the conditions that would lead to their formation (e.g. Josan
& Green 2010; Bringmann et al. 2012; Shandera et al. 2013;
Berezinsky et al. 2011; Anthonisen et al. 2015).
Non-detection of PBHs has been used to place very
weak limits on primordial curvature perturbations, of
logPR . −1.5 for wavenumbers in the range 10−2 . k .
1019 Mpc−1 (Josan et al. 2009; Carr et al. 2010; Alabidi et al.
2012). Non-detection of UCMHs by gamma-ray searches has
been used to constrain their present-day number density, im-
proving this limit significantly, but over a far smaller range
of scales: logPR . −6.5 for wavenumbers in the range
3 . k . 107 Mpc−1 (Bringmann et al. 2012). It is important
to note, however, that the limits from gamma-ray searches
depend entirely on the assumption that dark matter can
self-annihilate; indeed, UCMHs have been studied exten-
sively as targets for indirect detection of dark matter due
to their extremely steep density profiles (Scott & Sivertsson
2009; Lacki & Beacom 2010; Yang et al. 2011a,b,c, 2013a,b,c;
Zhang 2011; Zheng et al. 2014).
Gravitational lensing has long been used as an impor-
tant tool in the detection of dark matter, as gravity is the
only force that we are certain dark matter interacts via. Non-
observation of characteristic changes in the position or light
curve of a star due to intervening masses (known respectively
as astrometric and photometric microlensing) have been
used or proposed as means to weakly constrain the abun-
dance of both PBHs (Tisserand et al. 2007; Wyrzykowski
et al. 2011a,b; Griest et al. 2013) and UCMHs (Ricotti &
Gould 2009; Li et al. 2012; Zackrisson et al. 2013). However,
a confirmed detection of an individual object would require
either extreme sensitivity or high abundance, so it is not
expected that these methods will be able to effectively con-
strain the properties of the primordial power spectrum in
the near future (unless something like the proposed THEIA
satellite mission flies).
As a more sensitive alternative, it has been proposed
that substructure could be detected by measuring the effect
of an intervening mass on the timing of a millisecond pul-
sar (Siegel et al. 2007). This ‘time-delay lensing’ uses the
increased travel time of a light ray that passes through a
changing gravitational potential, known as the Shapiro ef-
fect. Although it is not possible to directly measure the de-
lay due to a static mass, a dark matter halo that moves
between an observer and a pulsar would cause the pulse
frequency to appear to decrease as the lens travels toward
the line of sight, and increase again as the lens moves away.
Even though this is a very weak effect, millisecond pulsars
can provide extremely accurate clocks – in many cases, sig-
nificantly more accurate than atomic clocks – so it may be
expected that large mass subhalos would indeed produce a
detectable effect on pulsar timing.
Here, we use time-delay lensing to derive improved lim-
its on the number density of UCMHs within the Milky Way.
We first describe the analytical method for calculating the
time delay produced by a UCMH (Section 2.1). We then
compute the probability for a dark matter halo to transit
the line of sight to a pulsar, and to observe the event by the
delay of the pulsed emission (Section 2.2). We predict the
population impact of this effect to be a type of Gaussian
noise present in all pulsar period derivative (P˙ ) measure-
ments, and describe a novel method for using this noise to
constrain the properties of dark matter substructure (Sec-
tion 2.3). We use the resulting limits on P˙ -noise to set lim-
its on the number density of UCMHs within the Milky Way
(Section 3), then conclude and summarize (Section 4).
2 METHOD
2.1 Time-Delay Lensing
The Shapiro time delay of a light ray may be investigated
by considering the travel time of the light from its source.
In the case of an unlensed system, this is simply the proper
distance divided by the speed of light. However, in the lensed
case, this will differ by
∆tltt = ∆tgeo + ∆tpot, (1)
where ∆tgeo is the geometric component of the delay, i.e. the
change in the light ray’s path length due to lensing. ∆tpot
is the gravitational potential contribution, which may be
calculated from the Newtonian potential through which the
light ray passes, as an integral along its path (Petters et al.
2012)
∆tpot = − 2
c3
∫
C
ϕ(r) ds. (2)
Here c is the speed of light, ϕ is the Newtonian potential, r
is the radius from the centre of the halo, and C is the path
of the light beam, parametrized by ds.
In the case of lensing of sources within the Milky Way
by small scale dark matter halos, the deflection of the light
ray will be negligible, and so the difference between a lensed
system and an unlensed one will be significantly greater in
the potential term than the geometric. We may therefore
approximate the path of the light ray as a straight line; we
refer to this as the zero deflection approximation. The line
integral may then be solved by setting r =
√
s2 + b2, so that
∆tltt = ∆tpot =
2
c3
∫ −Dd
Dds
ϕ(s) ds, (3)
where we define the position of the lens along the path as
s = 0. Here, b is the impact parameter of the beam, Dd is
the distance from observer to lens, and Dds is the distance
from lens to source.
The Newtonian gravitational potential for any extended
spherically symmetric mass with radially varying density is
ϕ(r) = −4piG
[
1
r
∫ r
0
ρ(r′)r′2dr′ +
∫ ∞
r
ρ(r′)r′dr′
]
. (4)
Under the approximation of zero deflection, the light travel
time from source to observer may be found if the Newtonian
potential is easily integrable. Here we are specifically seeking
to investigate dark matter substructure that that has not
been amenable to detection by standard lensing effects like
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2015)
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source magnification or shear, both of which rely on non-
negligible light deflection. The assumption of zero deflection
is hence not only mathematically convenient in this case,
but is implied by the problem itself.
2.1.1 Ultracompact Minihalos
UCMHs have been predicted to have density profile (Ricotti
et al. 2008; Ricotti & Gould 2009)
ρ(r, z) =
κs(z)
r9/4
, (5)
where
κs(z) ≡ 3fχMh(z)
16piRh(z)
3
4
. (6)
Here fχ ≡ Ωχ/Ωm is the ratio of dark matter to matter in
the universe, Mh is the mass of the halo at redshift z, and
Rh is the radius of the halo,
Rh(z)
pc
= 0.019
(
1000
z + 1
)(
Mh(z)
M
)1/3
. (7)
The approximation of purely radial infall breaks down
at small r, so we take the halo to have a flattened density
profile within a core of radius rc at zero redshift (Bringmann
et al. 2012), given by
rc
R0h
≈ 2.9× 10−7
(
1000
zc + 1
)2.43(
M0h
M
)−0.06
, (8)
where zc is the redshift at which the halo collapsed, M
0
h
is the present day mass, and R0h is the present day halo
radius. In the case of annihilating dark matter, the density
is truncated at a slightly lower value, increasing the radius
of the core, and decreasing the total mass of the halo by
less than a percent – having a negligible effect on the time
delay. Therefore, for the remainder of this paper we consider
only the density truncation at rc. The particle nature of
dark matter can also impact the possible masses of UCMHs
formed in the early Universe, making any limits we draw
invalid below a certain cutoff mass. This mass can vary from
10−3 to 10−11M for typical WIMPs (Bringmann 2009).
From Eqs. 4 and 5, we find the gravitational potential
induced by a UCMH to be
ϕ(r < rc) =
2piGκs
3
(
r2
r
9/4
c
− 27
r
1/4
c
+
24
R
1/4
h
)
, (9)
ϕ(rc < r < Rh) =
4piGκs
3
(
12
R
1/4
h
+
3r
3/4
c
r
− 16
r1/4
)
, (10)
ϕ(Rh < r) =
4piGκs
3r
(
3r3/4c − 4R3/4h
)
. (11)
By integrating these potentials along the line of sight
(Eq. 3) under the assumption of zero deflection, and defin-
ing the lens position along the LOS as s = 0, we find the
potential component of the light travel time passing from s1
to s2 within each region of the halo, as shown in Fig. 1.
i) Outside of the halo:
text(s1, s2) =
8piGκs
3c3
(
3r3/4c − 4R3/4h
)
ln
(√
b2 + s22 + s2√
b2 + s21 + s1
)
,
(12)
b
rc
Rh
Dds
Dd
Ds
s=0
Source
Observer
core
halo
exterior
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of undeflected lensing by an ultra-
compact minihalo. The photon path is shown as a dashed line,
passing from source, through the different regions of the lens, to
observer, with impact parameter b. Size of core and halo are ex-
aggerated for visibility.
ii) Within the halo:
thalo(s1, s2) =
8piGκs
3c3
[
12(s2 − s1)
R
1/4
h
− 16 [s2F (s2)− s1F (s1)]
b1/4
+ 3r3/4c ln
(√
b2 + s22 + s2√
b2 + s21 + s1
)]
, (13)
where F (s) ≡ 2F1
(
1
8
, 1
2
; 3
2
;− s2
b2
)
is a Gaussian hypergeo-
metric function.
iii) Within the core:
tcore(s1, s2) =
4piGκs
c3
(s2 − s1)
[
8
R
1/4
h
− 9
r
1/4
c
+
(3b2 + s21 + s1s2 + s
2
2)
9r
9/4
c
]
. (14)
The total delay may then be found as the sum of each
section through which the light ray passes. For example, the
total potential delay of a light ray originating outside of the
halo, passing through it (without intersecting the core), and
received by an observer on the exterior of the halo may be
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2015)
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found by:
tpot = text
(
Dds,
√
R2h − b2
)
+ thalo
(√
R2h − b2,−
√
R2h − b2
)
+ text
(
−
√
R2h − b2,−Dd
)
. (15)
2.1.2 Navarro-Frenk-White Subhalos
Similarly, we can also calculate the light travel time for the
commonly considered Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) dark
matter density profile. NFW halos have density profile
ρ(r) =
δcρc
r/rs (1 + r/rs)
2 , (16)
where
δc =
200
3
c3
ln(1 + c)− c/(1 + c) , (17)
ρc = 3H
2
0/8piG is the critical density for closure of the uni-
verse at redshift z = 0, H0 is the present value of the Hubble
constant, G is the gravitational constant and rs = r200/c is
the scale radius. Here c is the concentration parameter and
r200 is the virial radius, taken as the radius beyond which
the halo is truncated as ρ(r > r200) = 0.
We adopt the fitting function for the mass-
concentration relation for NFW halos in the low-redshift
regime given by Correa et al. (2015), allowing each halo to
be described solely by its mass, as
rsc (Mh) = r200 =
(
3Mh
800piρc
)1/3
. (18)
The Newtonian gravitational potential of such a halo is
ϕ(r < r200) = −4piGδcρcr2s
[
rs
r
ln
(
r + rs
rs
)
− 1
1 + c
]
, (19)
ϕ(r200 < r) = −4piGδcρcr
3
s
r
(
ln(1 + c)− c
1 + c
)
. (20)
This potential is not analytically integrable, so we integrate
it numerically in order to compute the potential time delay.
2.2 Probability of Individual Subhalo Detection
Although it is not possible to directly measure a light ray’s
lensed travel time from a source, changes in the lensing sys-
tem will cause a change in the light travel time, which in turn
will be measured as a change in the residual of the source
pulsar’s timing. Following the method outlined in section
2.1, we may iteratively calculate the time delay as a lens
moves across the line of sight. We give an example of this
signal for both NFW and UCMH dark matter profiles, com-
pared to that due to a point mass, in Fig. 2. Due to its
significantly steeper gravitational potential, a dark matter
subhalo with a UCMH profile would consistently produce a
stronger time-delay signal than one following an NFW pro-
file. Due to their steep density profiles, UCMHs are – for
time delay purposes – essentially pointlike, particularly at
masses . 1 M. This makes them prime candidates for any
Figure 2. An example of a time-delay signal from halos with both
UCMH and NFW profiles, as they would be seen in a pulsar’s
timing residual over a typical pulsar observation time of 30 years,
selected such that it passes its point of closest approach to the line
of sight after exactly 15 years. Here we have chosen a halo mass
Mh = 1 × 103M, impact parameter b = 10 pc, a halo velocity
perpendicular to the line of sight v⊥ = 200 km s−1, observer-
pulsar distance Ds = 1 kpc, observer-lens distance Dd = 0.5 kpc,
and for the NFW profile, concentration parameter c = 16.
gravitational search for dark matter structure (or alterna-
tively, provide strong opportunities to limit their properties
should none be detected).
The rate at which detectable transit events occur for
a given pulsar is entirely dependent upon both the number
density of halos of a given mass, as well as their velocity
distribution. This rate may be predicted by construction of
a simple simulation, in which halos are stochastically dis-
tributed along the line of sight. Here, we approximate the
local dark matter density to be given by a global NFW pro-
file at r = 8 kpc, with Mvir = 9.4×1011M, c = 18, provid-
ing a local dark matter density of 0.285 GeV.cm−3. We take
a fraction f of the local density to be confined within halos
of mass Mh. We assign each of halo a speed of 200 km s
−1
in the Galactic rest frame, and distribute halos’ directions
of motion isotropically. We likewise assume that both the
observer and a nearby pulsar (which we set at a distance of
2 kpc) co-rotate the galactic centre at 220 km s−1, neglecting
the motion of the Earth around the Sun. Allowing each ob-
ject to continue along its trajectory for 30 years, we record
the number of halos that pass within a given distance rmax
of the line of sight to a pulsar, thereby calculating the ap-
proximate rate as a function of rmax for a given fraction f
and halo mass Mh.
As each of these transit events occur independently of
one another, their occurrence can be modelled as a homo-
geneous Poisson process. The probability that at least one
event will occur in a pulsar’s signal, within a given rmax and
observation time τ , is
P≥1 transit(τ, rmax) = 1− e−τλ(rmax), (21)
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where λ is the event rate determined by simulation. We de-
mand that such an event occur at least once within the 30-
year observation data of the 315 pulsars present in the ATNF
catalogue (Manchester et al. 2005) at approximately 2 kpc
from Earth (at ≥95% CL). These requirements correspond
to a minimum rate of λ ≥ 1.0× 10−4 yr−1.
Following the method we describe in Section 2.1 and
taking the optimal case (in which a halo transits along a
path perpendicular to the line of sight), we can compute the
30-year amplitude expected from a transit at radius rmax.
Additionally, we simplistically assume that if the 30-year
signal amplitude exceeds some sensitivity threshold, the sig-
nal may then be taken to be detectable within the pulsar
data. Using Brent’s root-finding algorithm (Brent 1973), we
vary f for each Mh to find the required event rate, while still
producing a signal that exceeds the sensitivity threshold. We
show the substructure properties that would be expected to
produce at least one detectable event in Fig. 3, for two dif-
ferent assumed timing sensitivities (1 ns and 10 ns).
For all NFW masses that we investigated, the halo
fraction that would produce detectable events remains en-
tirely outside of physically reasonable scenarios (i.e. f > 1).
UCMHs of mass ≈ 10−1M would be expected to be seen
in pulsar timing data if they constitute & 5% of the local
dark matter. It should be noted, however, that observation
of nearby pulsars would be expected to only provide limits
on local dark matter substructure properties. For NFW ha-
los, this is only indicative of the local clumpiness – however,
UCMHs are immune to tidal disruption and so their number
density is expected to follow the global NFW profile of the
Milky Way, and thus the local value of f is expected to be
the same as the global fMW.
While for some pulsars the time of arrival of a pulse
may known with < 50 ns precision (Hobbs 2014), others
achieve far less (∼ 1µs). Our assumed sensitivity threshold
is therefore very optimistic – with present pulsar data, a de-
tection of any dark matter halo would not be expected. In
the future, if a complete search through timing observations
of nearby pulsars were to be undertaken at our assumed im-
proved sensitivity, and a timing event found, the discovered
object could be identified as an ultracompact minihalo, a
compact object (baryonic or otherwise), or as a yet unde-
scribed dark matter structure. Even in the most optimistic
case, in which the entire galactic halo is taken to consist en-
tirely of subhalos of equal mass (f = 1), we find that if a time
delay event were to be identified within 30 year data, such
an object would not be an NFW halo (at ≥ 99.98% CL), un-
less timing accuracy significantly exceeded 1 ns. The positive
identification of any dark matter substructure, while highly
difficult, would have significant implications for our under-
standing of the conditions present in the early universe, as
well as the identity and structure formation of dark matter.
2.3 Effect on Observed Pulsar Period Derivatives
Searching through pulsar timing data for individual halo
transit signals would be an intensive process, and, if a po-
tential detection were found, it would be extremely difficult
to differentiate from effects like timing noise, glitches and
polynomial fitting errors in periods and period derivatives.
A candidate detection could only be confirmed if the signal
were seen in two or more pulsars near to each other on the
10-4 10-2 100 102 104 106 108 1010
Halo Mass (M¯)
10-4
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10-2
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100
101
102
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104
f
NFW,    sensitivity = 10 ns
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NFW,    sensitivity = 1 ns
UCMH, sensitivity = 1 ns
Unphysical
Figure 3. The lower limits on the halo mass distribution for
which ≥ 1 detectable time-delay lensing event would be present
in the timing signal of the 315 pulsars at distance ∼ 2 kpc in
the ATNF catalogue (Manchester et al. 2005), at 95% CL. We
show limits for both NFW and UCMH halo profiles, and for 30-
year signal amplitude sensitivities of 1 × 10−8 s and 1 × 10−9 s.
We adopted the local dark matter density throughout the 2 kpc
sphere around the Sun, given by the value at r = 8 kpc in a Milky
Way NFW profile with c = 18 and Mvir = 9.4× 1011M, again
corresponding to a local dark matter density of 0.285 GeV/cc
(Battaglia et al. 2005, 2006). The region in which f > 1 represents
scenarios that are unphysical, i.e. where the integrated mass of
all subhalos would exceed the known mass of the Milky Way.
sky. As we showed in the previous Section, the alignment
required to produce a transit effect within the 30 year data
is extremely rare anyway, unless the number density of halos
is very high.
Alternatively, instead of looking for individual subhalos,
searching for net effects on observations of the entire pulsar
population due to substructure could be a more effective
way of constraining the clumpiness of the Milky Way’s dark
matter halo. For every halo that completes a transit across
the line of sight within 30 years, there are a multitude more
that are simply travelling toward or away from their point
of closest approach, and thus contribute to the net signal
linearly. That is, it is significantly more likely that the total
observed timing effect will be a sum of linear effects, rather
than follow the characteristic peaked shape of an individual
transit shown in Fig. 2. This linear term would ultimately be
measured as a contribution to the observed period derivative
of a pulsar P˙obs,
P˙obs ≈ P˙pulsar +
N∑
i=1
(
tpot,i(t+ ∆t)− tpot,i(t)
∆t
)
, (22)
for N subhalos, calculated over a time interval ∆t.
The second term of Eq. 22, which we refer to as the
‘P˙ -noise’, is the sum of a function of random variables. By
the central limit theorem, it would therefore present as a
Gaussian with mean of zero in the case of large N , and vari-
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Figure 4. The period-period derivative (P-P˙) distribution of non-
binary pulsars within the Milky Way from the ATNF pulsar cat-
alogue (Manchester et al. 2005), co-plotted with a histogram of
period derivatives. The upper limit on the standard deviation of
the Gaussian P˙ -noise due to intervening dark matter is displayed
as the dashed black line. Binary pulsars have been excluded in or-
der to eliminate potential additional contributions to the period
derivative.
ance dependent upon the underlying variables: halo velocity,
position, mass, and number density. If the standard devia-
tion of the P˙ -noise is comparable to the value of the actual
period derivative, this additional term would typically dom-
inate over the ‘true’ period derivative of the pulsar.
By examining the distribution of observed pulsar pe-
riod derivatives from the ATNF catalogue (Manchester et al.
2005), shown in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the majority
of non-binary pulsars are observed to have positive period
derivatives. These appear to follow a log-normal distribu-
tion. It is therefore possible to determine how large the stan-
dard deviation of the Gaussian P˙ -noise may be, such that
the observed distribution can still be reproduced. For ex-
ample, if σP˙ ≥ 10−12, the noise would dominate the ‘true’
distribution of pulsars, such that they would be observed as
being strongly normal, rather than log-normal.
In order to investigate the upper limit on σP˙ , we model
the ‘true’ distribution of pulsar period derivatives as a log-
normal distribution. Given that the luminosity distribu-
tion of isolated pulsars has been shown to be log-normal
(Faucher-Gigue`re & Kaspi 2006; Ridley & Lorimer 2010),
this is a reasonable assumption. This relationship can be un-
derstood by pulsars only losing rotational energy at a rate
linearly proportional to their luminosity.
When observed, the true P˙ distribution will appear con-
volved with both the instrumental noise and the time-delay
noise,
fobs(P˙ ) = exp
[
N(ξ, σ2true)
] ∗N(0, σ2P˙ ) ∗N(0, σ2I ) (23)
where N(µ, σ2) is the normal distribution, σ2
P˙
is the induced
variance due to time delay lensing, σ2I is the variance due to
instrumental noise, and ξ, σ2true are respectively the mean
and variance of the ‘true’ log-normal distribution of pulsar
period derivatives. This convolution results in the likelihood
function for N pulsars of (Hawkins 1991)
L(P˙obs|σP˙ , ξ, σtrue) =
N∏
i=1
∫ ∞
0
1
2piσtruey
√
σ2
P˙
+ σ2I,i
× exp
[
− (ln y − ξ)
2
2σ2true
− (P˙obs,i − y)
2
2(σ2
P˙
+ σ2I,i)
]
dy. (24)
To determine the allowed values of σP˙ , we fitted the
observed values of P˙obs from the ATNF catalogue using Eq.
24. Using the publicly-available nested sampling algorithm
MultiNest v3.9 (Feroz & Hobson 2008; Feroz et al. 2009,
2013), we scanned over log σP˙ , ξ and σ
2
true with uniform
priors. We adopted the values of σ2I given for each individual
pulsar by the ATNF catalogue.
We found the posterior mean of the P˙ -noise standard
deviation, which we obtained by marginalising over the log-
normal parameters ξ and σ2true, as log σP˙ = −17.21 – with
95% credible interval upper limit of −17.05, and lower limit
of −17.31. However, millisecond pulsars are not so sim-
ply described, and may exhibit a range of complex tim-
ing phenomena contributing to their final measured sig-
nal. It therefore should not be assumed that their spread
is solely due to intervening dark matter and instrumental
error. As such, we adopt the upper limit implied by the 95%
confidence Bayesian credible interval on log σP˙ . Our limit,
log σP˙ ≤ −17.05, is shown as the black dashed line in Fig. 4.
Should the dark matter distribution be such that the P˙ -noise
is equal to this value, it would be expected that approxi-
mately half of the pulsars with period derivative beneath
this will be observed to have a negative period derivative.
3 LIMITS ON ULTRACOMPACT MINIHALO
NUMBER DENSITY
We can compare the magnitude of P˙ -noise expected from a
population of UCMHs with a given mass to the upper limit
that we found in Section 2.3, using the method outlined in
Section 2.1 and Eq. 22. To this end, we simulated UCMHs
distributed stochastically according to a Milky Way-like
NFW profile, again adopting c = 18, Mvir = 9.4× 1011M
from Battaglia et al. (2005, 2006), in order to produce a
simulated period derivative contribution.
Galactic dark matter subhalo velocities are currently
poorly understood, and so we took a simplified model in
which all subhalos have isotropic velocities of magnitude
200 km s−1, independent of galactocentric radius. We placed
the observer at a galactocentric radius of 8 kpc from the
centre of the Galactic profile, and simulated observations
of mock lines of sight to all 1810 non-binary pulsars with
known period derivatives in the ATNF catalogue.
As the time delay due to each individual subhalo is addi-
tive and independent, it is expected that the contributions of
lenses of different masses would likewise be additive. In this
way, we constrain the fraction of the Milky Way in UCMHs
of each mass independently. It should therefore be noted
that models predicting a range of UCMH masses must have
their predictions integrated over our single-mass limits in
order to properly assess their validity.
Varying the fraction of dark matter contained in
UCMHs of a given mass, and matching the output P˙ -noise
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to our upper limit from pulsar data, we obtain an upper
limit on UCMH number density within the Milky Way as a
function of mass. We show this limit in Fig. 5, comparing to
those from gamma-ray searches by Bringmann et al. (2012),
which necessarily assume a specific model for annihilating
dark matter. Mirroring their procedure, we reduce our limits
at large masses (& 103M), corresponding to case in which
the P˙ -noise does exceed the observational upper limit, but
the large-N condition of the central limit theorem no longer
holds. By performing a chi-squared test for normality on
the time delay distribution at low N, we find that that for
N > 12 the distribution remains normal (p-value < 0.05) for
all halo masses that we consider. As a conservative measure,
we therefore reduce our limit to N ≥ 20 halos within the
Milky Way, as can be seen in Fig. 5.
Our final limits on UCMH number density are of simi-
lar magnitude to those found by gamma-ray searches, with
strongest constraint f ≤ 1.1 × 10−8 at a mass of ap-
proximately 1 × 103M. In fact, our constraints from pul-
sar timing are significantly stronger throughout the range
10−2 .Mh/M . 104 than those found previously. Not only
are these the strongest limits on the abundance of UCMH
number density to date, they have the additional benefit of
being the only strong constraint that does not rely on the
assumption that dark matter undergoes annihilation.
Baryonic matter along the line of sight may be expected
to produce the same gravitational effects. While additional
structure (baryonic or otherwise) would boost this signal
beyond that provided by UCMHs alone, we have provided
only upper limits on the total Gaussian noise, and so our
constraint on UCMH abundance still holds true. In addition
to gravitational effects, baryonic matter is known to change
the speed of light propagation – providing an additional (po-
tentially varying) delay. The strength of this effect changes
on far shorter timescales than that due to dark matter struc-
ture, and so does not change the measured period derivative
of the pulsar (You et al. 2007). While some pulsars do in-
deed appear to have a constantly increasing or decreasing
dispersion measure, this would have the same effect on the
period derivative distribution (at a single wavelength) as the
effect we investigate – adding to the total Gaussian noise.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The difference in photon travel time due to an intervening
source of gravitational potential has long been known, most
famously as the Shapiro delay. It was recently proposed that
movement of dark matter structures along the line of sight
to a pulsar could potentially produce a measurable change
in the pulsar’s timing signal. If measurement of these in-
duced shifts were possible, the properties of the intervening
structures could potentially be investigated, providing in-
sight into the nature of dark matter and the formation of its
structure.
UCMHs are one such predicted form of dark matter sub-
structure, expected to be seeded in the very early universe.
As a consequence of their early formation, they have ex-
tremely steep density profiles, and consequently steep grav-
itational potentials, allowing them to provide a strong time-
delay signal. UCMHs have been shown to be highly immune
to disruption by tidal forces, and so are expected to have
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Figure 5. The 95% credible interval upper limits on the fraction
of dark matter in the Milky Way contained in UCMHs. Limits
are shown from both pulsar period derivatives and non-detection
in gamma-rays by Fermi-LAT searches for dark matter annihila-
tion. We map UCMH masses to wavenumber k at horizon entry
following the method outlined in Bringmann et al. (2012).
persisted from their collapse shortly after matter-radiation
equality through to the present day. They therefore provide
a unique probe of the conditions of the early universe.
Here we have calculated the probability of detecting an
individual halo by pulsar timing. We find that detections
are likely impossible for NFW minihalos, but UCMHs may
produce a detectable signal, should the number density of
lenses be appropriately high (f & 0.01) for UCMHs in the
mass range 10−3 .Mh/M . 103.
More excitingly, we predict an additive time-delay
‘noise’ on pulsar period derivatives due to a population of
dark matter halos. By determining an observational upper
limit of log σP˙ ≤ −17.05 on the observed amount of this
noise, we have placed upper limits on the number densities
of UCMHs at a range of masses. While the previous strongest
limits rely on the assumption that dark matter can annihi-
late, the limits we find here are placed by gravitational meth-
ods only, and are therefore equally applicable to any dark
matter model. Our best limit of fMW . 1.1 × 10−8 is more
than an order of magnitude better than previous ones. For
masses 10−2 . Mh/M . 104, our limits are the strongest
available, even compared to earlier model-dependent ones.
While different lensing methodologies appear to have
been exhaustively used for investigating the small-scale
structure of dark matter, time-delay methods have been
mostly overlooked. This new methodology shows that time
delays may yet provide the most sensitive measures of lens-
ing to date. We have shown that, although small in ampli-
tude, the gravitational time-delay signal due to UCMHs may
indeed yet be seen in pulsar timing observations. Should a
detection be made, these may be used to constrain mod-
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els of early universe cosmology such as inflation and cosmic
strings.
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The paper ‘Investigating dark matter substructure with
pulsar timing: I. Constraints on ultracompact minihalos’ was
published in MNRAS, 456, p. 1394 (Clark et al. 2016). Due
to an error in the interpretation of the timing noise, the
statistical limits on UCMH abundance published in Fig. 5
are no longer valid. This error stems from the use of the first
derivative of the gravitational time delay as a contribution to
a pulsar’s period derivative. This would actually contribute
instead to its measured period.
Accounting for this, we have compared the expected
strength of both the first and second derivative timing noise
(P -noise and P˙ -noise) to ATNF data. Unfortunately, the dif-
ference between the period derivative and period of pulsars
is on average around 15 orders of magnitude, and as such
we have found that neither is sufficient to rule out even the
scenario that the Milky Way’s dark matter consists entirely
of UCMHs (f = 1). Therefore, this method (as described
in Section 2.3) does not allow any meaningful limits to be
placed on the abundance of UCMHs within the Milky Way.
Despite this, the projected limits on f from non-
detection of individual UCMH timing signals in millisecond
pulsar data (Fig. 3) are unaffected, and thus remain valid. At
its strongest, the individual-detection method is able to pro-
vide a projected constraint of f . 0.01 at a mass of 10−3M
– assuming a detection threshold of 1 ns. For wavenumbers
k & 104 Mpc−1, these are the strongest projected limits on
UCMH abundance to date that do not rely upon the assump-
tion that dark matter annihilates. This method allows us to
probe down to a mass that is lower than attainable by other
gravitational means – a quality which assists significantly in
providing the strongest limits on primordial power. Compar-
atively, the projected limits of Zackrisson et al. (2013) and
Li et al. (2012) are only able to constrain (at best) f . 0.1
and f . 0.01 for halo masses of approximately 106M and
10−1M, respectively.
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4.2 Paper 2 – Theia: Faint objects in motion or the new
astrometry frontier
The second paper of this thesis is a proposal compiled by the Theia collaboration
for the European Space Agency M5 call for missions. The proposed satellite would
undertake astrometric measurements at 1000 times greater accuracy than is cur-
rently available with Gaia. The primary focus of this mission would be to study the
properties of the Milky Way’s dark matter halo and substructure. Unfortunately, the
mission was not selected for funding.
I was an active member of the science team of this proposal, and contributed
the projected limits described in section 2.1.5 – utilizing the astrometric microlens-
ing methodology outlined by Li et al. (2012) in order to provide the constraints on
UCMH abundance that would be made available by the completion of this mis-
sion.
Theia: Faint objects in motion or the new astrometry frontier
The Theia Collaboration ∗
Abstract
In the context of the ESA M5 (medium mission) call we proposed a new satellite mission, Theia, based on rel-
ative astrometry and extreme precision to study the motion of very faint objects in the Universe. Theia is primarily
designed to study the local dark matter properties, the existence of Earth-like exoplanets in our nearest star systems
and the physics of compact objects. Furthermore, about 15 % of the mission time was dedicated to an open obser-
vatory for the wider community to propose complementary science cases. With its unique metrology system and
“point and stare” strategy, Theia’s precision would have reached the sub micro-arcsecond level. This is about 1000
times better than ESA/Gaia’s accuracy for the brightest objects and represents a factor 10-30 improvement for the
faintest stars (depending on the exact observational program). In the version submitted to ESA, we proposed an
optical (350-1000nm) on-axis TMA telescope. Due to ESA Technology readiness level, the camera’s focal plane
would have been made of CCD detectors but we anticipated an upgrade with CMOS detectors. Photometric mea-
surements would have been performed during slew time and stabilisation phases needed for reaching the required
astrometric precision.
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1 Executive summary
1.1 Theia’s aims
What is the nature of dark matter? Are there habitable exo-Earths nearby? What is the equation of state of matter in
extreme environments? These are the fundamental questions the Theia astrometric space observatory is designed to
answer. Through its ultra-precise micro-arcsecond relative astrometry, Theia will address a large number of prime
open questions in three themes of ESA’s cosmic vision:
• Dark matter (the main focus of the mission)
Theia will dramatically advance cosmology by determining the small-scale properties of the dark matter (DM)
component in the local Universe. It is the first space observatory designed to test for signatures of models beyond
the Standard Model of particle physics, and it will either confirm or invalidate Cold Dark Matter (CDM) and various
theories of primordial inflation. Theia will:
• examine whether DM in the inner part of faint dwarf spheroidal galaxies is cuspy or more homogeneously
distributed;
• determine whether the outer halo of the Milky Way is prolate;
• detect small DM halos by finding the gravitational perturbations they have left on the Milky Way disc; and
• test inflationary models by detecting ultra-compact mini-halos of DM.
This will help us understand the origin and composition of the Universe (theme 4 of ESA’s Cosmic Vision).
• Exoplanets
Theia will provide the first direct measurements of the masses and inclinations of a significant sample of Earth and
super-Earth planets orbiting our nearest star neighbours. This census of habitable exoplanets will be crucial for
future exobiology missions. Spectroscopic follow-ups to Theia will enable the detection of possible signatures of
complex life and the chemical pathways to it. This will help us understand the conditions for planet formation and
the emergence of life, and how the Solar System works (themes 1-2 of ESA’s Cosmic Vision).
• Neutron stars and black holes
Theia will determine the masses of more than 15 neutron stars by measuring binary orbital motion. In conjunction
with X-ray measurements from other missions (e.g., Athena), Theia will improve neutron star radius measurements
for a dozen systems, which will constrain their composition and equation of state. For black hole binaries, Theia
will also make proper motion measurements to understand their formation, and orbital measurements to determine
if their accretion discs are warped. This will help us understand the fundamental physical laws of the Universe
(theme 3 of ESA’s Cosmic Vision).
1.2 Scientific instruments
The payload is deliberately simple: it includes a single three-mirror anastigmat telescope, with metrology subsys-
tems and a camera. The telescope is an Korsch on-axis three-mirror anastigmat telescope (TMA) with an 80 cm
primary mirror. The camera focal plane consists of 24 detectors, leading to a Nyquist sampled field of view' 0.5◦,
and four wavefront sensors. Its metrology subsystems ensure that Theia can achieve the sub-microarcsecond astro-
metric precision that is required to detect habitable exoplanets near us.
1.3 Significant additional benefits
Theia’s main purpose is to observe the targets set by our science cases, but it will use its repointing and stabiliza-
tion phases to perform photometric observations to infer the age of the Universe to a unique precision. In addition,
Theia will benefit the community by reserving 15% of the observing time for open call proposals, and allowing the
public to "crowd-select" four astronomic objects to be scrutinised. Theia’s measurements will significantly improve
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
the knowledge we gain from other key ground and space research programs. Theia’s ultra-precise astrometry will
serve as a new reference standard, and benefit the broader astronomical community, as the natural astrometric suc-
cessor to ESA/Hipparcos and Gaia. It will open promising new avenues for scientific breakthroughs in astronomy,
astrophysics and cosmology.
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Science case Dark Matter, Exoplanets, Neutron stars and Binary Black Holes.
Science objectives • To discover the nature of dark matter;
• To find nearby habitable Earths;
• To probe Nature’s densest environments.
Overview • Spacecraft at L2 for 4.5 years;
• Optical telescope (350nm-1000nm);
•Micro-arcsecond astrometry, sub-percent photometry;
• Point and stare strategy, to enable relative (differential) astrometry;
• Built on Gaia’s "absolute" reference frame.
What makes Theia unique? • Ultra-high-precision astrometry, only reachable from space:
from 10 µas (dark matter) down to 0.15 µas (exoplanets);
• Dedicated payload design to achieve the required astrometric precision;
• Unprecedented sensitivity to DM targets, enabling particle physics tests;
• True masses and orbital architecture of habitable-zone terrestrial planets,
and complete orbital characterization of planetary systems;
•Measurements of orbits and distances to probe the interiors of neutron stars
and the structure of black hole accretion discs.
• dwarf spheroidals & ultra-faint dwarf galaxies, hyper-velocity stars;
Main observational targets • nearby A, F, G, K, M stellar systems;
• neutron stars in X-ray binaries;
•Milky Way disc + open observatory targets.
Payload • Korsch on-axis TMA telescope with controlled optical aberrations;
• Primary mirror: D = 0.8m diameter;
• Long focal length, f = 32 m;
• FoV ∼0.5 deg, with 4 to 6 reference stars with magnitude R≤ 10.8 mag;
• Focal plane with 24 CCD detectors (∼402 Mpixels, 350nm-1000nm);
• Nyquist sampling of the point-spread-function;
•Metrology calibration of the focal plane array: relative positions of pixels
at the micropixel level using Young’s interferometric fringes;
• Interferometric monitoring of the telescope: picometer level determination;
of the telescope geometry using laser interferometric hexapods.
Spacecraft • Spacecraft dry mass with margin: 1063 kg. Total launch Mass: 1325 kg;
• Attitude Control System: synergistic system with hydrazine, reaction
wheels and cold-gas thrusters. RPE: 20 mas rms in a few minutes (1σ);
• Thermal Control System: active thermal control of telescope;
dedicated radiator for the payload;
• Telecommand, Telemetry and Communication: Ka-band, ∼95 GBytes of
science data per day. High Gain Antenna and 35m stations.
Launcher and operations • Ariane 6.02. Lissajous orbit at L2. Launch in 2029;
• Nominal mission: 4 yrs + 6 months transit, outgassing & commissioning;
•MOC at ESOC, SOC at ESAC.
Data policy • Instrument Science Data Centers at consortium member states;
• Short proprietary period and 2 data releases.
Consortium • > 180 participants from 22 countries;
UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Poland, Portugal,
Sweden, The Netherlands, Hungary, Greece, Denmark, Austria, Finland,
USA, Brazil, China, Canada, India, Israel, Japan.
Estimated cost • 536 Me for the spacecraft and telescope, including launcher (70),
ground segment (85), project (53) and payload contribution (56).
• 51.3 Me for the payload (consortium member states only)
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2 Science case
Europe has always been a pioneer of astrometry, from
the time of ancient Greece to Tycho Brahe, Johannes
Kepler, the Copernican revolution and Friedrich Bessel.
ESA’s Hipparcos and Gaia satellites continued this tra-
dition, revolutionizing our view of the Solar Neighbor-
hood and Milky Way, and providing a crucial foundation
for many disciplines of astronomy.
Theia’s unprecedented microarcsecond relative pre-
cision will advance European astrometry still further,
setting the stage for breakthroughs on the most critical
questions of cosmology, astronomy and particle physics.
2.1 Dark Matter
The current hypothesis of cold dark matter (CDM) ur-
gently needs verification. Dark matter (DM) is essen-
tial to the Λ + CDM cosmological model (ΛCDM),
which successfully describes the large-scale distribu-
tion of galaxies and the angular fluctuations of the
Cosmic Microwave Background, as confirmed by the
ESA/Planck mission. Dark matter is the dominant form
of matter (∼ 85%) in the Universe, and ensures the for-
mation and stability of enmeshed galaxies and clusters
of galaxies. The current paradigm is that dark matter is
made of heavy, hence cold, particles; otherwise galaxies
would not form. However, the nature of dark matter is
still unknown.
There are a number of open issues regarding ΛCDM
on small-scales. Simulations based on DM-only predict
a 1) large number of small objects orbiting the Milky
Way, 2) a steep DM distribution in their centre and 3) a
prolate Milky Way halo. However, hydrodynamical sim-
ulations, which include dissipative gas and violent astro-
physical phenomena (such as supernovae explosions and
jets from galactic nuclei) can change this picture. Quan-
titative predictions are based on very poorly understood
sub-grid physics and there is no consensus yet on the
results. Answers are buried at small-scales, which are
extremely difficult to probe. A new astrometric mission
such as Theia appears to be the best way to settle the na-
ture of DM. Theia will allow us to validate or refute key
predictions of ΛCDM, such as
• The DM distribution in dwarf spheroidal galaxies
• The outer shape of the Milky Way DM halo
• The lowest masses of the Milky Way satellites
• The power spectrum of density perturbations These
observations will significantly advance research
into DM. Theia’s observations may indicate that
DM is warmer than ΛCDM predicts. Or we may
find that DM is prone to self-interactions that re-
duce its density in the central part of the satellites
of the Milky Way. We may discover that DM has
small interactions that reduce the number of satel-
lite companions. Alternatively, Theia’s measure-
ment of the Milky Way DM halo could reveal that
DM is a sophisticated manifestation of a modifica-
tion of Einstein’s gravity. Astrometric microlensing
(see Sec. 2.3.2) could even reveal that DM is made
of primordial black holes rather than particles.
2.1.1 The Dark Matter distribution in dwarf
spheroidal galaxies
Fig. 2.1: Number of dwarf spheroidal galaxy stars within
the Theia field with expected plane-of-sky errors lower than
half the galaxy’s velocity dispersion as a function of the
galaxy’s estimated mass-to-light ratio within the effective
(half-projected-light) radius of the galaxy. Luminosities and
total masses within the half-light radii are mainly from Walker
et al. (2009).
Because they are DM-dominated (see Fig. 2.1, where
the number of stars versus the mass-to-light ratio is dis-
played), dwarf Spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) are excellent
laboratories to test the distribution of DM within the cen-
tral part of small galaxies and disentangle the influence
of complex baryonic processes from that of dark matter
at these scales.
Simulations (e.g. Oñorbe et al. 2015; Read et al.
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Fig. 2.2: Reconstruction of the DM halo profile of the Draco dSph without (blue) and with (red) proper motions using the
mass-orbit modeling algorithm of Watkins et al. (2013). Four mocks of Draco were used, with cored (left) and cuspy (right)
DM halos, and with isotropic velocities everywhere (top) or only in the inner regions with increasingly radial motions in the
outer regions (bottom). The effective (half-projected light) radii of each mock is shown with the arrows. The stellar proper
motions in the mocks were given errors, function of apparent magnitude, as expected with 1000 hours of observations spread
over 4 years. Only with proper motions can the DM density profile be accurately reconstructed, properly recovering its cuspy
or cored nature.
2016), show that the DM distribution (referred to as DM
profile) in dSphs strongly depends on their star forma-
tion history. More specifically, these simulations find
that CDM can be heated by bursty star formation inside
the stellar half light radius R1/2, if star formation pro-
ceeds for long enough. As a result, some dSphs like
Fornax have formed stars for almost a Hubble time and
so should have large central dark matter cores, while oth-
ers, like Draco and Ursa Minor, had their star formation
truncated after just ∼ 1−2 Gyrs and should retain their
steep central dark matter cusp.
Large DM cores could also be attributed however to
strong self-interactions. Hence finding evidence for such
cores in the faintest dSphs (which are even more DM
dominated (Wolf et al. 2010) than the classical ones),
would bring tremendous insights about the history of
baryonic processes in these objects and could even dra-
matically change our understanding of the nature of dark
matter. Indeed, self-interacting DM (Spergel & Stein-
hardt 2000) is expected to scatter in the dense inner re-
gions of dSphs, and thus leads to homogeneous cores.
Finding such a core DM distribution in dSphs could then
reveal a new type of particle forces in the dark mat-
ter sector and provide us with new directions to build
extensions of Standard Model of particle physics. On
the other hand, finding cuspy DM profiles in all dSphs
(including the faintest ones) would confirm ΛCDM and
place strong constraints on galaxy formation. As shown
in Figs. 3.16 and 3.21, with its micro-arcsecond as-
trometric precision, Theia has the ability to determine
whether the DM distribution in dSphs is cuspy or has a
core and therefore bring possible very significant break-
through regarding the nature of DM.
To determine the inner DM distribution in dSphs, one
needs to remove the degeneracy between the radial DM
profile and orbital anisotropy that quantifies whether
stellar orbits are more radial or more tangential in the
Jeans equation (Binney & Mamon 1982). This can be
done by adding the proper motions of stars in dSphs.
Fig. 2.2 shows that for the Draco dSph (which was ob-
tained using single-component spherical mock datasets
from the Gaia Challenge Spherical and Triaxial Systems
working group,1 and the number of stars expected to be
1 http://astrowiki.ph.surrey.ac.uk/dokuwiki/doku.
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observed by Theia), the inclusion of proper motions lifts
the cusp/core degeneracy that line-of-sight-only kine-
matics cannot disentangle.
We remark in addition that Theia will be able to
perform follow-ups of Gaia’s observations of dSphs
streams of stars if needed. Not only will Theia provide
the missing tangential velocities for stars with existing
radial velocities, but it will also provide crucial member-
ship information - and tangential velocities - for stars in
the outer regions of the satellite galaxies that are tidally
disrupted by the Milky Way.
2.1.2 The triaxiality of the Milky Way dark matter
halo
For over two decades cosmological simulations have
shown that Milky Way-like DM halos have triaxial
shapes, with the degree of triaxiality varying with ra-
dius (e.g. Dubinski 1994; Kazantzidis et al. 2004): halos
are more round or oblate at the center, become triaxial at
intermediate radii, and prolate at large radii (Zemp et al.
2012).
These departures from spherical symmetry can be
tested by precise measurement of the velocity of Hy-
per Velocity Stars (HVS), entirely independently of
any other technique attempted so far (such as the tidal
streams). HVS were first discovered serendipitously
(Brown et al. 2005; Hirsch et al. 2005; Edelmann et al.
2005), and later discovered in a targeted survey of
blue main-sequence stars (Brown 2015 and references
therein). They are located between 20 and 100 kpc from
the Galactic Center and have radial velocities that sig-
nificantly exceed the Galactic escape velocity.
1
standard
DM halo
model
Fig. 2.3: Illustration of the trajectories of hyper velocity stars
ejected from Galactic Centre for 3 different outer dark mat-
ter halo shapes: oblate (left), spherical (middle), and prolate
(right).
Because these velocities exceed the plausible limit for
a runaway star ejected from a binary, in which one com-
ponent has undergone a supernova explosion, the pri-
mary mechanism for a star to obtain such an extreme
php?id=tests:sphtri
velocity is assumed to be a three-body interaction and
ejection from the deep potential well of the supermas-
sive black hole at the Galactic center (Hills 1988; Yu &
Tremaine 2003).
Fig. 2.4: Expected proper motions of HVS5 under different
assumptions about the shape and orientation of the DM halo.
The families of models are shown with the halo major axis
along the Galactic X- (red squares), Y- (blue triangles), and
Z- (green circles) coordinates. The solid line shows how the
centroid of the proper motions would shift with a different
distance to HVS5.
By measuring the three-dimensional velocity of these
stars, we will reconstruct the triaxiality of the Galactic
potential. In a spherical potential, unbound HVS ejected
from the Galactic center should travel in nearly a straight
line, as depicted in Fig.2.3. However, for triaxial ha-
los, the present velocity vector should not point exactly
from the Galactic Center because of the small curvature
of the orbit caused by non-spherically symmetric part of
the potential (Gnedin et al. 2005; Yu & Madau 2007).
While both the halo and stellar disc induce transverse
motions, the effect is dominated by halo triaxiality at
the typical distance of HVS. The deflection contributed
by the disc peaks around 10 kpc but quickly declines at
larger distances, while the deflection due to the triaxial
halo continues to accumulate along the whole trajectory.
Fig. 2.4 actually shows the spread of proper motion for
one star, HVS5, for different halo shapes (different halo
axis ratios and different orientations of the major axis).
Proper motions of several HVSs were measured with
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) by Brown et al.
(2015), using an astrometric frame based on background
galaxies (the FOV was too small to include any quasars).
However, these measurements were not sufficiently ac-
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curate to constrain the halo shape or the origin of HVS.
Theia has a sufficiently large FOV to include about
10 known quasars from the SDSS catalog around most
HVSs. This will provide a much more stable and accu-
rate astrometric frame, and will allow us to constrain the
halo axis ratios to about 5%.
Fig. 2.5: Example of a reconstruction of the Galactic halo
shape from Theia’s measurement of proper motion of HVS5.
The assumed proper motions correspond to a prolate model
with qX = qY = 0.8qZ , marked by a red square. Shaded
contours represent confidence limits corresponding to the ex-
pected 1, 2, and 3σµ proper motion errors. The outer blue
contours show the accuracy that would be achieved by Gaia
at the end of its mission, even if its expected error was reduced
by a factor of 2.
Fig.2.5 shows indeed that with a precision of 4µas/yr
(see Sec. 3.2) we can constrain the orientation of the halo
major axis and measure the axis ratios to an accuracy of
δ(qZ/qX)< 0.05 for the typical HVS distance of 50 kpc.
For comparison, Gaia at the end of its mission would
achieve only 40−150µas/yr, which is highly insufficient
to provide useful constraints on the axis ratios.
Finally, an accurate measurement of HVS velocities
may lead to improved understanding of the black hole(s)
at the Galactic center. Indeed, theoretical models show
that HVSs will have a different spectrum of ejection ve-
locities from a binary black hole versus a single massive
black hole.
2.1.3 Orbital distribution of Dark Matter from the
orbits of halo stars
The orbits of DM particles in halos2 cannot be detected
directly since DM particles interact only weakly with
normal matter. However, in a triaxial potential such as
described above, it is expected that a large fraction of the
DM orbits do have any net angular momentum. Hence
these particles should get arbitrarily close to the center of
the cusp, regardless of how far from the center they were
originally. This allows dark matter particles, which an-
nihilate within the cusp to be replenished for a timescale
104 longer than in a spherical halo (analogous to loss
cone filling in the case of binary black holes Merritt &
Poon 2004).
Recent cosmological simulations show that the orbital
distributions of halo stars are similar to those of DM par-
ticles (Valluri et al. 2013, see Fig 3.18). The orbits re-
flect both the accretion/formation history and the current
shape of the potential because DM halos are dynami-
cally young (i.e. they are still growing and have not at-
tained a long term equilibrium configuration where all
orbits are fully phase mixed). This opens up the very ex-
citing possibility that one can infer the orbital properties
of DM particles by assuming that they are represented
by the orbits of halo stars.
By combining the high accuracy determination of the
shape (see Sec.2.1.2), the radial scale length, and density
normalization of the dark matter halo of the Milky Way
with accurate positions and velocities for halo field stars
(which are obtained for free in by targeting HVS), we
estimate that it will be possible to derive the orbits of
5000-10,000 field stars and thereby to infer the orbital
distribution of dark matter particles.
2.1.4 Perturbations of the Galactic Disc by Dark
Matter subhalos
A central prediction of ΛCDM in contrast to many alter-
natives of DM (such as warm DM, e.g. Schaeffer & Silk
1984 or interacting DM, e.g. Boehm et al. 2014) is the
existence of numerous 106 to 108 M DM subhalos in
the Milky Way halo. Their detection is extremely chal-
lenging, as they are very faint and lighter than dSphs.
However, N-body simulations of the Galactic Disc show
that such a DM halo passing through the Milky Way
disc would warp the disc and produce a motion (bending
mode), as shown in Fig. 2.6. This opens new avenues for
2For an analysis of orbital content of DM halos see Valluri et al.
(2010, 2012); Bryan et al. (2012); Valluri et al. (2013).
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Fig. 2.6: Face-on view of the evolution of the perturbation of a Galactic Disc due to a DM subhalo of mass 3% of the mass of
the disc crossing the disc from above. The upper and lower panels are before and after the crossing, respectively, for different
times 125, 75 and 25 Myr before the crossing and 25,75,125 Myr after (from left to right). The mean displacement amplitude
is indicated in the color bar, while the contours indicate the amplitude of the bending mode in velocity space, using plain lines
for positive values and dashed lines for negative values. The green line shows the projected orbit of the subhalo (dashed line
after the impact with the disc). The green triangle shows the current location of the subhalo on its orbit. The red lines are our
potential lines of sight for Theia, spaced by 10◦ in longitude with one pointing above the plane and one below the plane, that
would allow us to map the disc perturbation behind the Galactic Center.
detection as such perturbations of the disc would result
in anomalous motions of the stars in the disc (e.g. Feld-
mann & Spolyar 2015 for recent analysis), that could
give rise to an astrometric signal.
These anomalous bulk motions develop both in the
solar vicinity (Widrow et al. 2012) and on larger scales
(Feldmann & Spolyar 2015), see Fig.2.7. Therefore,
measuring very small proper motions of individual faint
stars in different directions towards the Galactic disc
could prove the existence of these subhalos and confirm
the CDM scenario. Alternatively, in case they are not
found, Theia’s observations would provide tantalizing
evidence for alternative DM scenarios, the most popu-
lar today being a warmer form of DM particle, though
these results could also indicate dark matter interactions
(Boehm et al. 2014).
A field of view of 1◦×1◦ in the direction of the Galac-
tic disc has ∼ 106 stars with an apparent magnitude of
R≤ 20 (given by the confusion limit). Given Theia’s as-
trometric precision per field of view, Theia could detect
up to 3 impacts on the disc from sub-halos as small as a
few 106 M.
2.1.5 Ultra-compact minihalos of dark matter in
the Milky Way
In the ΛCDM model, galaxies and other large-scale
structures formed from tiny fluctuations in the distribu-
tion of matter in the early Universe. Inflation predicts a
spectrum of primordial fluctuations in the curvature of
spacetime, which directly leads to the power spectrum
of initial density fluctuations. This spectrum is observed
on large scales in the cosmic microwave background and
the large scale structure of galaxies, but is very poorly
constrained on scales smaller than 2 Mpc. This severely
restricts our ability to probe the physics of the early Uni-
verse. Theia can provide a new window on these small
scales by searching for astrometric microlensing events
caused by ultra-compact minihalos (UCMHs) of DM.
UCMHs form shortly after matter domination (at z∼
1000), in regions that are initially overdense (δρ/ρ >
0.001; Ricotti & Gould 2009). UCMHs only form from
fluctuations about a factor of 100 larger than their regu-
lar cosmological counterparts, so their discovery would
indicate that the primordial power spectrum is not scale
invariant. This would rule out the single-field models of
13
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Fig. 2.7: Astrometric signatures in the proper motion along Galactic latitude of the perturbation of disc stars by a subhalo. The
left and right panels show lines of sight as a function of distance along the line of sight and time, for `=−25◦ and `=+25◦
respectively for b=+2◦. The color codes the time in Myr, red for times prior to the crossing of the plane by the satellite, blue
for later times. The green line is Gaia’s expected end of mission performance for a population of red clump stars along these
lines of sight. The vertical dashed line is Gaia’s detection limit (G=20) for the same population. The red lines are Theia’s
expected 1σ accuracy for the same stars and for a 400 h exposure of the field over the course of the mission.
inflation that have dominated the theoretical landscape
for the past thirty years. Conversely, the absence of
UCMHs can be used to establish upper bounds on the
amplitude of the primordial power spectrum on small
scales (Bringmann et al. 2012), which would rule out
inflationary models that predict enhanced small-scale
structure (Aslanyan et al. 2016).
Like standard DM halos, UCMHs are too diffuse to be
detected by regular photometric microlensing searches
for MAssive Compact Halo Objects (MACHOs). Be-
cause they are far more compact than standard dark
matter halos, they however produce much stronger as-
trometric microlensing signatures (Li et al. 2012). By
searching for microlensing events due to UCMHs in the
Milky Way, Theia will provide a new probe of inflation.
A search for astrometric signatures of UCMHs in the
Gaia dataset could constrain the amplitude of the pri-
mordial power spectrum to be less than about 10−5 on
scales around 2 kpc (Li et al. 2012). Fig. 2.8 shows that
with its higher astrometric precision, Theia would pro-
vide more than an order of magnitude higher sensitivity
to UCMHs, and around four orders of magnitude greater
mass coverage than Gaia. These projections are based
on 8000 hr of observations of 10 fields in the Milky Way
disc, observed three times a year, assuming that the first
year of data is reserved for calibrating stellar proper mo-
tions against which to look for lensing perturbations.
Fig. 2.9 shows that Theia would test the primordial spec-
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Fig. 2.8: Projected sensitivity of Theia to the fraction of dark
matter in the form of ultracompact minihalos (UCMHs) of
mass Mi at the time of matter-radiation equality. Smaller
masses probe smaller scales, which correspond to earlier for-
mation times (and therefore to later stages of inflation). A
UCMH mass of 0.1 M corresponds to a scale of just 700 pc.
Expected constraints from Gaia are given for comparison,
showing that Theia will provide much stronger sensitivity, as
well as probe smaller scales and earlier formation times than
ever reached before.
trum of perturbations down to scales as small as 700 pc,
and improve on the expected limits from Gaia by over
an order of magnitude at larger scales.
The results will be independent of the DM nature, as
14
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Fig. 2.9: Limits on the power of primordial cosmological perturbations at all scales, from a range of different sources. Theia
will provide far stronger sensitivity to primordial fluctuations on small scales than Gaia, spectral distortions or primordial
black holes (PBHs). Unlike gamma-ray UCMH limits, Theia’s sensitivity to cosmological perturbations will also be indepen-
dent of the specific particle nature of dark matter.
astrometric microlensing depends on gravity only, un-
like other constraints at similar scales based on dark mat-
ter annihilation, from the Fermi Gamma Ray Space Tele-
scope (Bringmann et al. 2012). Theia’s sensitivity will
be four orders of magnitude stronger than constraints
from the absence of primordial black holes (PBHs), and
more than an order of magnitude better than CMB spec-
tral distortions (Chluba et al. 2012), which give the
current best model-independent limit on the primordial
power spectrum at similar scales.
2.2 Exoplanets
2.2.1 The Frontier of Exoplanet Astrophysics
The ultimate exoplanetary science goal is to answer the
enigmatic and ancient question, “Are we alone?” via
unambiguous detection of biogenic gases and molecules
in the atmosphere of an Earth twin around a Sun-like
star (Schwieterman et al. 2016). Directly addressing
the age-old questions related to the uniqueness of the
Earth as a habitat for complex biology constitutes today
the vanguard of the field, and it is clearly recognized
as one unprecedented, cross-technique, interdisciplinary
endeavor.
Since the discovery of the first Jupiter-mass com-
panion to a solar-type star (Mayor & Queloz 1995),
tremendous progress has been made in the field of ex-
oplanets. Our knowledge is expanding ever so quickly
due to the discovery of thousands of planets, and the
skillful combination of high-sensitivity space-borne and
ground-based programs that have unveiled the variety of
planetary systems architectures that exist in the Galaxy
(e.g., Howard 2013; Mayor et al. 2011). Preliminary
estimates (e.g., Winn & Fabrycky 2015) are now also
available for the occurrence rate ηunionmulti of terrestrial-type
planets in the Habitable Zone (HZ) of stars more like the
Sun (ηunionmulti ∼ 10%) and low-mass M dwarfs (ηunionmulti ∼ 50%).
However, transiting or Doppler-detected HZ terres-
trial planet candidates (including the recent discovery
of the mp sin i = 1.3 M⊕ HZ-planet orbiting Proxima
Centauri) lack determinations of their bulk densities ρp.
Thus, the HZ terrestrial planets known to-date are not
amenable to make clear statements on their habitabil-
ity. The K2, TESS, and PLATO missions are bound
to provide tens of HZ Earths and Super Earths around
bright M dwarfs and solar-type stars for which ρp esti-
mates might be obtained in principle, but atmospheric
characterization for the latter sample might be beyond
the capabilities of JWST and the Extremely Large Tele-
scopes (ELTs). The nearest stars to the Sun are thus
the most natural reservoir for the identification of po-
tentially habitable rocky planets that might be character-
ized via a combination of high-dispersion spectroscopy
and high-contrast imaging with the ELTs (Snellen et al.
2015) or via coronagraphic or interferometric observa-
tions in space (Leger 2015).
Unlike the Doppler and transit methods, astrometry
alone can determine reliably and precisely the true mass
and three-dimensional orbital geometry of an exoplanet,
which are fundamental inputs to models of planetary
evolution, biosignature identification, and habitability.
By determining the times, angular separation and posi-
tion angle at periastron and apoastron passage, Theia’s
exquisitely precise position measurements will allow the
prediction of where and when a planet will be at its
brightest (and even the likelihood of a transit event),
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thus (a) crucially helping in the optimization of direct
imaging observations and (b) relaxing important model
degeneracies in predictions of the planetary phase func-
tion in terms of orbit geometry, companion mass, sys-
tem age, orbital phase, cloud cover, scattering mecha-
nisms and degree of polarization (e.g., Madhusudhan &
Burrows 2012). Only Theia observations have the po-
tential to 1) discover most of the potentially habitable
planets around the nearest stars to the Sun, 2) directly
measure their masses and system architectures, and 3)
provide the most complete target list and vastly improve
the efficiency of detection of potential habitats for com-
plex exo-life with the next generation of space telescopes
and ELTs.
2.2.2 Core Program
Our core program is focused on the use of Theia’s surgi-
cal single-measurement positional precision in pointed,
differential astrometric mode (< 1µas), in order to ex-
ploit the mission’s unique capability to search for the
nearest Earth-like planets to the Sun. The amplitude α
of the astrometric motion of a star due to an orbiting
planet is (in micro-arcseconds):
α= 3
(
Mp
M⊕
)( ap
1AU
)(M?
M
)−1( D
1pc
)−1
µas (1)
where M? is the stellar mass, Mp is the mass of the
planet, ap is the semi-major axis of the orbit of the
planet, and D is the distance to the star. For a terres-
trial planet in the HZ of a nearby sun-like star, a typical
value is 0.3 µas (an Earth at 1.0 AU of a Sun, at 10 pc).
This very small motion (the size of a coin thickness on
the Moon as measured from the Earth) is accessible to
Theia by measuring the differential motion of the star
with respect to far-away reference sources.
The sample selected for our core program is com-
prised of 63 of the nearest A, F, G, K, and M stars (Fig.
2.10). Many of them are found in binary and multiple
systems. Binary stars are compelling for Theia for a
number of reasons. First, they are easier targets than sin-
gle stars. For close Sun-like binaries, the magnitude of
both components is lower (and sometimes much lower)
than V = 9 mag, which is the equivalent magnitude of a
typical reference star field composed of 6 V = 11 mag
stars.
Furthermore, as the photon noise from the references
is the dominant factor of the error budget, the accuracy
for binaries increases faster with telescope staring time
than around single stars. For binaries, the references
only need to provide the plate scale and the reference
direction of the local frame, the origin point coordinates
are constrained by the secondary/primary component of
the binary. Finally, when observing a binary, the astrom-
etry on both components is obtained simultaneously: the
staring time is only spent once as both components are
within the same FoV. These two effects combined cause
the observation of stars in binary systems to be much
more efficient (as measured in µas×h−1/2) than that of
single stars.
The binary star sample has projected separations θAB
in the range 0.6-100 arcsec. We have evaluated the lim-
iting values of ϑAB for which the companion does not
constitute a problem for the direct detection by e.g. a
10-m space coronagraph in the visible, a near-infrared
space interferometer with four arms equipped with 1-
m mirrors, and an extremely large telescope observing
at 2.2 µm. We find that for all configurations ϑAB ≥
8.0× (FB/FA)1/3 arcsec, where FA, FB are the visible
fluxes of the primary (A) and secondary (B), respec-
tively. In summary (see caption to Fig. 2.10), 62% of
the binary sample can have both components observed
as part of the core program. For the 6 systems not ful-
filling the requirement, we include the targets in one of
the components of our manifold secondary program (see
below).
We further stress that the complete census of small
and nearby planets around solar-type stars is unique
to high-precision astrometry. On the one hand, Sun-
like stars have typical activity levels producing Doppler
noise of ∼ 1 m/s (or larger), which is still 10 times
the signal expected from an Earth-analog (Lovis et al.
2011). We have run detailed simulations of detectability
of the 9 cm/s RV semi-amplitude of the planetary sig-
nal induced by an Earth-twin around a solar analog, us-
ing 10 cm/s per-measurement precision appropriate for
an instrument such as ESPRESSO, and in the presence
of representative values (1− 2 m/s) of uncorrelated and
correlated RV jitter of stellar origin. We simulated 5-
through 10-years observing campaigns with very inten-
sive monitoring (≥ 100 observations per season), similar
to the time sampling adopted by Anglada-Escudé et al.
(2016) to detect the HZ terrestrial planet candidate to
Proxima Centauri. We then ran different periodogram
analysis algorithms (GLS, BGLS, FREDEC), and esti-
mated the recovery rate of the signals. With a bootstrap
false alarm probability < 1%, we found that there was
< 40% chance of a clear detection. On the other hand,
Theia astrometry will be almost insensitive to the dis-
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Fig. 2.10: Minimum masses of planets that can be detected at the center of the HZ of their star for the 63 best nearby A,
F, G, K, M target systems. The target systems (either single or binary stars), are ranked from left to right with increasing
minimum detectable mass in HZ around the primary system component, assuming equal observing time per system. Thus
for binary stars, A and B components are aligned vertically, as they belong to the same system they share the same rank.
When the A and B mass thresholds are close the name is usually not explicitly written down to avoid overcrowding. B
components that have mass thresholds above 2.2 M⊕ are named in gray and binaries that are estimated too close for follow-up
spectroscopy are named in gray and in parenthesis. These binaries are expected to be only part of the secondary science
program (planet formation around binaries). The star sample that is best for astrometry is similar to that of the best stars for
spectroscopy in the visible, or in thermal IR (see text for explanations). Earths and super-Earths with Mp ≥ 1.5 M⊕ can be
detected and characterized (actual mass and full orbit) around 22 stars. All Super-Earths with Mp < 2.2 M⊕ can be detected
and characterized around 59 stars.
turbances (spots, plages) due to stellar activity, having
typical activity-induced astrometric signals with ampli-
tude below 0.1 µas (Lagrange et al. 2011).
For the full sample of the nearest stars considered in
Fig. 2.10 we achieve sensitivity (at the 6− σ level)
to planets with Mp ≤ 3 M⊕ (See section 3.6). If we
consider ηEarth ∼ 10%, for the sample of 63 stars clos-
est to our Solar System we thus expect to detect ∼ 6
HZ terrestrial planets. Of these, 5 would be amenable
for further spectroscopic characterization of their atmo-
spheres. Theia can perform the astrometry of the rele-
vant stars and make a thorough census (95% complete-
ness) of these planets by using less than 10% of a four
years mission. As indicated above, this program will
also be valuable for understanding planetary diversity,
the architecture of planetary systems (2-d information
plus Kepler’s laws, results in 3-d knowledge) including
the mutual inclination of the orbits, a piece of informa-
tion that is often missing in our exploration of planetary
systems.
2.2.3 Secondary Program
We envision a fourfold secondary program to exploit the
Theia potential to elucidate other important questions in
exoplanetary science. It will make use of an additional
∼ 7% of mission time.
a) Planetary systems in S-Type binary systems
Theia’s performance for exoplanet detection around
nearby binaries will be of crucial importance in reveal-
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Name ρ [as] a [AU] D [pc] SpT A SpT B VmagA VmagB Flux ratio ϑAB. [as] Core? sma[as]
α Cen. 10.0 13.4 1.34 G2 V K0 V 0.0 1.3 3.4 5.3 Y 17.57
61 Cygni 31.4 108.8 3.46 K5 Ve K7 Ve 5.2 6.0 2.1 6.2 Y 24.2
70 Ophiuchi 6.6 33.2 5.03 K0 Ve K5 Ve 4.2 6.0 5.2 4.6 Y 4.56
η Cassio. 12.9 76.6 5.94 G3 V K7 V 3.5 7.5 42.1 2.3 Y 11.994
ζ Herculis 1.3 13.1 10.10 G0 IV K0 V 2.9 5.4 9.9 3.7 N 1.33
γ Leporis 95.0 760.6 8.01 F6 V K2 V 3.6 6.1 10.5 3.7 Y -
36 Ophiuchi 5.1 27.2 5.33 K1 Ve K1 Ve 5.1 5.1 1.0 7.9 N 14.7
γ Virginis 2.3 23.3 10.13 F0 V F0 V 3.5 3.5 1.1 7.9 N 3.66
ξ Bootis 5.6 37.6 6.71 G8 Ve K4 Ve 4.7 7.0 8.1 4.0 Y 4.904
ξ Ursae Maj. 1.8 18.8 10.42 G0 Ve G0 Ve 4.3 4.8 1.5 6.9 N 2.536
33 G. Librae 32.0 183.7 5.74 K5 Ve M2 V 5.8 8.0 7.9 4.0 Y 32.34
p Eridani 11.4 76.6 6.72 K2 V K3 V 5.8 5.9 1.1 7.8 Y 7.817
α Fornacis 5.4 74.3 13.76 F7 IV G7 V 4.0 6.7 12.6 3.4 Y 4.36
Psi Velorum 1.0 15.6 15.58 F3 IV F0 IV 4.1 4.7 1.6 6.8 N 0.862
10 Ursae Maj. 0.6 9.0 15.08 F3 V G5 V 4.1 6.2 6.7 4.2 N 0.6470
δ Gemi. 5.7 91.3 16.03 F1 IV-V K3 V 3.5 8.2 73.8 1.9 Y 6.0
Tab. 2.1: Target sample of binaries, including projected and linear separation, distance, spectral types, visual magnitudes, flux
ratio, critical separation for direct imaging, corresponding flag for inclusion in the core program (see text for details) and the
orbital semi-major axis if known.
ing planet formation in multiple stellar systems, the en-
vironment in which roughly half of main-sequence stars
are born.
The unexpected discovery of numerous giant plan-
ets in binaries has indeed sparked a string of theoret-
ical studies, aimed at understanding how planets can
form and evolve in these environments (see Thebault &
Haghighipour 2014). Of particular interest is the sub-
sample of close binaries with separation 10-40AU, for
which 5 exoplanets have been detected relatively close
to the habitable zone around one stellar component (S-
type orbits), but on orbits which are also close to the dy-
namical stability limit imposed by the companion’s per-
turbations (Haghighipour 2004, Thebault 2011, Satyal
& Musielak 2016). In such a highly perturbed envi-
ronment, these exoplanets are very difficult to form fol-
lowing the standard planet-formation scenario, and their
very existence presents a challenge to theoretical stud-
ies (Thebault & Haghighipour 2014). Several scenarios
have been proposed in recent theoretical studies to solve
this apparent paradox, such as the outward migration of
growing embryos (Payne et al. 2009), the accretion by
sweeping of small debris (Xie et al. 2010), early orbital
evolution of the binary (Thébault et al. 2009), and even
more radical solutions such as a binary-specific chan-
nel for planet formation (Duchêne 2010). The contri-
bution of Theia could be of great value for these on-
going studies, because it will survey at least 6 systems
in this crucial 10-40AU separation range (11 in the 5-
100AU range, see Table 2.1), with a sensitivity down to
terrestrial planets in the habitable zone, which is out of
reach for present observation facilities. The expected ad-
ditional constraints on the occurrence rate of planets in
tight binaries could prove decisive in helping to discrim-
inate between the different planet-formation-in-binaries
scenarios that have been proposed.
b) Follow-up of known Doppler systems
Another unique use of Theia is the study of non-
transiting, low-mass multiple-planet systems that have
already been detected with RVs. Theia astrometry will
confirm or refute controversial detections, remove the
sin i ambiguity and measure actual planetary masses.
Furthermore, it will directly determine mutual inclina-
tion angles, which are critical to study a) the habitability
of exoplanets in multiple systems, since they modify the
orientation of the spin axes and hence the way the cli-
mates change across time (e.g. Laskar & Robutel 1993;
Armstrong et al. 2014)) the dynamical evolution history
of multiple systems, as e.g. coplanar orbits are indica-
tive of smooth evolution, while large mutual inclinations
and eccentricities point toward episodes of strong inter-
actions, such as planet-planet scattering. Fig. 2.11 illus-
trates a case where degeneracy in RV can be removed by
astrometry.
c) Planetary systems on and off the main sequence
Gaia has the potential to detect thousands of giant
planetary companions around stars of all ages (includ-
ing pre- and post-main-sequence), spectral type, chemi-
cal abundance, and multiplicity (Casertano et al. 2008;
Sozzetti et al. 2014; Perryman et al. 2014; Sahlmann
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Fig. 2.11: An example where astrometry breaks the degeneracy. Two simulated planetary systems are around a solar-type star
at 10 pc, with two Jupiter-like planets at 0.5 and 2.5 AU (left). One is co-planar (dotted black line), the other has a mutual
inclination of 30◦ (full red line). The two corresponding RV curves are shown (middle), as well as the two astrometric ones
(right). Curves are identical in the former case, but clearly separated in the latter revealing the inclined orbits.
et al. 2015). Theia will cherry-pick on Gaia discoveries
and identify systems amenable to follow-up to search for
additional low-mass components in such systems, par-
ticularly in the regime of stellar parameters difficult for
radial velocity work (e.g., early spectral types, young
ages, very low metallicity, white dwarfs). Some of the
systems selected might also contain transiting compan-
ions identified by TESS and PLATO (and possibly even
Gaia itself), or planets directly imaged by SPHERE or
E-ELT.
d) Terrestrial planets around Brown Dwarfs
To-date, among the few planetary mass objects that
have been associated to brown dwarf (BD) hosts using
direct imaging and microlensing techniques, only one
is likely to be a low-mass planet (Udalski et al. 2015,
and references therein). However, there are both obser-
vational (Scholz et al. 2008; Ricci et al. 2012, 2014) as
well as theoretical (Payne & Lodato 2007; Meru et al.
2013) reasons to believe that such systems could also be
frequent around BDs. The recent identification of a trio
of short-period Earth-sized planets transiting a nearby
star with a mass only ∼ 10% more massive than the
Hydrogen-burning limit (Gillon et al. 2016) is a tanta-
lizing element in this direction.
In its all-sky survey, Gaia will observe thousands of
ultra-cool dwarfs in the backyard of the Sun with suffi-
cient astrometric precision to reveal any orbiting com-
panions with masses as low as that of Jupiter (Sozzetti
2014).
Theia will push detection limits of companions down
to terrestrial mass. If the occurrence rate of P ≤ 1.3 d,
Earth-sized planets around BDs is η= 27% as suggested
by He et al. (2016) based on extrapolations from tran-
sit detections around late M dwarfs, the Theia measure-
ments, probing for the first time a much larger range of
separations with respect to transit surveys with sensitiv-
ity to low-mass planets, will unveil a potentially large
number of such companions, and place the very first up-
per limits on their occurrence rates in case of null detec-
tion.
2.3 Compact objects
2.3.1 Orbital measurements
The brightest Galactic X-ray sources are accreting com-
pact objects in binary systems. Precise optical astrom-
etry of these X-ray binaries provides a unique opportu-
nity to obtain quantities which are very difficult to obtain
otherwise. In particular, it is possible to determine the
distances to the systems via parallax measurements and
the masses of the compact objects by detecting orbital
motion to measure the binary inclination and the mass
function. With Theia, distance measurements are feasi-
ble for >50 X-ray binaries (in 2000h), and orbital mea-
surements will be obtained for dozens of systems. This
will revolutionize the studies of X-ray binaries in several
ways, and here, we discuss goals for neutron stars (NSs),
including constraining their equation of state (EoS), and
for black holes (BHs).
Matter in the NS interior is compressed to densities
exceeding those in the center of atomic nuclei, opening
the possibility to probe the nature of the strong interac-
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tion under conditions dramatically different from those
in terrestrial experiments and to determine the NS com-
position. NSs might be composed of nucleons only, of
strange baryons (hyperons) or mesons in the core with
nucleons outside (a hybrid star), or of pure strange quark
matter (a quark star). A sketch of the different possibili-
ties is given in Fig. 2.12. Via the equation of state (EoS),
matter properties determine the star’s radius for a given
mass. In particular, since general relativity limits the
mass for a given EoS, the observation of a massive NS
can exclude EoS models. Presently, the main constraint
stems from the measurements of two very massive NSs
in radio pulsar/white dwarf systems which have been re-
ported with high precision (Demorest et al. 2010; Anto-
niadis et al. 2013; Fonseca et al. 2016).
The key to constraining the NS EoS is to measure
the masses and radii of NSs. While masses have been
measured for a number of X-ray binary and radio pul-
sar binary systems (e.g., Lattimer 2012; Özel & Freire
2016), the errors on the mass measurements for most X-
ray binaries are large (see Fig. 2.13, left). The ultimate
constraint on the EoS would be a determination of radius
and mass of the same object, and a small number of such
objects might be sufficient to pin down the entire EoS
(e.g., Özel & Psaltis 2009), see Fig. 2.13 (right), where
several M-R relations for different EoSs are shown. Cur-
rent techniques to determine radii rely on spectroscopic
measurements of accreting neutron stars, either in quies-
cence (Heinke et al. 2014) or during thermonuclear (type
I) X-ray bursts (Özel & Freire 2016), and also timing
observations of surface inhomogeneities of rotating NSs
(Miller & Lamb 2016; Haensel et al. 2016).
Theia will contribute by obtaining precise mass
constraints with orbital measurements (Tomsick &
Muterspaugh 2010) and by improving distance measure-
ments. Distances must be known accurately to deter-
mine the NS radii. For that purpose, Theia data can be
combined with existing and future X-ray data, e.g., from
Athena, which is scheduled as an ESA L2 mission. The
Athena Science Working Group on the endpoints of stel-
lar evolution has observations of quiescent neutron star
X-ray binaries to determine the NS EoS as its first sci-
ence goal; however, their target list is restricted to sys-
tems that are in globular clusters. Theia will enable dis-
tance measurements for many more NS X-ray binaries,
allowing Athena to expand their target list.
Other techniques for constraining the NS EoS might
also be possible in the future: detecting redshifted ab-
sorption lines; determining the moment of inertia of the
double pulsar J0737−3039; and the detection of grav-
itational wave emission from the inspiral of a NS-NS
merger. However, the mass and distance measurements
that Theia would obtain use techniques that are already
well-established, providing the most certain opportunity
for greatly increasing the numbers of NSs with mass or
radius determinations.
Fig. 2.12: Sketch of the different existing possibilities for the
internal structure of a neutron star. Figure courtesy of Fridolin
Weber.
In addition to the goal of constraining the NS EoS,
NS masses are also relevant to NS formation and binary
evolution. Current evolutionary scenarios predict that
the amount of matter accreted, even during long-lived
X-ray binary phases, is small compared to the NS mass.
This means that the NS mass distribution is mainly de-
termined by birth masses. Determining the masses of
NSs in X-ray binaries, therefore, also provides a test of
current accretion models and evolutionary scenarios, in-
cluding the creation of the NSs in supernovae.
BHs are, according to the theory of general relativity,
remarkably simple objects. They are fully described by
just two parameters, their mass and their spin. Precise
masses are available for very few BHs and the recent
detection of gravitational waves (Abbott et al. 2016)
has demonstrated that BHs can have considerably higher
masses than expected based on our understanding of
stellar evolution and the fate of massive stars. Although
BHs leave few clues about their origin, one more param-
eter that can be determined is the proper motion of BHs
in X-ray binaries. Measurements of proper motions pro-
vides information about their birthplaces and formation,
including whether they were produced in a supernova (or
hypernova) or whether it is possible for massive stars to
collapse directly to BHs. A few BH X-ray binaries have
proper motion measurements (e.g., Mirabel et al. 2001),
but this number will rise dramatically with the astrome-
try measurements that Theia will provide.
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Fig. 2.13: Left: Neutron star mass measurements in X-ray binaries, update from Lattimer & Prakash (2005), http:
//stellarcollapse.org. Right: M-R relation for different EoS models (adapted from Fortin et al. 2016): NS with a
purely nucleonic core (in blue), with a core containing hyperons at high density (in red), and pure strange quark stars (in
green). The horizontal grey bars indicate the masses of PSR J1614−2230 and PSR J0348+0432. The models indicated by
dotted or dashed lines are either not compatible with NS masses or nuclear physics constraints. Note that a transition to matter
containing hyperons is not excluded by present constraints.
Currently, the cutting edge of research in BH X-ray
binaries involves constraining BH spins, including the
rate of spin and the orientation of the spin axis. Tech-
niques for determining the rate of spin include measur-
ing of the relativistic broadening of the fluorescent iron
Kα line in the X-ray emission and the study of the ther-
mal continuum X-ray spectra (Remillard & McClintock
2006; Miller 2007). Concerning the direction of their
spin axes, there is evidence that the standard assumption
of alignment between the BH spin and orbital angular
momentum axes is incorrect in some, if not many, cases
(Maccarone 2002; Tomsick et al. 2014; Walton et al.
2016), likely requiring a warped accretion disc. Theo-
retical studies show that such misalignments should be
common (King & Nixon 2016). However, binary in-
clination measurements rely on modeling the ellipsoidal
modulations seen in the optical light curves (Orosz et al.
2011), which is subject to systematic uncertainties, and
Theia will be able to provide direct measurements of or-
bital inclination for many of the BH X-ray binaries that
show evidence for misalignments and warped discs (see
Sec.3.7 for targets).
2.3.2 Astrometric microlensing
About thirty years ago Bohdan Paczyn´ski (Paczynski
1986) proposed a new method for finding compact
dark objects, via photometric gravitational microlens-
ing. This technique relies on continuous monitoring of
millions of stars in order to spot its temporal bright-
ening due to space-time curvature caused by a pres-
ence and motion of a dark massive object. Microlens-
ing reveals itself also in astrometry, since the centre of
light of both unresolved images (separated by ∼1 mas)
changes its position while the relative brightness of the
images changes in the course of the event. Astromet-
ric time-series at sub-mas precision over course of cou-
ple of years would provide measurement of the size of
the Einstein Ring, which combined with photometric
light curve, would directly yield the lens distance and
mass. Most microlensing events are detected by large-
scale surveys, e.g., OGLE and, in future possibly also
the LSST. At typical brightness of V=19-20mag only
Theia would be capable at providing good-enough astro-
metric follow-up of photometrically detected microlens-
ing events. Among 2000 events found every year, at
least a couple should have a black hole as the lens, for
which the mass measurement via astrometric microlens-
ing would be possible with Theia.
Detection of isolated black holes and a complete cen-
sus of masses of stellar remnants will for the first time
allow for a robust verification of theoretical predictions
of stellar evolution. Additionally, it would yield a mass
distribution of lensing stars as well as hosts of planets
detected via microlensing.
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Fig. 2.14: Microlensing event, OGLE3-ULENS-PAR-02, the
best candidate for a ∼10M single black hole. Left: photo-
metric data from OGLE-III survey from 2001-2008. Parallax
model alone can only provide mass measurement accuracy
of 50-100%. Right: simulated astrometric microlensing path
for a similar event if observed with Theia. Combining su-
perb Theia astrometric accuracy with long-term photometric
data would yield mass measurements of black holes and other
dark compact object to 1% even at faint magnitudes.
2.4 Cosmic distance ladder
Measuring cosmological distances has revolutionized
modern cosmology and will continue to be a major
pathway to explore the physics of the early Universe.
The age of the Universe (H−10 ) is a key measurement
in non-standard DM scenarios. Its exact value is cur-
rently strongly debated, with a number of scientific
papers pointing at discrepancies in between measure-
ments methods at the 2-3σ level. But the most se-
rious tension appears between CMB estimates (H0 =
67.8± 0.9km/s/Mpc) (or for that matter BAO results
from the SDSS-III DR12 data, combined with SNIa
which indicate H0 = 67.3± 1.0km/s/Mpc, see Alam
et al. (2016)) and measurements based on Cepheids and
SNIa (H0 = 73.24± 1.74km/s/Mpc), with a discrep-
ancy at the 3-4 σ level.
The tension between the methods can be due to un-
known sources of systematics, to degeneracies between
cosmological parameters, or to new physics (e.g. Karwal
& Kamionkowski 2016, Boehm et al. 2014). It is there-
fore of crucial importance to consider methods capable
of measuring H0 with no or little sensitivity to other cos-
mological parameters.
Uncertainties can be drastically reduced by measuring
time delays (TD) in gravitationally lensed quasars (Refs-
dal 1964), as this technique only relies on well-known
physics (GR). With enough statistics, and a good model-
ing the mass distribution in the lensing galaxy, TD mea-
surements can lead to percent-level accuracy on H0, in-
dependently of any other cosmological probe (e.g. Bon-
vin et al. 2016a, Suyu et al. 2013, 2014).
In practice, TDs can be measured by following the
photometric variations in the images of lensed quasars.
As the optical paths to the quasar images have differ-
ent lengths and they intersect the lens plane at different
impact parameters, the wavefronts along each of these
paths reach the observer at different times. Hence the
notion of TD.
Significant improvements in lens modeling combined
with long-term lens monitoring should allow measure-
ments of H0 at the percent level. The H0LiCOW
program (H0 Lenses in COSMOGRAIL’s Wellspring),
which focuses on improving the detailed modeling of
the lens galaxy and of the mass along the line of the
sight to the background quasar, led to H0 = 71.9±
2.7km/s/Mpc (that is 3.8% precision) in a flat LCMD
Universe by using deep HST imaging, Keck spec-
troscopy and AO imaging and wide field Subaru imaging
(Suyu et al. 2016, Rusu et al. 2016, Sluse et al. 2016,
Wong et al. 2016, Bonvin et al. 2016a). This value
is in excellent agreement with the most recent measure-
ments using the distance ladder (though in tension with
the CMB measurements from Planck) but still lacks of
precision.
By performing photometric measurements with the
required sensitivity and no interruption, the combination
of Theia and excellent modeling of the lens galaxy, will
enable to measure H0 at the percent level and remove
any possible degeneracies between H0 and other cosmo-
logical parameters. This will open up new avenues to
test the DM nature.
An alternative technique consists in using trigono-
metric parallaxes. This is the only (non-statistical and
model-independent) direct measurement method and the
foundation of the distance scale. Theia has the potential
to extend the "standard candles" - the more distant pul-
sating variables: Cepheids, RR Lyrae, Miras and also
Stellar Twin stars - well beyond the reach of Gaia.
These distance measurements can be transferred to
nearby galaxies allowing us to convert observable quan-
tities, such as angular size and flux, into physical qual-
ities such as energy and luminosity. Importantly, these
distances scale linearly with H0, which gives the tempo-
ral and spatial scale of the universe. With this improved
knowledge, we will then be able to to better understand
the structure and evolution of both our own and more
distant galaxies, and the age of our universe.
2.5 Synergies
Theia’s observations will add significant value (and ben-
efit from) a number of other ground and space missions
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Fig. 2.15: Sky map of the different targets considered for observations with Theia
operating in the 2030s, including ESA’s Athena, PLATO,
Euclid and Gaia, ESO’s MICADO and Gravity, CTA,
SKA, JWST and LSST. For example:
JWST: Estimates suggest that the JWSTwill be able
to detect Lyman Break galaxies with absolute magni-
tudes as faint as MUV ∼ −15 at z ∼ 7, corresponding
to halo masses of about 109.5 M. The combination of
Theia’s and the JWST’s observations will enable unam-
biguous tests of DM.
PLATO: PLATO will look at planetary transits and
star oscillations in two fields (each covering 2250 deg2),
for 2-3 years each, in host stars brighter than 16 mag.
PLATO’s high cadence continuous monitoring of its tar-
get stars will provide information on the internal struc-
ture of the stars, allowing determination of their stellar
ages and masses. Theia will benefit from PLATO’s char-
acterization of many of Theia’s core star samples. For
close ‘PLATO’ stars where transits were observed Theia
can measure additional inclined planets.
SKA: SKA aims to use radio signals to look for build-
ing blocks of life (e.g. amino acids) in Earth-sized plan-
ets. Theia will identify target planets from their astro-
metric "wobble" that can be followed-up spectroscopi-
cally with the SKA. Furthermore, SKA aims to use its
immensely fast sky coverage to detect transients, such
as supernovae and gamma ray bursts. With its precise
astrometry, Theia will help study the specific locations
of such events in stellar clusters.
CTA: The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) in the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres will provide mea-
surements of the gamma-ray flux with almost complete
sky coverage and unprecedented energy and angular res-
olution, in the ∼ [0.02,100] TeV energy range. Theia’s
sub-microarcsecond performance will allow us to probe
the so-called J-factor that defines the brightness of the
gamma-ray flux in dSphs and thus determine the prime
candidates for CTA’s observations.
CTA also aims to observe star-forming systems over
six orders of magnitude in formation rate, to measure
the fraction of interacting cosmic-rays as a function of
the star-formation rate. By combining Theia and CTA
measurements, we will better understand the relative im-
portance of cosmic rays and DM in places where star-
formation is important. Furthermore, a small number
of black-hole and neutron star binary systems in our
Galaxy is known to emit gamma-rays. The mechanism
by which the particle acceleration is achieved is not well-
understood. Theia’s sub-microarcsecond performance
will allow us to probe the velocity structure of the nearby
gamma-ray bright radio galaxies of NGC1275, IC310,
M87 and Cen A, which combined with CTA’s observa-
tions will enable important astrophysics breakthroughs.
3 Scientific Requirements
To achieve our science goals, Theia will stare in the di-
rection of
• Dwarf galaxies (Sphs), to probe their DM inner
structure;
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• Hyper-Velocity stars (HVSs), to probe the triaxial-
ity of the halo, the existence of mini compact halo
objects and the time delayed of quasars;
• the Galactic disc, to probe DM subhalos and mini
compact halo objects;
• star systems in the vicinity of the Sun, to find the
nearest potentially habitable terrestrial planets;
• known X-ray binaries hosting neutron stars or
Black Holes.
Fig. 3.16: Expected plane-of-sky velocity errors from
Theia’s proper motions as a function of distance from Earth.
These errors respectively correspond to 40 and 1000 cumu-
lative hours of exposures for exo-planets (green) and more
distant objects (cyan and blue), during a 4 year interval for
observations, including the systematic limit from calibration
on Gaia reference stars. The expected precision for specific
objects are highlighted. The accuracy for the 5-year Gaia mis-
sion is shown in magenta.
Observations will be done for a few hours, then we
will slew to the next target object, and come back sev-
eral times to the same fields during the mission time to
sample the desired motion of the science targets. Tar-
get fields have been chosen ensure the maximal science
outcome and minimise the amount of astrometric dead
time. Photometric surveys, e.g. for measurements of H0
by time delays will be performed after re-pointing the
telescope and while waiting for stabilization. Fig. 2.15
shows a sky map with the objects that we plan to ob-
serve.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.16, Theia will measure the
plane-of-sky velocities of the faintest objects in the local
Universe, with errors as small as a few mm/s in the case
of the hosts of Earth-mass exo-planets in the habitable
zone of nearby stars, a few m/s for stars in the Milky
Way disc, i.e. for kinematical searches for dark mat-
ter sub-halos, micro-lensing searches for ultra-compact
mini-haloes, and for the companions of neutron stars
and black holes in X-ray binaries, 200 m/s for hyper-
velocity stars whose line-of-sight velocities are typically
> 500km/s, and finally 1km/s for R= 20 stars in dwarf
spheroidal galaxies.
Theia’s expected astrometric precision (which feasi-
bility was demonstrated using an underway laboratory
experiment in Grenoble) makes it a unique mission, as
shown in Fig. 3.21, with LSST 10 yr and Gaia 5yr’s ac-
curacy not being able to catch up with Theia’s precision.
Theia will therefore surpass the scientific goals set by
any other mission planned for the next decade.
3.1 Dwarf galaxies
We plan to observe at least 6 dSphs which display 1) a
high mass-to-light ratio (so that most are dominated by
DM, see Fig. 2.1); 2) long star formation histories (so
that most of the objects have sufficiently old stellar pop-
ulations that the duration of bursty star formation was
too short to convert DM cusps into cores); 3) at least
over 1000 stars with plane-of-sky velocity errors less
than half the galaxy’s internal velocity dispersion (see
Fig. 2.1). These three criteria lead to 5 classical dwarf
spheroidals (Draco, Fornax, Sculptor, Sextans, and Ursa
Minor) as well as an Ultra-faint dwarf (Ursa Major II),
all of which would be observed for a total of 1000 h
each. We also include 2 galaxies with low M/L (Fornax
and Sculptor) for testing the method, and we may ex-
tend our sample to poorer systems such as Reticulum II.
The ∼ 1000 brightest stars in Draco have magnitudes
R = 17.5 to 20.5. Theia’s field of view allows the ob-
servation of an entire dwarf galaxy such as Draco in a
single shot. By performing ≈ 65% of the measurements
during the first and last years of the mission, a cumu-
lative observation of 1000 h on a R = 18 (R = 22) star
result in a 1.0 (7.7) µas/yr astrometric uncertainty in its
proper motion. This leads to plane-of-sky velocity errors
< 3kms−1 for R< 22 stars in dwarfs such as Draco and
Ursa Minor. This corresponds to less than half the in-
ternal velocity dispersions (IVDs) of these galaxies, see
Fig. 3.16, allowing for an accurate recovery of the DM
density profile. While the ultra-faint dwarfs have lower
IVDs, they are sufficiently close to also enable to mea-
sure the DM profile with Theia.
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Fig. 3.17: Cumulative number of stars for given plane-of-sky
velocity error for the Draco dSph.
3.2 Triaxiality of the Dark Matter halo
The expected deflection of HVSs due to triaxiality is
about 0.1-0.2 mas/yr. We expect to reach the proper mo-
tions precision of 5− 15µas/yr for a typical brightness
of HVS stars (R=17-19 mag) for 125 hours of observa-
tion in 1 year. With 500 h over 4 years per target, we
will reach 1− 4µas/yr. Measuring several stars is crit-
ical, as each HVS provides an independent constraint
on the Galactic potential. We thus propose to observe
5 HVS over 4 years, for a total of 2500 h. We note that
Theia offers a unique window of opportunity for this sci-
ence case, as such a measurement cannot be done from
the ground. Laser-AO imagers have FoV of less than 1
arcmin, even smaller than HST, which at high Galactic
latitudes contain few quasars.
3.3 Orbital distribution of Dark Matter parti-
cles
This science case needs no additional observations. Af-
ter measuring the triaxiality (shape) of the DM halo and
its radial density profile to a high precision with Theia,
we estimate that it will be possible to derive the orbits of
∼ 5000-10,000 field stars and thereby infer the orbital
distribution of dark matter particles. This science case
therefore does not have specific requirements other than
those specified in Sec. 3.2.
3.4 Dark Matter subhalos
To determine whether DM subhalos have interacted with
the Galactic Disc, we need to detect anomalous bulk mo-
tions of the stars in the disc of the order of km/s (or even
smaller). To achieve this goal, we will focus on 9 lines
of sight, looking above and below the disc at longitude
b = ±2◦ (18 fields) and separated by 10◦ in longitude.
In our minimal observation programme, we have allo-
cated a total of 7200 h (18×400 h per field, with a scan-
ning mode of 25×16 h/field) for these observations. We
will focus on regions where the number of stars is large
and the variation of the interstellar extinction is mini-
mal, to limit any sampling bias. We will use the parallax
to obtain the best distance estimator and measure their
proper motion. Theia′s accuracy is fundamental to this
project and will allow us to measure both the bending
mode in velocity space and the density anisotropy along
the lines of sight. The combination of both measure-
ments will enable us to determine the mass of the DM
halos which have perturbed the Galactic disc, and thus
test the ΛCDM paradigm.
3.5 Ultra-compact Minihalos
This science case requires no additional observations. It
will be performed as we observe different directions to-
wards the galactic disc and is thus based on the same
requirements as defined in Sec. 3.4 (with an extra 800h
available for directions that are further away from those
chosen for the DM subhalos science case, thus leading
to 8000h observational time available). We note that
extensions of the observational program (either due to
better systematics or use of open time) would allow us
to set further constraints, by using extended HVS ob-
servations. The constraints thus obtained would probe
even lower masses, and therefore smaller scales, than
the Galactic disc projections shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9.
3.6 Exoplanets
3.6.1 Core program
Star Gliese name D Lbol Mst spectral Mp
# ID [pc] [L] [M] type M⊕
1 559 α Cen A 1.3 1.5 1.1 G2V 0.2
2 559 α Cen B 1.3 0.5 0.8 K0V 0.3
3 280 Procyon 3.5 6.8 1.6 F5 IV-V 0.5
4 768 Altair 5.0 9.4 1.8 A7 IV-V 0.7
5 144 ε Eri 3.3 0.3 0.8 K2 V 0.7
(...) (...) (...)
63 271 δ Gem A 16.0 7.6 1.7 F1 IV-V 2.2
Tab. 3.2: Abridged exoplanet target list (see text for details).
Theia will determine a complete census of potentially
habitable terrestrial-type planets around a selected sam-
ple of the nearest stars achieving sensitivity to masses in
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Fig. 3.18: Kernel density distributions of orbit types as a function of orbital pericenter distance rperi for 104 halo dark matter
particles (left) and halo star particles (right) in a cosmological simulation from the MaGICC suite (Stinson et al. 2012). In
each panel the vertical axis is proportional to the number of orbits with a particular value of rperi, i.e. the sum of integrals over
all curves in a panel is equal to the total number of orbits. Line styles indicate the 4 major orbit families (boxes, short-axis
tubes, long-axis tubes and chaotic orbits). The orbits of dark matter and halo star particles at small radii are predominantly on
centrophilic box and chaotic orbits [reproduced from Valluri et al. 2013.]
the rocky Super-Earth regime (1 < Mp < 5 M⊕). These
objects are identified as most amenable to spectroscopic
follow-up with next-generation direct-imaging devices
(both from the ground and in space) for identification
of atmospheric bio-signatures indicative of a complex
biology on the surface (Kopparapu et al. 2014; Rogers
2014). In collaboration with several groups across Eu-
rope and USA, we performed a Double Blind Test and
reached the conclusion that a minimum condition to ob-
tain detections of small planets (even in multiple planet
systems), is a signal-to-noise ratio S/N = 6. The signal
S is computed using the equation of the astrometric sig-
nal (see Section 2.2.2). The noise N is given by the end
of mission accuracy derived as σ= σ0× [(tvis/1h)−1/2×
(Nvis)−1/2+σ2sys]1/2, where σ0 = 0.98 µas is characteris-
tic of the instrument (with a 0.80 m primary mirror. See
Sect. 6.2 and Sect. 6.4.5), Nvis is the number of visits per
star, tvis is the duration of each visit, and σsys = 0.125 µas
is a systematic noise floor term, which includes possible
unmodeled jitter from spots with rms amplitude of 0.07
µas (Lagrange et al. 2011).
Taking into account this requirement, the following
program will be executed. Observations of the most suit-
able nearby 63 A-F-G-K-M stars in 50 individual target
fields (including binary systems as described in Section
2.2.2) will be obtained with Nvis = 50; tvis = 0.8 h, after
deduction of the 30% overhead for slews between tar-
gets (∼ 10 deg). The total duration for such a program is
∼0.3 yr (50×50×0.8= 2000 h), or 10% of the 3.5 year
observing mission time minus slew overhead. Table 3.2
gives an extract of the target list where stars are ranked
by increasing detectable planetary mass.
3.6.2 Secondary program
a) Planetary systems in S-type binary systems We will
use Theia to survey the 16 most suitable stellar systems,
with separations in the overall range 5-100 AU, with
sensitivity to terrestrial planets in the HZ of each com-
ponent, which is out of reach for present observational
facilities. Note that this secondary program comes at
no cost in terms of observing time, but it constitutes a
natural and valuable byproduct of the core program de-
scribed above. The sample size is large enough to inves-
tigate the impact of close-in stellar companions in the
formation and evolutionary history of such systems.
b) Follow-up of known Doppler systems
A sample of ∼ 20 bright stars (R ≤ 10 mag) hosting
Doppler-detected systems with low-mass planets will be
observed at 50 epochs to determine actual masses and
mutual inclination angles. We will invest 1/2 h of inte-
gration time per visit, excluding overheads (20× 50×
0.5 = 500 h). The sample size is large enough to allow
for in-depth studies of the dynamical evolution history
as well as possible habitability of such systems.
c) Planetary systems on an off the main sequence
We envisage some ∼ 500 hrs of observing time (ex-
cluding overheads) devoted to this program among 20-
30 highly valuable systems with Gaia detections of
intermediate-separation giant planets (transiting and not)
around relatively bright (R ≤ 13 mag) young stars, very
metal-poor stars, and early-type dwarfs. For the specific
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case of young systems hosting large circumstellar dust
or ’older’ debris discs, artifacts that might mimic plane-
tary signals will be removed by means of follow-up mea-
surements such as direct imaging or astrometry at radio
frequencies with SKA (Kral et al. 2016).
d) Terrestrial planets around Brown Dwarfs Ap-
proximately 500 hrs of mission time (excluding over-
heads) will be allocated to the program of low-mass
planet astrometric detection with Theia around brown
dwarfs. The target sample will be constituted of ∼ 20
benchmark early L-type dwarfs (R ≤ 18 mag) with and
without detected companions by Gaia. In absence of de-
tection, the sample size will allow to determine a lower
frequency fp of terrestrial-mass companions with re-
spect to the He et al. (2016) estimates at the ∼ 5σ level.
3.7 Compact objects
Fig. 3.19 shows the expected astrometric amplitude and
R-band magnitudes for a large number of NS and BH
X-ray binaries. Precision on the microarcsecond level
is required, which is not possible with other missions
such as Gaia. Compared to Gaia, Theia can provide
a huge improvement with a dedicated strategy consist-
ing of a series of pointings and observing times adapted
to the target magnitudes and orbital phases. Fig. 3.19
shows that while Gaia might measure orbital motion for
a few of the largest or closest systems, Theia will pro-
vide measurements for a significant fraction of the X-ray
binary population. This includes nearly 30 High-Mass
X-ray Binaries (e.g., Vela X-1), and most of these are
accreting pulsars, allowing for direct NS mass measure-
ments (Tomsick & Muterspaugh 2010). We also high-
light the BH systems where binary orbital inclination
measurements will be possible (Cyg X-1, V404 Cyg,
GRO J1655–40, and V4641 Sgr). In addition, Theia
measurements will provide definitive answers to long-
standing questions about the nature of the compact ob-
jects (BH or NS) in SS 433 as well as gamma-ray bina-
ries such as LS 5039, LS I +61 303, and 1FGL J1018.6-
5856 by improving constraints on the compact object
masses.
For distances, one example of a NS X-ray binary
where a Theia distance will lead directly to an improve-
ment in the measurement of the NS radius is Cen X-4.
While Gaia is expected to obtain a distance measure-
ment that is good to∼16%, a 15 hour observing program
for Cen X-4 (R=17.6) with Theia will constrain the dis-
tance to 0.6%. While improving distances by a factor
of nearly 30 is impressive, Theia will provide the first
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Fig. 3.19: Expected astrometric amplitude from orbital mo-
tion vs. R-band magnitude for NSs and BHS in high-mass
(black circles), intermediate-mass (blue circles), and low-
mass (green circles) X-ray binaries. The solid lines show
the threshold for detection at a signal-to-noise level of 6 for
Theia in 20 and 200 hours of observation time. The dashed
line shows the threshold for Gaia. The larger points indicate
Theia targets.
parallax measurement for the vast majority of the >50
sources on our target list. This science case will be done
in conjunction with the search for disc perturbations by
DM subhalos and ultra compact halo mini halos and will
not use additional time.
If time allows and depending on the characteristics
of the final instrument, astrometric microlensing obser-
vations in the direction of the galactic centre (target-
ing areas with low amount of interstellar dust, cf Baade
window) will be performed to search for dark compact
objects. The frequency of these scans will depend on
the final observational strategy, after including open-
observatory time.
3.8 Age of Universe through photometry
This science case is based on photometry and does not
have particular astrometric requirements. It makes use
of the periods of thermal stabilization after large varia-
tions of the Sun Aspect Angle, where astrometric perfor-
mance would be degraded, to perform photometric mea-
surements and maximize scientific outcomes.
Measuring H0 to 1% precision requires to measure 50
time delays of quasars to 2% precision each (e.g. Jee
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et al. 2016). Assuming 1 year measurement of time de-
lays per object, the strong requirement on the data is a
mean SNR of 1000 per observing point and per quasar
component to ensure that we are not limited by photon-
noise. This allows us to measure any object down to
R∼19.5 with Theia. Using mock light curves with the
same properties as the COSMOGRAIL ones (but much
higher SNR) and PyCS curve-shifting technique (Tewes
et al. 2013), we predict the expected precision on the
TDs for different fiducial TDs in the range 10-60 days
and for a range of lengths of monitoring campaign. The
results are presented in Fig. 3.20, where the fiducial TD
is 14 days, i.e. a pessimistic case, as shorter TDs are
harder to measure.
Fig. 3.20 also gives the failure rate (color code), i.e.
the fraction of objects for which a minimum precision
of 5% is not achieved for a given realization of the light
curve. For a monitoring campaign of 250 days, this is
only 10%, meaning that at least 90% of the objects will
be measured to the precision quoted in the figure.
Fig. 3.20: Predicted accuracy of the TD measurement for a
fiducial TD=14 days and a monitoring cadence of 1 point per
day to 2 mmag rms. The expected relative error on the TD
(left) as well as the fraction of objects for which this preci-
sion is actually reached (right) are shown as a function of the
length of the monitoring period. Essentially 90% of the ob-
served objects will have TDs to 1.5% accuracy in 1 year of
monitoring.
3.9 Top Level Requirements
Table 3.3 summarizes the science cases with most strin-
gent performance requirements set in each case. To
cover the science cases of the Theia proposal require-
ments for two observing modes were derived, as detailed
below.
Deep Field Mode
Required by: Dark matter studies, compact objects, and
general astrophysics observations (open time).
• R1A Differential centroids must be precise to
10 µas per epoch.
• R1B Field of views must encompass a diameter of
0.5◦ for reference system materialization.
• R1C The mode must provide sensitivity to faint ob-
jects (R> 20).
• R1D The mode must allow measurements of up to
105 objects per FoV.
• R1E The mode must provide good quantum effi-
ciency in visible wavelengths (400-900 nm).
Bright Star Mode
Required by: Exoplanets and general astrophysics ob-
servations (open time).
• R2A Differential centroids must be precise to 1 µas
per epoch.
• R2B Field of views must encompass a diameter of
0.5◦ to provide enough reference objects.
• R2C The mode must provide sensitivity to bright
objects (R< 10).
• R2D The mode must allow measurements of up to
102 objects per FoV.
• R2E The mode must provide good quantum effi-
ciency in visible wavelengths (400-900 nm).
Pointing & reproducibility
• R3A The spacecraft must allow up to 20 000 re-
pointings over the mission life-time depending on
the final target list.
• R3B Calibrations must allow the control of system-
atics to a level better than 150 nanoarcseconds per
epoch for the Exoplanet observations.
• R3C Calibrations must allow the control of system-
atics to a level better than 10 µas per epoch for the
Dark Matter observations.
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Fig. 3.21: Estimated RMS precision on Theia’s relative parallax (left, for ecliptic latitude 0◦) and proper motion (right) in the
R-band. Also shown for comparison are the estimated accuracies for 10 years LSST (LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009)
as well as the 5-year nominal Gaia mission (de Bruijne et al. 2014) (vertical spread caused by position on the sky, star colour,
and bright-star observing conditions). Small-scale spatial correlations (<1◦) between Gaia reference sources will limit the
maximum reachable absolute parallax and proper motion calibration for Theia, indicated by the light blue band for a range of
assumed spatial correlations as function of reference star magnitude (see Sect. 4.5.6).
Program Used Mission Nb of objects Benchmark target EoM precision
time (h) fraction per field R mag (and range) (at ref. mag.)
Dark Matter 17 000 0.69 102–105 20 (14–22) 10 µas
& compact objects
Nearby Earths 3 500 0.14 <20 5 (1–18) 0.15 µas
& follow-up
Open observatory 4 000 0.17 10-105 6 (1-22) 1.0 µas
Overall requirements 24 500 1.00 101-105 6 (1-22) 0.15-10 µas
Tab. 3.3: Summary of science cases with most stringent performance requirements set in each case. Figures are based on a 4
year mission, thermal stabilisation (+slew time) is assumed to take 30% of the mission time.
Engineering & programmatics constraints
• R5A The spacecraft and mission profile must be
compatible with an Ariane 6.2 launch.
• R5B Adopted technologies must be at TRL ≥ 5 or
reach that level before 2021.
• R5C The mission must be launch-ready by 2029.
• R5D The ESA CaC must be ≤e550M.
Derived Instrument Requirements
Based on the above requirements and after an iterative
process, the following instruments requirements were
derived by the Consortium. The instrument must:
• I1A have a FoV with a diameter ≥ 0.5.
• I1B have an aperture with diameter ≥ 0.8m.
• I1C be diffraction-limited.
• I1D have a Nyquist sampled Point spread function
(PSF).
• I1E be capable of reading pre-determined pixel
windows around objects.
• I1F be capable of pixel readout at >kHz rates to
prevent saturation of bright stars.
• I1G be capable of integrating for up to 300s to ob-
serve faint objects.
• I1H not suffer from optical variations that produce
≥ 0.33 µas differential centroid shifts during the
frame acquisition of Exoplanet observations.
• I1I not suffer from optical variations that pro-
duce≥ 2.2µas differential centroid shifts during the
frame acquisition of Dark Matter observations.
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• I1J have a thermally stable orbit and a thermally
stable spacecraft concept.
• I1K be capable of performing observations for cal-
ibration purposes.
• I1L allow monitoring of its long term variations.
• I1M be capable of downlink, in a worst case-
scenario, ∼ 108 windows per day.
Derived Technical Specifications
Based on the instrument requirements I1A-M the Con-
sortium derived broad technical specifications that lead
to the design of the proposed scientific instrument and
mission. The main conclusions of this process are:
• That the instrument optics must be better than
diffraction limited, have a primary mirror of 0.8 m
and provide a 0.5◦ field-of-view.
• The instrument camera must cover a 0.5◦ field-of-
view and have∼ 10 µm pixels to adequately sample
the PSF.
• The instrument must comprise metrology units to
monitor deformations of the optical surfaces posi-
tions and of the camera between observations to
control deformations to scales of 10−5 pixel.
• The spacecraft must provide relative pointing er-
rors smaller than the FWHM of the instrument PSF
profile for the longest individual frame acquisition
time (∼ 300s).
• The spacecraft must provide a downlink capable of
attaining 74.7 Mbps in the worst case scenario and
52.5 Mbps in a mission-average scenario to transfer
windows using 4h/day of antenna.
• The payload, spacecraft and mission must optimize
thermal stability aspects: L2-orbit, enhanced ther-
mal shielding compared to Euclid, avoid large vari-
ations of the sun aspect angle, adopt low-thermal
expansion materials (Zerodur, SiC, Si3N4 and/or
carbon fiber tubes), adopt active thermal control
strategies.
The scaled down and slightly adapted version of the
Euclid design, with addition of metrological monitoring
of the spacecraft optics and camera were adopted as one
of the starting points of the design to fulfill these spec-
ifications and to minimize mission configuration uncer-
tainties
4 Proposed scientific instrument
4.1 General description of the payload and
challenges
The Theia Payload Module (PLM) is designed to be sim-
ple. It is composed of four subsystems: telescope, cam-
era, focal plane array metrology and telescope metrol-
ogy. These have been designed applying the heritage
knowledge of the consortium members for space mis-
sion concepts like Gaia, HST/FGS, SIM, NEAT/M3,
Theia/M4 and Euclid. The PLM will be developed and
delivered by the Theia consortium with an ESA contri-
bution.
The PLM and the service module (SVM) will inter-
face via thermally isolating support struts or Gaia-like
bi-pods, and will be radiatively shielded from the SVM
to ensure a stable operating thermal environment. A
block diagram with an overview of the PLM Hardware
can be seen in Fig. 4.22.
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Fig. 4.22: Block diagram of the Theia PLM Hardware.
4.1.1 Instrumental challenges
Achieving micro-arcsecond differential astrometric pre-
cision requires the control of all effects that can impact
the determination of the relative positions of the point
spread function. The typical apparent size of an unre-
solved star corresponds to 0.2 arcseconds for a 0.8 m
telescope operating in visible wavelengths.
The challenge is therefore to control systematics ef-
fects to the level of 1 part per 200 000. The precision
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of relative position determination in the Focal Plane Ar-
ray (FPA) depends on i) the photon noise, which can
be either dominated by the target or by the reference
stars; ii) the geometrical stability of the focal plane array,
iii) the stability of the optical aberrations, iv) the varia-
tion of the detector quantum efficiency between pixels.
These effects impair other missions that could perform
differential astrometry measurements, like HST, Kepler,
WFIRSTor Euclid, posing fundamental limits to their as-
trometric accuracy. All these effects are taken into ac-
count in the Theia concept.
4.1.2 Instrumental concept
To address the challenges outlined in section 4.1.1 and
fulfill the requirements from section 3, two different pos-
sible concepts can be adopted. A NEAT-like mission
consisting on a formation flight configuration (Malbet
et al. 2012) or an Euclid-like mission,3 but with a single
focal plane and instrument metrology subsystems. Both
concepts consist in adopting a long focal length, diffrac-
tion limited, telescope and additional metrological con-
trol of the focal plane array. The proposed Theia/M5
mission concept is the result of a trade-off analysis be-
tween both concepts.
The Theia PLM concept consists on a single Three
Mirror Anastigmatic (TMA) telescope with a single fo-
cal plane (see Fig. 4.23) covering a 0.5◦ field-of-view
with a mosaic of detectors. To monitor the mosaic ge-
ometry and its quantum efficiency, the PLM includes
a focal plane metrology subsystem. While to monitor
the telescope geometry, a dedicated telescope metrology
subsystem is used.
4.1.3 Telescope concept
To reach sub-microarcsecond differential astrometry a
diffraction limited telescope, with all aberrations con-
trolled, is necessary. Controlling the optical aberrations
up to third order in the large Theia Field-of-View re-
quired a large exploration of different optical design
concepts. A trade-off analysis was performed between
different optical designs, which resulted in two optical
concepts that can fulfill requirements. Both are based
on a Korsch Three Mirror Anastigmatic telescope; one
is an on-axis solution (Fig. 4.24) while the second is an
off-axis telescope (Fig. 4.25). In both cases only three
of the mirrors are powered mirrors. While the on-axis
3Euclid red book: http://sci.esa.int/euclid/
48983-euclid-definition-study-report-esa-sre-2011-12/
solution adopts a single folding mirror, the off-axis so-
lution adopts two folding mirrors. For reasons discussed
in Section 4.2.1, we choose the on-axis design as our
baseline.
4.1.4 Camera concept
To achieve the precision by centroiding as many stars as
possible, a mosaic of CCD or CMOS detectors will be
assembled on the focal plane. The detectors must feature
small pixels (∼ 10µm) and well controlled systematic er-
rors. Detailed in orbit calibration of their geometry and
response will be monitored via a dedicated laser metrol-
ogy system.
4.1.5 Focal Plane metrology concept
Theia/M5 most stringent science requirement results in a
centroid error calibration of 10−5 pixel. Even in the ab-
sence of optical system errors, systematics greater than
µpixel are caused by the non-perfect detectors. These
are caused by the non-uniform quantum efficiency and
by pixel offsets. The pixel layout is not perfectly regular,
and differences exists between the exact positions and a
perfect regular grid structure. With CCD and CMOS de-
tectors, non-uniform QE mitigation strategies are well
known and are calibrated by flat fielding. But to reach
a µpixel differential accuracy the pixel offsets and intra-
pixel non-uniformity also have to be calibrated.
To monitor such distortions of the focal plane array,
and to allow the associated systematic errors to be cor-
rected, Theia/M5 relies on metrology laser feed optical
fibers placed at the back of the nearest mirror to the de-
tectors. The fibers illuminate the focal plane and form
Young’s fringes that are observed simultaneously by all
FPA detectors (Fig. 4.27). These fringes allow to solve
the XY position of each detector and pixel. To mea-
sure the QE (inter-pixel, and intra-pixel), the light beams
have their phase modulated by optical modulators. The
arrays are read at 50 Hz providing many frames yield-
ing high accuracy. By measuring the fringes at the sub-
nanometer level using the information from all the pix-
els, it is possible to determine the QE map and solve the
position of reference stars compared to the central target
with a differential accuracy of ∼1 µas or better per hour.
4.1.6 Telescope metrology concept
In addition to measuring the FPA physical shape, the
rest of the telescope needs monitoring to control time-
variable aberrations at sub µas level. Even at very
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Fig. 4.23: Overall layout of the Theia Payload Module concept. Volume is estimated in 1.6×1.9×2.2m3.
stable environments such as L2 the telescope geome-
try is expected to vary for different reasons: structural
lattice reorganization (as the micro-clanks observed in
ESA/Gaia), outgassing and most importantly, thermo-
elastic effects due to the necessary variation of the Solar
Aspect Angle during the mission for pointings to the dif-
ferent science targets. The telescope metrology subsys-
tem is based on a concept of linear displacement inter-
ferometers installed between the telescope mirrors, with
the role to monitor perturbations to the telescope geom-
etry.
4.2 Design of the payload subsystems
In this subsection we provide specifications on the pre-
viously described concepts. The main specifications of
the payload are summarized in Tab. 4.4.
4.2.1 Telescope assembly
The demanding image requirements for the point spread
function and the relative centroid motion due to tempo-
ral variations on the optics positions and shapes are the
driving design parameters. An extensive trade-off anal-
ysis was performed with a series of optical designs, re-
sulting in two concepts. As discussed earlier, the best
solutions adopt a three powered mirrors, one configura-
tion on-axis, and another off-axis.
The on-axis design (Fig. 4.24) is chosen as the base-
line for the Theia/M5 proposal. The reasons are that the
off-axis configuration does not achieve the same aberra-
tion control and requires additional folding mirrors with
respect to the on-axis, thus adding complexity to the me-
chanics and the metrological controls.
A detailed study of the astrometric sensitivity of the
optical design to thermo-elastic effects is under way, and
it is considering both designs. Results for the on-axis
design show that it is possible to model and correct as-
trometric displacements on the entire FoV and keep the
median residuals under ∼ 125 nas, defining the level of
systematics control.
The baseline solution (Fig. 4.24) adopts mirrors oper-
ating on-axis and a fold mirror (M3). The fold mirror
has a central hole to allow the on-axis light go through.
The fold mirror is located at the exit pupil near the
Cassegrain focus at the same time. The pupil is re-
imaged on the same fold mirror by the M4 mirror, and
it goes through it again to be imaged on the focal plane.
Due to this hole, the centre of the FoV is lost. Theia
scientific cases were verified and they do not required
the central 0.06◦ of the FoV. A further straylight impact
assessment is required for future studies.
Static figure errors of the primary 0.8m mirror will
produce centroid offsets that are mostly common-mode
across the entire field of view. Differential centroid
offsets are significantly smaller than the field depen-
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Corrected FoV: 0.6o
Fig. 4.24: On-axis Korsch TMA option. Raytracing and spot
diagrams for the entire FoV. This design was adopted as the
baseline for the Theia/M5 proposal.
dent coma and are negligible. Similarly, changes in the
primary mirror surface error produce mostly common-
mode centroid shifts and negligible differential centroid
offsets. Static figure errors of the other mirrors will pro-
duce static biases on the centroids. However, temporal
variation of the shape of the mirrors after the primary
would produce non-common centroid shifts. As λ/200
temporal variations of the figure would produce sub-µas
shifts, a monitoring of wavefront variations better than
λ/1000 is required to ensure control of errors caused by
secular mirror-deformations and optimal focusing of the
telescope.
To ensure optimal focusing of the optics, the Theia
concept adopts a 5 degrees-of-freedom, Gaia-like,
mechanism at the secondary mirror (Urgoiti et al. 2005;
Compostizo et al. 2011) to enable sub-micrometer repo-
sitioning after launch. And an active control of the tem-
perature of the telescope is proposed (Sect. 5.2.2) by
Thales Alenia Space.
The mirrors can adopt low temperature optimized
Zerodur (Jedamzik & Westerhoff 2014) or ULE, us-
ing light-weighting on M1 (Krödel & Devilliers 2009;
Krödel et al. 2010, 2014). To minimize thermo-elastic
impacts in the position of the mirrors, SiC, Si3N4 (CTE
at 10−6K−1) or CFRP based materials (10−8K−1 was
reached for Ti+CFRP for LISA, e.g. Verlaan et al. 2012)
FPA
0.8m Primary
EFL: 32m
Corrected FoV: 0.6o
M2
M1
M3
M4
M5
Fig. 4.25: Ray-tracing and spot diagrams for the entire FoV
for the best off-axis Korsch TMA option, but which presents
a worse control of the optical aberrations and requires an ad-
ditional folding mirror.
could be adopted for the telescope structure. Aluminum
coatings can be adopted. The estimated total telescope
mass considering Zerodur and SiC is 226.7 kg (272.0 kg
with 20% margins).
4.2.2 Camera
The Theia science cases require a FoV of ∼ 0.5◦. Our
concept is based on filling the focal plane array with
24 detectors arranged in a circular geometry (Fig. 4.26).
Each detector comprises at least 4096(H)×4096(V) pix-
els of ∼ 10 µm. At the border of the FPA, four Shack-
Hartmann wave front sensors sensitive to optical path
differences of λ/1000 are placed – performances are
similar to Gaia WFS (Vosteen et al. 2009). They can op-
erate as a trigger by verifying that there is no variation
of the shape of the optical surfaces before an observation
starts, as an additional source of calibration information,
and they enable a fully-deterministic and optimal focus-
ing of the Theia telescope along the mission. To min-
imize straylight by bright objects, the Theia WFS tele-
scopes could be treated with highly absorbing coatings
such as NPL Super Black (Brown et al. 2002) or Surrey
Nanosystems Vantablack (Theocharous et al. 2014).
Two detector technologies can be adopted: CCDs or
CMOSes. CMOS detectors present a high QE over a
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Fig. 4.26: Concept for the Theia/M5 Camera. Concept for
the FPA detector plate at the left. Overall view of the camera
concept on the right.
Fig. 4.27: Focal-plane metrology system concept: pairs of
optical fibers on the back of the folding mirror (M3) produce
interference fringes on the focal plane detectors. One line is
offset in frequency by a few Hz with respect to the other line,
producing a continuous scan of the metrology fringes on the
detectors at a rate of 10 fringes per second.
larger visible spectral band, that can also reach infrared
wavelengths depending on the sensitive layer, and pro-
grammable readout modes, faster readout, lower power,
better radiation hardness, and the ability to put special-
ized processing within each pixel. On the other hand,
there are many known CMOS detector systematics, even
for advanced detectors as the Teledyne H4RG10. The
most challenging effects are: fluence-dependent PSF,
correlated read noise, inhomogeneity in electric field
lines and persistence effects (e.g. Simms 2009). For the
Theia/M5 proposal we select CCDs due to their more
mature status, including in astrometric missions such
as ESA/Gaia. CCDs also have systematic effects but
they are much better understood and have mitigation
strategies in place (eg. charge transfer inefficiency, (e.g.
Prod’homme et al. 2012; Short et al. 2013; Massey et al.
2014).
In our baseline design we select CCDs, like the e2v
CCD273-84 detectors originally developed for the Eu-
clid/VIS instrument (Short et al. 2014), with a minor
modification to its pixel size, from 12 µm to 10 µm. Nev-
ertheless, depending on the level of characterization of
the CMOS detectors that are being developed for Eu-
Specification Value
Primary mirror clear aperture diameter 800 mm
Telescope focal Length 32 m
Optics proposed material Zerodur
Optical surface errors 33 nm
Telescope aberration controlled field of view 0.6o
Telescope temperature 130 K
Focal plane covered field of view 0.5o
Focal plane science detectors 24
Detector size (pixels) 4096 x 4096 pixels
Detector pixel size 10 x 10 microns
Focal plane size 282 x 327 mm
Pixel scale 64 mas/pixel
Pixel full well capacity > 170ke
Wavelength coverage 350nm - 950 nm
Quantum eﬃciency > 90% (~400-850nm)
Dark signal (@150K) < 10-2 e-/pix/h
Readout noise (@10kHz) < 8 e-/pix
Detector temperature 150 K
Focal plane wave front sensors 4
Focal plane metrology calibration ~ 10-5 pixel
Telescope geometry metrology calibration ~ 50 pm
Tab. 4.4: Payload key characteristics.
clid, JWSTand WFIRST, and on results from ESA TRP
activities with European companies (as e2v, Leonardo
and Selex) to further develop and characterize this type
of technology, Theia’s FPA could employ CMOSes.
The typical characteristics of detectors required for
the Theia/M5 Camera can be seen in Tab.4.4 indicat-
ing that complete feasibility of the focal plane data
can be achieved with very high TRL device as the e2v
CCD273-84.
The main Theia science cases have a wide dynamic
range. As CCDs would not be able to readout the ex-
oplanet target stars at a high enough rate, there are two
possible solutions for a CCD-based FPA. Either two of
the detectors in the focal plane array can be replaced by
CMOS detectors, and thus individual windows could be
read at high enough rates, or two of the CCD detectors of
the focal plane could be covered with a filter to prevent
saturation of the brightest target stars. We consider two
detectors always to provide dual redundancy. During the
exoplanet observation, the target star would always need
to be located at one of such detectors. Also, to read out
the CCD detectors while observing faint targets for DM
related science cases, a shutter mechanism using a slow
leaf like Euclid ’s design can be adopted (Glauser et al.
2010). We note that these solutions are only necessary if
CCD detectors are chosen over CMOS detectors during
the Phase-A studies.
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Fig. 4.28: Optomechanical view of the Focal Plane Array of
the Euclid/VIS instrument. The structure of the Theia/M5
Camera backplane might be similar, albeit with a different
geometrical arrangement.
Focal Plane Data Handling Architecture. The num-
ber of large scale detectors to be supported and pro-
cessed requires a modular approach. A distributed data
handling has the advantage to locally and in parallel pro-
vide the data acquisition, providing the proper buffering
and computation capability for each detector module of
the FPA array. Only after the local parallel processing of
the data, the data will be forwarded to the central DPU
for final formatting, compression and ground transmis-
sion minimizing resource-associated risks. The modular
approach when properly decoupled in terms of H/W re-
sources can provide additional redundancy and extended
life time, at most paid in term of focal plane reduction
in the case of critical failure of one or more detectors (or
an element of their direct processing chain).
Each detector will have its own Local Digital Process-
ing (L-DPU) which will power and drive the detector,
sampling and processing its data outputs. The combina-
tion of a detector and a L-DPU will constitute a FPAM
(Focal Plane Assembly Module) which will
• control and manage the detector low level function-
ality;
• support the acquisition at the maximum throughput
rate, from up to 64 channels;
• support buffering of at least 4 complete frames;
• receive from the Instrument Control Unit (ICU) the
roto-translational parameters to adjust the current
data set of data;
• accumulate (add) sequentially roto-translated cor-
rected ROI (Region Of Interest);
Fig. 4.29: Indicative view of the Theia Focal Plane Array
concept populated with e2v Euclid CCD273-84 detectors and
TNO Gaia WFS. The actual orientation and FoV of the Theia
WFS will be determined at Phase-A.
• possibility to communicate with the closest 8
FPAMs4 to support the transmission of the pixels
residing in overlapping ROIs.
Conversely the main ICU will coordinate the power
distribution to the FPAMs modules, the driving of the
clock and synchronisms to minimize EMC effects and
keep time synchronization between all the FPAMs. In
general the ICU will:
• Control and manage all the FPAMs modules func-
tions;
• Transmit to the FPM the roto-translational parame-
ters to adjust the current data set of data;
• Dispatch to each FPMA the list of overlapping ROI
data areas to be received or transmitted;
• Compress / scale, format & transmit sensors data
according to the available S/C TLM allocation;
• Buffer the complete FPAM dataset records received
from the sensors modules.
The L-DPU Data Handling Architecture The
derivation of the H/W parameters, representative of a
L-DPU suitable to be host in a FPAM module strongly
depends on the expected computational load. Since
the early phase concept stage a high computational
4located at North, North-East, East, South-East, South, South-
West, West, North-West
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Fig. 4.30: FM BepiColombo DPU SCU Board/Eurocard of
100×160 mm2. SCU is a high-rel DPU FPGA processor card
such as the ones matured on the BepiColombo Mission / SER-
ENA DPU in which the DPU had to control and support a
similar S/C data handling bus and four sensors units.
capability solution has been addressed. The standard
design techniques for high performances DPU for
typical space applications relies on two strategies: base
the development around a well proven and qualified
processor family or develop computational blocks in a
hardware description language scaling the performances
on the available Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) target technology. Such approach has the
advantage to scale the computational performances to
the latest radiation-tolerant technology available from
the FPGA space market.
Each Theia/M5 L-DPU would then have analog and
digital front ends. The whole L-DPU, as demonstrated
by the SCU plus ELENA Main DPU based FPGAs in
the SERENA package onboard BepiColombo ESA mis-
sion (Fig. 4.30), and, by the new GR712RC Based DPU
developed for the SWA Package in the frame of Phase
A/B developments for the ESA Solar Orbiter Mission,
may be hosted in a simple and compact 16×10 cm2 Eu-
rocard PCB cards.
A first estimate of the power required to run each L-
DPU is about 5230 mW (6277 mW with 20% contin-
gency). So far the complete 28 array of FPAM (24 sci-
ence detectors and 4 wave front sensors and the related
L-DPUs) requires about 147 W (176 W) in total.
The ICU Data Handling Processors The space
FPGA solution investigated for the FPAM has as con-
straint to have 25 MHz as a typical upper limit of the
system clock of the CPUs implemented in this way.
Conversely high-rel COTS processors can run at much
higher speeds but may require additional glue logic and
H/W control logic which may penalize the whole power
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Fig. 4.31: ICU Hardware Architecture
or dimension budgets of the digital electronics. Follow-
ing the recent eruption in the space component market
of the high-rel/rad-hard GR712RC AEROFLEX proces-
sor recently qualified up to the space levels standards,
also having the very appealing advantage to be not con-
trolled by ITAR regulation, we considered replacing the
FPGA Leon3 FT synthetized Processors, present on the
LDPU, by this processor. The rationale relies on lower
power budget, smaller mechanical package, availability
of 6 SpaceWire channels per chip and compatibility with
the optimized data handling architecture of the L-DPU.
In particular the AEROFLEX GR712RC processor is an
implementation of the dual-core LEON3FT SPARC V8
processor using RadSafeTM technology. The addressed
Theia CPU solution will natively support the memory
bus Error Detection and Memory Correction (EDAC) on
all the memory segments.
ICU Hardware Architecture An analysis of the gen-
eral H/W and functional requirements for ICU data pro-
cessing has led to verification that the same modular ap-
proach defined for the FPA processing could be pyrami-
dal extended to the ICU assuming as basic tile the op-
timized architectures which were successfully verified
and tested first in the frame of the BepiColombo Mission
within the SERENA/SCU DPU and then in the frame
of the ESA Mission Solar Orbiter for the Solar Wind
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Analyzer package DPU. Assuming these consolidated
products cards, the DPU design capable to be ready to
support the required 28 FPAM in such SpaceWire based
topology (see Fig. 4.31) where up to 12 FPAM at time
can be developed on 5 standard 100x160mm2 euro cards
for each ICU FPAM Integrator Box:
(1) Primary I/F card
(2) Primary Main DPU card interfaced to Ancillary
1,2,3 and Upper Main node
(3) Ancillary 1 interf. to Main & to FPAM 1 to 4
(4) Ancillary 2 interf. to Main & to FPAM 5 to 8
(5) Ancillary 3 interf. to Main & to FPAM 9 to 12
Theia main Primary (card 2) and Ancillary (card 3
to 5) are based on the proven and validated designs de-
scribed above. The Main DPU tasks running on card 2
guarantees data communication between the higher ICU
Top box, to the all FAPM modules. Similarly the TOP
ICU Main Module would be based similar five standard
100× 160mm2 euro cards. WFS detectors would have
redundant infrastructures.
The top-level ICU contains 8 Leon 3 FT processor +
8 FPU, 6 GBytes SDRAM EDAC protected memory for
temporary storage of up to 50 frames (including FPA
calibration data). These processors would be added to
the 8×4 Leon 3 FT processors and 8×4 FPU available
in the ICU FPAM integrator boxes, bringing the overall
budget to 40 high-speed processors. According to the
tested existing boards, the power is estimated to be < 10
W for each ICU box.
Camera budgets Top ICU DPU Module structure ac-
cording to the electronics layout presented in the pre-
vious sections could be accommodated in a typical box
structure similar. This architecture would have the ad-
vantage to utilize the I/F board as a motherboard to
route the signals to the Main and Ancillary DPU stack.
The I/F board would host all the I/F connectors with a
through hole mounting which would allow to eliminate
completely the harness inside the box. Being modest the
power dissipation of the boards, the thermal path would
be completely assured by the 5 fixation turrets also pro-
viding a good stiffness of the box.
The total power budget for the camera, including the
ICU, is estimated at 291 W. The total mass budget for
the total camera unit including the SVM deported units,
radiator and a possible shutter unit is 95.2 kg (114.24 kg
with 20% margin).
The camera is the PLM system that will drive the data
transfer budget. Considering a worst case scenario, ∼
134.5 Gbytes/day would be produced in a day filled with
one-minute integrations of DM-like observations, each
with 105 windows of 18×18 16-bits pixels will be cre-
ated, three FPA metrology sessions/integration and WFS
measurements, and considering a compression factor of
2.5 (assuming CCSDS 121.0 or FAPEC). The average
value during the mission would be ∼ 94.5 Gbytes/day.
4.2.3 Focal Plane Array metrology
The focal-plane metrology is used to monitor the posi-
tion of the detectors and pixels relative to each other to
conduct the astrometric measurement. It is also used to
calibrate the inter- and intra-pixel response of the detec-
tor during periodic focal plane-calibration.
Three testbeds have been set up to demonstrate that
this metrology concept can reach 10−5 pixel levels. Two
were built in USA, at the NASA/JPL: the MCT (Micro-
pixel Centroid Testbed) and the VESTA (Validation Ex-
periment for Solar-system STaring Astrometry) (Nemati
et al. 2011). The best results obtained at the JPL testbeds
were 10−4 pixels after using flat field and pixel off-
sets corrections, measured respectively with a super-
continuum source (incoherent broadband) and a single
mode stabilized laser. By averaging relative star posi-
tions over groups of detector positions (using 100 inde-
pendent positions, i.e. a space of ∼ 40× 40 pixels for
Nyquist-sampled centroids), the final error went down
to 5×10−5 pixels.
A metrology testbed was built in Europe, in France, at
IPAG/Grenoble: the NEAT-demo(Crouzier et al. 2014).
A schematic of this testbed setup is shown in Fig. 4.33.
It has been determined that the level of stray light inside
the vacuum chamber of the testbed was too high to ob-
tain a useful measure of pixel offsets due to the difficulty
to attenuate properly coherent stray light. Nevertheless,
even without a stringent control of stray light the NEAT-
demo testbed reached a calibration of 6×10−5 the pixel
size (Crouzier et al. 2016a,b).
The FPA metrology block diagram can be seen in
Fig. 4.32. The system consists of the metrology source,
the metrology fiber launchers and the focal plane de-
tectors. The focal plane detectors are the detectors of
the Theia/M5 camera itself, described in Sect. 4.2.2;
the detectors alternatively measure the stellar signal
(54 s observations) and the metrology (1 s per axis ev-
ery minute). The metrology fiber launchers consist of
a set of optical fibers (at least four) attached to a fiber
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Fig. 4.32: Conceptual block diagram of the focal plane array metrology subsystem.
Fig. 4.33: Schematic of the NEAT-demo setup of picture of the internal part of the vacuum chamber.
launcher at the back of the M3 mirror.
The fiber tips are at a distance of ∼ 40 cm from the
FPA. Two single mode fibers with a numerical aperture
of 0.4 and an optical power of 1 mW at the tips yield
about 108 e−/s per pixel on the detector. Because of the
proximity between the fiber tips and the focal plane, the
large numerical aperture of 0.4 is required. Even with
this aperture, the flux will be lower at the corners of the
FPA, thus if full calibration accuracy is required for the
extreme positions of the FPA, more power per fiber will
be required. A power of 1 mW per fiber tip allows a
characterization of the center of the focal plane at the re-
quired level in a relatively short period. To reach the full
calibration accuracy 1010 photons are needed, this total
is obtained every 100 minutes of operations (accounting
for the 1 second of metrology per axis available every
minute). Using two 15 mW lasers will ensure redun-
dancy and a flux of at least 1 mW at the fiber tips, ac-
counting for the losses in the metrology system. With
this setup, an estimate of the power required to run the
Focal Plane Array metrology subsystem is 29 W (35 W
with 20% margin). The total mass of the system is esti-
mated to be 7.9 kg (9.4 kg with 20% of margin).
4.2.4 Telescope metrology
To monitor the distortions of the telescope geometry and
to allow the associated systematic errors to be corrected
up to sub-microarcsecond levels, Theia/M5 relies on a
linear metrology concept. All pairs of mirrors of the
telescope are virtually connected using a set of six inde-
pendent interferometric baselines per mirror pair, each
baseline measuring a distance variation. These base-
lines are organized into virtual hexapod structures (see
Fig. 4.36). Accordingly, based on the independent dis-
tance determinations obtained by each baseline, the rel-
ative positions and angles between each pair of mirrors
can be fully and rigidly determined, as any modification
of the mirror-pair geometry impacts into all six inter-
ferometric baselines. This provides a small redundancy,
considering that the mirrors are axis-symmetric in the
ideal case.
The relative position variations of the mirrors must
be known with a precision at the hundreds of picome-
ters level to reach sub-microarcsecond level differential
astrometric corrections in the whole Theia focal plane
due to telescope geometry variations. Based on detailed
analysis of Zemax simulations of perfect and thermally
distorted SiC structure telescopes, to fulfill the most
stringent Theia/M5 science case, and attain a soil of con-
trolled systematics up to 125 nano-arcseconds over the
FPA, the individual interferometer baselines between the
pairs of mirrors must be capable of differential measure-
ments of 50 picometers over the observation time (that
can reach several minutes).
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Existing space based interferometers from TNO, as
the ESA/Gaia Basic Angle Monitor are already capa-
ble of reaching more precise measurements than those
required by Theia/M5 – BAM can perform ∼ 1.5 pm
optical path difference measurements (Gielesen et al.
2013). A Thales telemeter developed for CNES can
reach∼ 100 pm, and the Thales interferometer produced
for the MTG (Meteosat Third Generation) satellite can
reach 1 nm per measurement (Scheidel 2011) – higher
precisions can be reached by averaging over many mea-
surements. These already existing instruments shows
that Theia/M5 requirement for the telescope metrology
baselines can be fulfilled.
The proposed Theia telescope metrology subsystem
has three main components: the laser source, the micro-
interferometers and the associated electronics. The laser
source can be derived from the MTG instrument 15 mW
laser, with a power increase and improved long-term sta-
bility performances. Alternatively a TRL9 TESAT YAG
laser like the LISA Pathfinder source can be adopted.
This laser provides 45 mW and can be locked to a cavity
to provide excellent mid-term stability. For multi-year
stabilization it can be locked to an Iodine gas cell, pro-
viding absolute frequency precision to better than 5 kHz.
Theia PLM will have redundancy in the laser sources,
and they are estimated to weigh ∼ 2 kg each, or a total
of 4 kg.
The laser sources will inject the beam into an op-
tical switcher connected to mono-mode fibers that
drive the beam to each micro-interferometer baseline.
Each micro-interferometer baseline consist in the micro-
interferometer optical bench and an associated retro-
reflector. The retro-reflector can be a classical corner
cube produced from Zerodur (e.g. Jedamzik & Wester-
hoff 2014). The optical benches consist on a Zerodur
bench and associated optics (e.g. Fig. 4.34). They fill
a volume of 3.5× 3.5× (8− 10) cm each, with a first
estimated mass of 200 g. Molecular adhesion can be
used to fix the optics and it could also be used to fix
the bench and the retroreflectors directly to the borders
of the Theia/M5 telescope mirrors. The dimensions and
materials of the design can be further optimized during
Phase-A studies.
There are two options for the associated detection
and readout electronics: it could be shared with the
FPA electronics or be developed specifically for the tele-
scope metrology subsystem. Although implementation
could be more complex, the first option provides sim-
pler qualification and procurement processes and results
in higher homogeneity and stability. Thus it is consid-
Fig. 4.34: A microinterferometer bench similar to the
Theia/M5 concept (TAS).
ered as the baseline. Additional FPGA based electronics
(e.g. Actel RTG4) for the on-board processing of the
metrology signal would fit into a mechanical box with
30× 22× 3.5 cm, and has a mass estimate of ∼ 1 kg.
The electronics can be shared between the baselines.
The telescope metrology subsystem can be composed
by 18 or 24 individual baselines. If only the telescope
geometry is monitored, which is the minimum require-
ment for Theia/M5, three laser hexapods, each with six
baselines, are required (see Fig. 4.36). Optionally the
telescope to FPA geometry can also be monitored with
an additional hexapod. A conceptual block diagram of
this subsystem can be seen in Fig. 4.35, and a possible
implementation concept in Fig. 4.36. Further optimiza-
tion of this concept will take place during Phase 0/A
studies. A small reduction of the number of baselines
can be foreseen, for instance considering assurances of
the TAS active thermal control and on detailed thermo-
mechanical analysis of the spacecraft and payload struc-
tures.
An estimate of the power required to run all the
telescope metrology subsystem lasers and electronics is
58.7 W (∼ 70.5 W including 20% margins). The total
mass reaches 12.4 kg (∼ 14.9 kg with 20% margin).
4.3 Performance assessment & error budget
A detailed error budget was developed for this mission
concept. The major errors terms are captured in the top
level version shown in Fig. 4.37.
The biggest term is the brightness dependent error for
the set of reference stars. There are thousands stars in
the FOV. Assuming we limit to no more than one star
per detector, there are 24 potential reference stars. How-
ever the error budget was created considering 12 stars as
a compromise: more stars improve astrometry and re-
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Fig. 4.35: Conceptual block diagram of the telescope metrology subsystem.
duce systematic errors but fainter stars have much lower
SNR. After 1 s of integration, 8×105 photoelectrons are
detected for each of the 10.8-mag reference stars. Since
all the stars are measured simultaneously, the stars do
not need to be kept centered on the detector at the sub-
mas level, but only to a fraction of the PSF width to
avoid spreading of the photon outside of the PSF and
therefore cause the PSF effective width to be larger. A
tenth of pixel (1 µm) stability over the one-second frame
integration is sufficient. After 3240 s of the observa-
tion integration, the statistical averaged position of the
barycenter of the set of reference stars (e.g. 12 stars
with R ∼ 10.8 mag) will be measured with a residual
0.091 nm (0.58 µas) uncertainty. Similarly, the position
of the target star (R ∼ 7 mag) will be measured with a
residual 0.055 nm (0.35 µas) uncertainty. Although in
the end of the whole observation the spacecraft might
have, in the worst case, moved by arc-seconds depend-
ing on the AOCS, the differential position between the
target star and the barycenter of the set of reference stars
will be determined to 0.58 µas.
Similarly, the focal plane metrology system will have
determined the differential motion of the target detector
relative to the barycenter of the set of reference detectors
with an error smaller than 0.33 µas after 60×1 s metrol-
ogy measurements in three directions. And the WFS and
the telescope metrology will enable a field distortion cal-
ibration of at least 0.52 µas during the integration time.
Finally, additional geometrical errors due to uncorrected
astrophysical effects as unknown terms of differential
aberration, reference star geometry (e.g. the existence
of circumstellar discs), unknown multiple companions,
etc., are expected to contribute with 0.3 µas.
4.4 TRL assessment
As shown in previous sections Theia relies on systems
that are built on top of technologies with large heritage.
This is made explicit in Tab. 4.5. The key Theia PLM
profits from a series of developments performed for past
missions, but phase-A activities will be necessary to
raise the TRL of the FPA metrology system and spe-
cially of the electronics, and the identification or space
qualification of optical fibers with NA∼ 4 will be nec-
essary. Phase-A activities will also be required to raise
the TRL of the picometer microinterferometers (mainly
for size reduction) and to breadboard the hexapod as an
integrated system. Phase-A activities will be necessary
for straylight assessment.
4.5 Astrometric and photometric calibration
4.5.1 Introduction
At the heart of the Theia mission lies a careful and ac-
curate calibration of the observations, and the use of op-
timized methods to extract as much science out of the
data as possible. In order to achieve this goal, our team
consists of experts from various astrometric and photo-
metric (proposed) missions like Gaia, HST, SIM, and
NEAT. The work is formally split up in several devel-
opment units which are described below following pro-
cessing order when applicable.
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Fig. 4.36: Concept for a possible Theia/M5 Telescope metrology subsystem showing in red all the independent baselines
forming laser hexapods. Retroreflectors are at M2 and M3. Microinterferometers at M1 and M4.
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Fig. 4.37: Top-level error budget for Theia.
4.5.2 Processing of raw satellite data
This unit will take care of receiving, decompressing
and combining the raw measurement and ancillary data
packets from the focal plane and instrumentation in gen-
eral into self-contained data records, so that each of
it can be easily processed afterwards. A record of all
on-board events (e.g. anomalous events) and telemetry
(e.g. temperatures) is constructed. Raw on-board atti-
tude (pointing) from the satellite will also be processed
here, although without any refinement yet, in order to tag
the output records with not only their measurement time
but also with their associated sky coordinates. The satel-
lite position and velocity, as determined from ground-
tracking data will be compiled for downstream process-
ing.
4.5.3 Processing of the raw frames
The raw outputs from the previous stage include tags
with the spacecraft pointing, position, velocity, tempera-
ture and time of observation data. Raw frames will be
processed, which include correction for known detec-
tor systematics: nonlinearity, charge transfer ineficiency,
in case of CCDs or nonlinearity, inter-pixel capacitance
(IPC) which can include small anisotropies, afterim-
age (persistence) and reciprocity failure (flux-dependent
nonlinearity) in case of CMOSes. Correlated read-noise
would then be corrected for in the next step. The refined
centroid and flux of the stars will be determined by iter-
atively fitting a model of the point spread function to the
local images of each star. Initial broad-band photometry
of the stars will also be determined during this process,
although it will be refined (see Sect. 4.5.7) after metro-
logical pixel response calibration.
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Item or function TRL Heritage or comment
Camera detectors 6 - 7  Euclid/VIS.
Camera electronics 7 Euclid/VIS, BepiColombo, Solar Orbiter.
Camera system 7 Euclid/VIS.
Camera WFS 6 - 9 Gaia. But modifications to fit Theia optics are necessary.
FPA metrology laser source 9 Meteosat Third Generation (MTG)
FPA metrology optical components 5 High NA fibers required available on ground. Unknown space heritage.
FPA metrology electronics 4 Laboratory benches.
FPA metrology system 4 Laboratory benches, but not to Theia FPA scale.
Telescope metrology laser source 9 Tesat LISA, MTG.
Telescope metrology picometer 
interferometers 4
Instruments more precise already 
flying, but larger than Theia reqs.
Telescope metrology electronics 
and optoelectronics components 5
Based on Actel RTG4 and Gooch & 
Housego.
Telescope metrology system 3
Each baseline would be at TRL5. The 
hexapod concept needs to be 
demostrated in laboratory.
Telescope structure 9 Ceramics telescopes have been used in Herschel, Gaia, Euclid.
Telescope optics 5 Several flying TMA. Design similar to Euclid. Straylight needs assessment.
Tab. 4.5: Payload TRL assessment.
4.5.4 Design of the Astrometric Solution
After all calibrations have converged, relative astromet-
ric parameters can be determined with the precision pre-
sented in the next section (4.5.5).
Since Theia is aimed at the sub-microarcsecond accu-
racy for its differential observations over a field of about
0.5 degrees, a serious fully-relativistic model is indis-
pensable. The fact that the accuracy is higher than for
Gaia while the nature of the observations is differen-
tial largely compensate each other so that the relativis-
tic model for Theia can have the same physical content
as the models used for Gaia from Klioner (2003, 2004)
and Crosta et al. (2015). The former has an accuracy
of 0.1 microarcseconds for global astrometry. Neverthe-
less, the details of the Theia model and its optimal for-
mulation still has to be investigated. The model of Theia
should be based on the system of the hierarchy of the rel-
ativistic reference systems – BCRS, GCRS, etc. – rec-
ommended by the IAU and used for high-accuracy rela-
tivistic modeling over last 20 years (Soffel et al. 2003).
The main components of the models are as follows.
First, Theia needs a relativistic treatment of its
barycentric orbit as well as its orientation. To calculate
the differential aberration in the Theia’s FoV, its velocity
should be known with an accuracy of about 20 mm/s —
a rather relaxed requirement. To account for the paral-
lax (or planetary aberration) when observing Near-Earth
Objects, it is desirable to know its position with an ac-
curacy of a few hundred meters. This should be better
quantified at a later stage of the mission.
Second, the propagation of light from the source to
the satellite has to be accurately modeled. This in-
cludes effects due to several types of gravitation field -
monopole, quadrupole and multipolar, gravitomagnetic
due to translational and rotational motion of the grav-
itating bodies. The differential nature of observations
relaxes the accuracy requirements in some cases, but in
other cases (e.g. observations close to Jupiter or other
giant planets) the effects should be computed with an ac-
curacy that meets the observational accuracy. The phys-
ical content of these effects is well-known (e.g. Crosta
& Mignard 2006; Klioner & Zschocke 2010; Kopeikin
et al. 2011; Teyssandier 2012; Hees et al. 2014). De-
tailed optimal formulation still should be found.
Finally, Theia requires a high-accuracy definition of
the motion of the observed sources with respect to the
barycentre of the solar system. Here one can expect that
most of the sources can be described either by the dy-
namical equations of motion (e.g. for solar system ob-
jects or for components of non-single stellar systems in
their motion relative to the common barycentre) or by
the model assuming that the source moves with a con-
stant velocity (the model used both for Hipparcos and
Gaia for single stars). In some special cases the latter
model may require an update taking into account non-
linearity of the relative motion as well as light-travel ef-
fects. Again, the physical content of such an update is
well known and understood (Kopeikin et al. 2011).
The Optical Field Angle Calibration (OFAD) can only
be calibrated in space, with observations of a well known
star field, with multiple observations at different point-
ings over a short period of time. The observations are put
into a simultaneous solution of the chosen mathematical
equation for the mirror form and the terms representing
the metrology components of the mirror.
Thermo-mechanical deformations, due to the varia-
tion of the Solar Aspect Angle (SAA) in different re-
pointings of the instrument and the non-zero Coefficient
of Thermal Expansion (CTE) of the material chosen for
the telescope and Focal Plane Array structures, will pro-
duce relative astrometric shifts along the lifetime of the
mission. To monitor these deformations the Science
Payload includes three different subsystems: wavefront
sensors, a focal plane metrology subsystem and a linear
metrology subsystem. Additionally, continued monitor-
ing of the calibration field throughout the mission allows
for redundant monitoring of temporal changes in the
mirror and instruments that would require further cali-
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bration to maintain precision and stability for astrome-
try.
The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors are responsi-
ble for a continuous monitoring of the focus of the tele-
scope and for a continuous monitoring of the quality of
the wavefront arriving at Theia detectors due to deforma-
tions of the telescope mirrors from thermal variations.
A Gaia-like WFS solution is able to sense λ/1000
variations of the wavefront, and Theia FPA concept in-
cludes four of such WFS at each corner of the FoV to
allow sub-µas monitoring.
The Focal Plane Array Metrology subsystem includes
an interferometer. It is responsible for frequent monitor-
ing and calibration of the deformations of the positions
of each pixel of the detectors of the FPA at a level of
< 10−5 (Crouzier et al. 2016b). This subsystem mea-
sures the geometrical parameters of the FPA with respect
to M3, of each detector with respect to the center of the
FPA and of each pixel with respect to the center of the
detector.
The Telescope Metrology subsystem contains 18 lin-
ear interferometers that continuously measure the rela-
tive positions and angles of the mirrors of the telescope.
Between each pair of mirrors, a "Virtual Laser Hexapod"
is created using retro-reflectors, monitoring any thermo-
mechanical effects.
Detailed Zemax simulations of the Theia telescope
deformed under a set of worse case scenarios (dT = 100
mK, for different SAAs) and analysis of the astrometric
displacements caused by such thermo-mechanical defor-
mations show that the OFAD can be modelled in terms
of an 8th order Chebyshev polynomial.
The existence of this low order expansion shows that
it is possible to calibrate at sub-micro arcsecond level
the astrometric displacements in the FPA caused by vari-
ations of the telescope structure by using the Telescope
Metrology subsystem measurements at the 50pm level.
After the OFAD calibration is completed, additional
calibrations are made for color response using stars of
different colors in the same field across the field of view
of the instrument.
4.5.5 Precision of the Astrometric Solution
For each hour of observation the final relative positions
precision (RMS) is estimated to be 1, 14, 94, 1100 µas
at R-band magnitudes 7, 15, 19, 24 respectively. The re-
sulting astrometric parameters for a 40h and 1000h sci-
ence case during a 4 year mission is shown in Table 4.6
and Figs. 4.38 and 3.21. A position calibration noise
R (mag) 10 15 18 20 22 24 25
40h science case
σµ (µas/yr) 0.26 1.8 7.9 22 61 158 243
σpi (µas) 0.30 2.1 9.1 26 71 183 281
1000h science case
σµ (µas/yr) 0.12 0.38 1.6 4.4 12 32 49
σpi (µas) 0.14 0.44 1.8 5.1 14 37 56
Tab. 4.6: End of 4 yr mission astrometric differential measure-
ment uncertainty as a function of target star magnitude for a
40 h and 1000 h science case, see also Fig. 4.38. The parallax
precision (σpi) is given for ecliptic latitude 0, being equal to
the position precision. The position calibration floor is esti-
mated at 0.125 µas. The parallax precision improves up to a
factor of
√
2 at the ecliptic poles. The proper motion preci-
sion (σµ) is similar to position precision for a 4 year mission,
but would improve linearly with (extended) mission time.
position (~semi-major axis) precision: 40h
position (~semi-major axis) precision: 1000h
4yr proper motion precision: 40h
4yr proper motion precision: 1000h
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Fig. 4.38: End of 4-year mission astrometric differential mea-
surement uncertainty for the detection of exoplanets due to
stellar wobble (orbital semi-major axis), as well as proper mo-
tion measurements (for dark matter science). See Tab. 4.6 for
more details.
floor of 0.125 µas has been used (see Sect. 4.2.4).
4.5.6 Absolute astrometry & reference frame
Theia is a small-field relative astrometry mission, mean-
ing that the derived astrometric parameters for the target
stars in a field will have position, parallax and proper
motion relative to a local reference frame tied to a global
one. At the time of the Theia mission, the most accurate
and complete optical reference frame will be that of the
Gaia catalog5. Typically hundreds to thousands of Gaia
sources will be visible in a single Theia frame. By using
5Note that for the hyper velocity stars science case the current
SDSS quasars will already suffice to perform measurements (see
Sect. 2.1.2).
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Gaia global astrometry parameters as priors, the astro-
metric solution of all the stars observed by Theia will be
automatically tied to the Gaia frame, without the need
of forcing physical priors on sources such as quasars or
remote giant stars. Let us note that since most science
cases require parallaxes and proper motions, it is possi-
ble to construct a kinematic reference frame for Theia
at almost Gaia accuracy. While Gaia positions will de-
grade linearly over time, the accuracy of proper motions
and parallaxes will remain almost the same as for the
Gaia epoch6.
Zonal systematic errors in the Gaia absolute reference
frame will set the uncertainty floor on each astrometric
field. In what follows, we discuss the possible impact of
these correlations into Theia’s absolute proper motion
and parallax measurements.
For Gaia, the correlations of astrometric parameters
resulting from the determination of attitude parameters
have been studied before launch in detail (see Holl &
Lindegren 2012; Holl et al. 2012) and are expected
to induce correlations at angular separations < 0.7 deg,
which could be a serious concern for Theia as this cor-
responds to its proposed FOV. However, these corre-
lations were estimated to be (much) below r = 0.5%
(Holl et al. 2009). Bright stars (V < 13) and low star-
density regions will have the highest correlations. Ta-
ble 4.7 gives a general overview of the limit to which
one can average Gaia parallax and proper motions for
various possible correlation coefficients (precise values
of correlations will not be known until a few years into
the Gaia mission), and hence the ultimate accuracy by
which parallax and proper motion measurement of Theia
can be expressed in the Gaia reference frame. The lim-
iting accuracy for the correlation coefficients between
5× 10−3 and 5× 10−5 is plotted as function of magni-
tude in Fig. 3.21. In principle all Gaia reference stars
observed in a Theia fields can be used to fix the ref-
erence frame, which will be of varying magnitude and
number, therefore the reachable absolute astrometry pa-
rameter accuracy of Theia will differ from field to field.
In pre-launch studies the basic-angle metrology spec-
ification of 0.5 µas over 5 min, the global parallax zero-
point has been estimated to be around 0.1 µas. With re-
gard to the proper motions, Gaia itself will be tied to the
radio ICRF with an expected precision in proper motions
6A positional reference frame derived with Gaia stars will be de-
graded by a factor of 5− 6 at the Theia epoch, while proper mo-
tions and parallaxes themselves degrade to a much lesser degree, See
Sect. 1.5.4 and 1.5.5 of the Hipparcos and Tycho catalogues (Perry-
man et al. 1997).
V Gaia σpi σmeanpi limN→ ∞
[mag] for one star r = 5×10−3 r = 5×10−5
15 24 µas 1.7 µas 0.17 µas
20 540 µas 38 µas 3.8 µas
V Gaia σµ σmeanµ limN→ ∞
[mag] for one star r = 5×10−3 r = 5×10−5
15 13 µas/yr 0.92 µas/yr 0.092 µas/yr
20 284 µas/yr 20 µas/yr 2.0 µas/yr
Gaia accuracies from http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/science-performance
Tab. 4.7: Limiting precision when averaging parallax and
proper motion for two possible values of the correlations. The
limit is effectively reached when averaging over O(r−1) stars.
The corresponding positions accuracies at the Theia epoch are
about 5 times worse than tabulated for σpi.
of 0.2-0.3 µas/yr (Mignard & Klioner 2012; Mignard
2012). The Tycho-Gaia solution of Gaia′s DR1 release
contains systematic errors that are not representative for
the final (Gaia only!) solution due to incomplete cali-
bration models, short Gaia data span, and mixing with
Tycho data. Therefore it can currently not be reliably
assessed if the calibration errors of the final Gaia data
release (that will be available at the Theia launch) will
cause any departure from the estimated pre-launch sys-
tematic errors.
In summary, anchoring Theia observations to the Gaia
reference frame is a critical aspect to enable global astro-
metric capabilities of a differential astrometry mission.
Since specific targets and general astrophysics pro-
grams (e.g. very distant halo stars, objects in nearby
galaxies) might need to push global astrometric preci-
sion to the limit, future mission development plans will
have dedicated work-packages and a team specifically
devoted to this task. Similarly, optimization of the point-
ing to capture good reference stars and/or distant sources
will be done for all science cases and observations at a
later stage.
4.5.7 Derivation of photometric calibrations
Astrometry and photometry are closely linked. In as-
trometry, the most accurate way to determine the cen-
troid of a source involves the fitting of a PSF to the im-
age data. Photometry can also be derived using such
PSF fitting. The same error sources in astrometry also
affect photometric accuracy. Detailed calibration of the
detector enable both more accurate astrometry and more
accurate photometry. DICE experiment (Crouzier et al.
2016a) concludes that in order to reach an error be-
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low 5× 10−6 pixel on the centroid, the pixel response
non uniformity (or PRNU) must be know to better than
1.2× 10−5. Such a precision can only be obtained if a
precise photometric calibration is used.
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Fig. 4.39: Estimated single-epoch photometric performance
in the white light Theia band (Th). A systematic noise floor
of 0.09 mmag has been assumed following Crouzier et al.
(2016a). The V and R magnitudes are +0.0145 and +0.0120
mag above the Theia magnitude for R− I = 0.
The instrumental effects to consider in the photomet-
ric calibration are bias, dark, flat-fielding (PRNU), fring-
ing, background, saturation and non-linearity, contami-
nation, pixel position and characterization of the read-
out-noise. All these effects are calibrated through spe-
cially designed calibration images from pre-launch mea-
surements and during mission operation from onboard
interferometric fringe measurements and the use of the
shutter.
The two common methods to derive photometry from
CCD images are aperture photometry and PSF fitting.
PSF fitting strategy is preferred for Theia, as it is used
anyway for astrometry processing, as stated above. Esti-
mates of the relative photometry precision are shown in
Fig. 4.39.
Differential photometry approach can also be used for
Theia instead of (or together with) absolute photometry.
Constant sources in the field are used to settle the relative
photometry of the sources of interest. Finally, in order
to standardize the instrumental photometry a set of cali-
bration sources with standard photometry in the field of
view are needed. Gaia mission provides standard homo-
geneous good quality photometry of constant sources in
all the sky.
4.5.8 Software engineering (Quality assurance, in-
tegration, framework, interfaces)
The proper management of the development of the sci-
entific processing software is crucial to ensure the timely
production and quality of the Theia products. This man-
agement has to rely on professional software (SW) de-
velopment procedures and standards and has to ensure
an adequate coordination of the geographically disperse
contributions to the effort. For this we propose the cre-
ation of a "core development" team that will have the
responsibility of:
1. Acting as coordinator of the SW development,
defining and enforcing development standards in
the Theia consortium. Specifically, the core team
will be responsible for the QA of the development,
including interface definition, version control, en-
forcement of ECSS standards.
2. Receiving the contributions from the different sub
tasks and integrating them into a common frame-
work. We will maintain a common code repository
for collection and control of the code and version-
ing.
3. Enforcing the definition and implementation of unit
tests for the SW. We will set up a continuous inte-
gration environment where the unit tests will be run
at least daily to ensure repository code integrity and
validity.
4. Defining, implementing and running integration
tests for the SW. At each SW release the full pro-
cessing chain will be tested end-to-end to ensure its
correctness and integrity. These tests will be de-
fined to cover both technical and scientific valida-
tion of the code. Executing the pipeline. The code
will be deployed in the processing system to pro-
duce the scientific data from the Theia telemetry.
The core team will take responsibility for code de-
ployment, execution control, management and de-
livery of science-ready products.
5. The core team will be responsible for monitor-
ing the performance of the instruments by produc-
ing, in addition to the final relative corrected posi-
tion, files with information about the general per-
formance of every data set — generating warnings
when there are failures or the instrument has gone
through significant changes.
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5 Mission configuration and profile
5.1 Proposed mission profile
5.1.1 Mission Orbit
Theia is an astrometry mission that needs to point to dif-
ferent directions of the sky. L2 is the selected option
for the orbit, since it is very favorable for overall sta-
bility because of the absence of gravity gradients, the
time available for observation, the environmental condi-
tions characterized by low total ionizing doses. In ad-
dition, the thermal conditions over the orbit remains the
same, thereby simplifying thermo-elastic design issues.
The Theia spacecraft will be directly injected into a large
Lissajous or Halo orbit at L2.
To avoid parasitic light from the Sun onto the tele-
scope and the detector, Theia spacecraft have baffles that
protect them from Sun light at angle larger than ±45◦ in
the Sun direction.
5.1.2 Launcher
Considering the M5 call programmatics, the targeted or-
bit and the Theia mass range, the baseline launcher is Ar-
iane 6.2. The launch strategy would consist in a unique
burn of upper stage injecting directly the S/C onto a L2-
transfer trajectory, avoiding a coasting on a parking or-
bit. The separation of the satellite would occur after
about 1/4 of rotation around the Earth, preventing the
Sun illumination to enter into the instrument during as-
cent and up to the separation.
After the completion of its last burn, the Ariane up-
per stage would re-orient the S/C into a 3-axes stabilized
attitude, with the Sun in the Sunshield normal direction.
As for Herschel satellite, Theia spacecraft would require
a reactive Safe Mode control to maintain roughly the Sun
in this direction and ensure the instrument protection.
The use of Ariane 6.2 enables a large volume for the
spacecraft and its payload. The Ariane fairing allows a
maximum diameter of 4500 mm, which conditions: (i)
The maximum primary mirror diameter; (ii) the maxi-
mum Service module size and thus its internal accom-
modation capacity, (iii) the maximum Sun shield and V-
groove screens size, linked also with the telescope size
and required sky accessibility requirements.
Although not currently specified, the Ariane 6.2
launcher will allow a maximal spacecraft wet mass well
in excess of the 2145 kg allowed on Soyuz for a direct
transfer to the L2 point. It shall be noticed that con-
sidering Ariane 6.2 performance and the current Theia
mass budget, a dual launch is an attractive option that
would optimize Theia launch costs if a co-passenger can
be identified during the assessment.
5.1.3 Mission lifetime and timeline
The time baseline to properly investigate the science
program of Theia is 4 years including some time devoted
to orbit maintenance. A total of approximately 6 months
has been estimated for the orbit transfer including the
spacecraft and instrument commissioning. From the to-
tal of ∼ 35000 h dedicated for the scientific program,
about 15 min per slew will be dedicated to reconfigura-
tion and station-keeping. The thermal stabilization time
is in addition to the slew time.
The primary objective requires 20500 h of nominal
time (first column of Table 3.3) and about 4000 h will be
dedicated to open time observations. The Theia Collab-
oration is keeping large margins to consider the space-
craft thermal stabilization aspects that can only be cor-
rectly known after a detailed thermal modeling of the
spacecraft and payload modules and mission scheduling.
The mission timeline is flexible and can be optimized
together with the target list and the main instrumental
characteristics.
5.2 Spacecraft concepts
The preliminary Theia analyses performed with the cur-
rent mission definition allowed to identify a safe and
robust mission architecture relying on high TRL tech-
nologies, and leaving safe margins and mission growth
potential that demonstrates the mission feasibility within
the Ariane 6.2 single launch envelope (a dual launch will
be an opportunity for cost optimization) and M5 mission
cost cap.
5.2.1 System functional design
The proposed mission architecture relies on a Korsch
three mirror telescope accommodated vertically on top
of a platform including all support subsystems.
A high thermal stability of the telescope necessary to
ensure its performances is obtained through the use of a
Sun Shield on which is accommodated the Solar Array
and a vertical V-groove screen.
The micro-arcsecond performance specification
places stringent requirements on the pointing stabil-
ity. This demands a relative pointing error (RPE) of
∼ 20 mas (1σ) in spacecraft x and y direction, and a
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Launch date No constraints, allowing launch date in 2029
Orbit Large Lissajous in L2
Lifetime
• 4 years of nominal science operations
• Tecnical operations: 6 months orbit transfer plus instrument 
commisioning and 1 month decomissioning
Concept Single spacecraft, single telescope in the PLM, single camera in the focal plane, metrological monitoring of PLM
Communication 
architecture 75 Mbps, 4h/day
Tab. 5.8: Mission main characteristics.
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Fig. 5.40: Reference mission timeline.
fraction of arcsec (1σ) in z (roll) over the image accu-
mulation time. This can be achieved using chemical
(monopropellant hydrazine) propulsion for the transfer
corrections, monthly station keeping manoeuvres, and
large (180 deg) slew manoeuvres, and then cold gas
micro-propulsion system (MPS) for fine acquisition.
This can also be achieved by performing the pointings
of the satellite using reaction wheels for large attitude
motions between targets and then cold gas. At the
approach of the correct pointing, the Satellite will use
a MPS for fine relative motion acquisition. During the
scientific observation the reaction wheels are stopped
to avoid the generation of mechanical noise. Such a
synergetic concept was developed for the Euclidscience
mode AOCS (e.g. Bacchetta et al. 2015).
5.2.2 Satellite design description
The satellite key features are presented in Fig. 5.41. The
design of satellite is mainly based on the Euclidservice
module with a downscaled size to better suit to specific
Theia needs and minimize the mass to leave the door
open to dual launch opportunities. It uses a central tube
and standard 1194mm interface compatible with Ariane
planned adapters and an irregular hexagonal shape struc-
ture contained inside a 3.5m diameter circle, providing
large volumes for platform units and fluid tanks accom-
modation. Similarly to Euclid and Herschel satellites,
Theia Korsch telescope is accommodated on top of the
service module in a vertical position leading to a space-
craft height of about 5m. This concept allows to opti-
mize the payload size, Ariane fairing allowing large vol-
umes.
A key driver for the Theia mission is the payload
structural stability. Particularly during long observa-
tions of 10h or more, the payload shall remain stable
within 30 mK to avoid nanometer distance variations of
the primary-secondary mirror. This stringent require-
ment demands a very stable payload structure with low
thermo-elastic deformations. The preliminary analyses
led to the selection of a telescope structure largely mak-
ing use of SiC or Si3N4 ceramic materials. Such mate-
rials can be used in a large number of structure compo-
nents (e.g. truss, brackets, plates).
The payload structural stability requirement im-
poses a very stable thermal concept for the spacecraft
(Fig. 5.41). The preliminary design is making use of
a Sun shield supporting also the Solar array. Here too,
the concept derives from Euclid and Herschel. However,
Theia will require additional V-groove vertical screen(s)
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Fig. 5.41: Preliminary Theia satellite rendering (Thales Alenia Space).
aiming at minimizing the temperature variations from
one target to the other due to different solar impinge-
ment on the satellite. In addition, an active control of the
payload structure temperature will be added through the
use of high precision thermistors and optimally spread
heaters. Thermal stability levels more strict than Theia
requirements have been demonstrated by Gaia’s . Nev-
ertheless, there is still space for some optimization effort
related to the V-grooves and the active thermal control
system.
Strong heritage does exist on Theia spacecraft avion-
ics and AOCS, particularly coming from Euclid mis-
sion having very similar needs in terms of pointing per-
formances. The proposed AOCS configuration would
use Star Trackers, FOG gyroscope and Fine Sun Sen-
sors as main sensors, reaction wheels for fast repointing
between targets and probably cold gas µ-propulsion (or
mini Radio-frequency Ion Thruster, mini-RIT), depend-
ing on Euclid final performances. Associated fluid tanks
(Nitrogen or Xenon) would be accommodated around
the central tube in a symmetrical configuration to keep a
centered CoG. This AOCS concept is perfectly compati-
ble with the preliminary pointing performances required
by the Theia mission.
The electrical power subsystem would be built a fixed
Solar Array installed on the Sun shield as on Euclid
with a size compatible with Theia needs and with ex-
treme foreseen Sun depointing angles. A battery has
been added to power the S/C during the launch opera-
tions and up to separation.
The downlink data rate needs and operational con-
straints are equivalent to the ones of Euclid, profiting
from its heritage. Similarly, Data Handling units would
derive from Euclid ones, with a Control and Data Man-
agement Unit (CDMU) including the software and a
Mass Memory Unit with several TB storage capacity.
The required ∆V for transfer to L2, attitude control,
station-keeping maneuvers and end of life disposal will
be performed by an hydrazine-based propulsion system
operation in blow down. The associated tank will be
accommodated inside the central tube.
5.3 Communications
Once in the operational position, data collected by the
spacecraft from the detectors or housekeeping data will
be sent to ground for analysis and post-processing. The
amount of science data produced by the payload mod-
ule was estimated to a total average of 95 Gbytes/day
(135 Gbytes/day worst case), including a compression
factor of 2.5. The current telecommunication subsys-
tem has been sized to allow a download data rate of
∼ 75 Mbps with an ESA 35m ground station. Conse-
quently, daily visibility periods of about 4 hours would
be necessary, similar to Euclid .
5.4 Observation scheduling
Theia scheduling will optimize a number of aspects to
guarantee the maximum scientific outcome of the ob-
servatory. This will take into account several factors
as the absolute value of the Sun Aspect Angle (SAA),
the variation of the SAA (∆SAA) between pointings, the
parallactic factor of the sources that require parallax de-
termination, the amount of propeller (cold gas) of the
MPSs and the spacecraft data downlink conditions. To
verify mission feasibility in terms of the median varia-
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tion of ∆SAA, a preliminary study of Theia pointings
was performed using the method described in (Tereno
et al. 2015) for Euclid.
This study adopted Theia spacecraft parameters and
the list of Theia high priority pointings. For this as-
sessment an equal distribution of the observing times
among the targets was considered over 6-months peri-
ods. Enough margin was left for orbit-keeping manoeu-
vres and an average slew time of 15 minutes was al-
located to each observation. The scheduling was done
such that SAA is kept within the S/C limits, resulting
in a sequence of observations mostly progressing along
ecliptic longitude, while the satellite moves in its orbit
around L2. We note that no global mission optimization
was adopted at this point.
This study resulted in a scenario in which observa-
tions are mostly made orthogonally to the Sun, with a
median SAA of 88.4◦. This study also showed that,
along the mission, the median ∆SAA is 5.7◦.
The aforementioned result, obtained without a global
optimization, indicates that the mission scheduling is
feasible. There is margin to improve these results in
Phase-A studies. For instance, by optimizing slew time
at each longitude step taking into account the target’s
latitude information, distinguishing between trailing and
leading pointings (i.e., forward or backward observa-
tions with respect to the orbital movement) – that will
minimize the number of jumps between hemispheres –,
and by performing a global optimization in which some
targets could be replaced by other targets of the same sci-
ence case, but that would have less impact on the overall
mission.
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Annexes
A Acronyms
mas: milli-arcsecond
µas: micro-arcseconds
AIV: Assembly, Integration and
Verification
AOCS: Attitude and Orbit Control
System
BAM: Basic Angle Monitor
BCRS: Barycentric Celestial Reference
System
BD: Brown dwarf
BH: Black Hole
CaC: Cost at Completion
CCD: Charge-Coupled Device
CCSDS: Consultative Committee for
Space Data Systems
CNES: Centre National d’Etudes
Spatiales
CPU: Central Processing Unit
CTA: Cherenkov Telescope Array
CTE: Charge Transfer Efficiency
CTE: Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion
CMOS: Complementary
metalâA˘S¸oxideâA˘S¸semiconductor
COTS: Commercial off-the-shelf
CDMU: Control and Data Management
Unit
CoG: Centre of Gravity
DM: Dark Matter
DPU: Digital Processing Unit
dSph: dwarf spheroidal galaxy
ECSS: European Cooperation for
Space Standards
EDAC: Error Detection and Correction.
ELENA: Emitted Low-Energy Neutral
Atoms
ELT: Extremely Large Telescope
EoS: Equation of State
EPRAT: ESA Exoplanet Roadmap
Advisory Team
ESA: European Space Agency
ESPRESSO: Echelle SPectrograph for
Rocky Exoplanet and Stable
Spectroscopic Observation
FGS: Fine Guidance Sensor
FOG: Fiber Optic Gyroscope
FOV: Field Of View
FPA: Focal Plane Array
FPA: Focal Plane Assembly
FPAM: Focal Plane Assembly Module
FPGA: Field-Programmable Gate
Array
FWHM: Full Width at Half-Maximum
GCRS: Geocentric Celestial Reference
System
HIPPARCOS: High precision parallax
collecting satellite
H/W: Hardware
HST: Hubble Space Telescope
HVS: Hyper-Velocity Star
HZ: Habitable Zone
IAU: International Astronomical Union
ICD: Interface control documents
ICU: Instrument Control Unit
ICRF: International Celestial
Reference Frame
IDT: Initial Data Treatment
IMCCE: Institut de mécanique céleste
et de calcul des éphémérides
ITAR: International Traffic in Arms
Regulations
JPL: Jet Propulsion Laboratory
ΛCDM Lambda Cold Dark Matter
L-DPU: Local Digital Processing Unit
LSST: Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope
LEO: Low Earth Orbit
LEOP: Launch and Early Operation
Phase
LGA: Low Gain Antenna
LISA: Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna
MACHOs MAssive Compact Halo
Objects
MCT: Micro-pixel Centroid Testbed
MGA: Medium Gain Antenna
MOC: Mission Operations Centre
MPS: Micro-Propulsion System
MTG: Meteosat Third Generation
NASA: National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
NEAT: Nearby Earth Astrometric
Telescope
NS: Neutron Star
OFAD: Optical Field Angle Calibration
P/L: Payload
PLATO: PLAnetary Transits and
Oscillations of stars
PLM: Payload Module
PRNU: pixel response non uniformity
PSF: Point Spread Function
PV: Peak-to-Valley
QA: Quality Assurance
QE: Quantum Efficiency
RF: Radio Frequency
RPE: Relative Pointing Error
RMS: Root Mean Square
ROE: Read-Out Electronics
RV: Radial Velocities
RW: Reaction Wheels
SAA: Sun Aspect Angle
SCU: System Control Unit
SDC: Science Data Centre
SC, S/C: Spacecraft
SDRAM: Synchronous dynamic
random access memory
SDSS: Sloan Digital Sky Survey
SERENA: Search for Exospheric
Refilling and Emitted Natural
Abundances Experiment
SIM: Space Interferometry Mission
SKA: Square Kilometer Array
SM: Standard Model
SNR: Signal to Noise Ratio
SOC: Science Operations Centre
SVM: Service Module
SW: Software
TAS: Thales Alenia Space
TD: Time Delay
TESS: Transiting Exoplanet Survey
Satellite
TMA: Three Mirror Anastigmat
TRL: Technology Readiness Level
TRP: Technology Research Programme
TWTA: Traveling Wave Tube
Amplifiers
UCMH: ultra-compact minihalos
VESTA: Validation Experiment for
Solar-system STaring Astrometry
VLT: Very Large Telescope
WFS: Wavefront sensor
YAG: Yttrium Aluminium Garnet
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[ Fifth Chapter \
Constraints on the Small-Scale Early
Universe
5.1 Paper 3 – Investigating dark matter substructure
with pulsar timing II. Improved limits on small-scale
cosmology
The third paper of this thesis has been published as Clark et al. (2016b). In it, we
present the continuation of our study on UCMHs and time-delay microlensing. As
UCMHs are thought to originate from overdensities in the early Universe, any con-
straint on their abundance may be extended to a constraint on any process that
would facilitate their creation. These include increased primordial power on small
scales, the presence of cosmic strings, and weak non-Gaussianity. Within this pa-
per, I take constraints on UCMH abundance projected by non-detection of lensing
signatures in pulsar timing, and utilise them to obtain projected constraints on the
properties of the early Universe.
Unfortunately, the error discovered within the first paper of this series weakened
the constraints on the fraction of UCMH substructure substantially. As each of the
constraints derived within the second part are dependent upon those of the first,
they are likewise weakened beyond their original published values. The updated
constraints are included as an erratum, published as Clark, Lewis and Scott (2017b).
The analysis presented within this paper and erratum is my own work, with the
exception of code from Scott and Sivertsson (2009); Bringmann et al. (2012); Shan-
dera et al. (2013) and Anthonisen et al. (2015) – which has been made publicly avail-
able as part of DARKSUSY (http://www.darksusy.org).
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ABSTRACT
Ultracompact Minihalos (UCMHs) have been proposed as a type of dark matter sub-
structure seeded by large-amplitude primordial perturbations and topological defects.
UCMHs are expected to survive to the present era, allowing constraints to be placed
on their cosmic abundance using observations within our own Galaxy. Constraints on
their number density can be linked to conditions in the early universe that impact
structure formation, such as increased primordial power on small scales, generic weak
non-Gaussianity, and the presence of cosmic strings. We use new constraints on the
abundance of UCMHs from pulsar timing to place generalised limits on the parameters
of each of these cosmological scenarios. At some scales, the limits are the strongest to
date, exceeding those from dark matter annihilation. Our new limits have the added
advantage of being independent of the particle nature of dark matter, as they are
based only on gravitational effects.
Key words: dark matter, early Universe, cosmological parameters, cosmology: mis-
cellaneous
1 INTRODUCTION
Rare objects seeded by large density contrasts at early times
are an effective tool for probing the early universe. By deter-
mining the present-day abundance of such objects, we can
investigate the processes leading to their production. Ex-
amining the formation of different objects allows us to test
different physical processes, scales, and epochs. This probe
of the early universe is unique in its approach, allowing for
constraints to be placed on cosmological parameters at scales
far smaller than would otherwise be accessible.
Primordial black holes (PBHs) are an extreme example
of such objects, and have long been used as a probe of the
small-scale universe. Should a primordial fluctuation exceed
a large threshold value at horizon entry (δ & 0.3), the force of
gravitation will overcome that of pressure and the region will
collapse, forming a black hole (Carr & Hawking 1974; Carr
1975). Constraints on the production of primordial black
holes have been obtained from a multitude of methods, and
have been used to weakly constrain curvature perturbations
(Josan et al. 2009; Carr et al. 2010; Alabidi et al. 2012), non-
Gaussianity (Young & Byrnes 2013; Shandera et al. 2013;
Young & Byrnes 2015a,b) and inflation (Bringmann et al.
2002; Peiris & Easther 2008) over a relatively large range of
scales.
? Email: hamish.clark@sydney.edu.au (HAC)
In cases where density fluctuations are larger than
δ ∼ 10−3 but too small to form a PBH, the dark mat-
ter contained in the perturbation is expected to collapse
so quickly that an ultracompact minihalo (UCMH) would
form (Berezinsky et al. 2003; Ricotti & Gould 2009; Scott
& Sivertsson 2009). UCMHs are distinguished from regular
dark matter structure by their very early time of collapse,
around the time of matter-radiation equality or even ear-
lier (Berezinsky et al. 2012). Consequently, UCMHs have
extremely steep density profiles, and are expected to persist
to the present day, as they would not be easily tidally dis-
rupted (Berezinsky et al. 2006, 2008; Bringmann et al. 2012).
It has been shown that limits on the abundance of UCMHs
can be mapped to corresponding limits on processes that
are expected to increase their production: increased primor-
dial power on small scales (Josan & Green 2010; Bringmann
et al. 2012), non-Gaussianity (Shandera et al. 2013), and the
presence of cosmic strings in the early Universe (Berezinsky
et al. 2011; Anthonisen et al. 2015). UCMHs have also been
studied extensively for their promise as sources of dark mat-
ter annihilation or decay (Scott & Sivertsson 2009; Lacki &
Beacom 2010; Yang et al. 2011a,b,c, 2013a,b,c; Zhang 2011;
Zheng et al. 2014).
To date, the strongest limits on the UCMH abundance
have come from non-detection of dark matter clumps in
gamma rays by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT),
relying on the assumption that dark matter can annihilate
c© 2015 The Authors
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(Bringmann et al. 2012). In Paper I (Clark et al. 2015),
we showed that a population of UCMHs also will pro-
duce a detectable effect on the period derivative of pulsars,
due to their gravitational time delay. By exploiting this ef-
fect, we showed that purely gravitational arguments place a
strong limit on the fraction of dark matter within the Milky
Way contained within UCMHs. These limits are significantly
stronger than the only previous gravitational limits (Zack-
risson et al. 2013), which were placed by assuming non-
detection of small distortions in the images of macrolensed
quasar jets. Although they do not cover as broad a mass
range, for some masses the pulsar limits are even stronger
than those from gamma-ray searches.
Here we apply our new pulsar limits on the UCMH
abundance to produce updated, fully model-independent
constraints on cosmological scenarios that could give rise
to UCMHs. By calculating the expected UCMH abundance
for a given primordial power and scale, in Section 2 we give
generalised constraints on the small-scale primordial power,
as well as on simple power-law spectra. As the production of
rare objects has been seen to be very sensitive to higher mo-
ments of the distribution of primordial fluctuations (Bullock
& Primack 1997; LoVerde et al. 2008; Shandera et al. 2013),
in Section 3 we place limits on the amount of generic non-
Gaussianity allowed on small scales. Cosmic strings – topo-
logical defects from symmetry-breaking phase transitions in
the early Universe (see e.g. Brandenberger 1994) – have also
been shown to act as seeds for formation of dark matter sub-
structure (Berezinsky et al. 2011; Anthonisen et al. 2015).
In Section 4, we apply our new limits on the UCMH abun-
dance to constrain the cosmic string tension. In what fol-
lows, unless stated otherwise, we closely follow the methods
of Bringmann et al. (2012), Shandera et al. (2013) and An-
thonisen et al. (2015) for the respective cosmological scenar-
ios. The code used by each has been implemented in v5.1.2
of DarkSUSY (Gondolo et al. 2004), providing routines to
compute the abundance of UCMHs independent of the as-
sumed model of dark matter.
2 CONSTRAINTS ON PRIMORDIAL POWER
Primordial fluctuations are thought to have given rise to the
large-scale structure of the universe. These density pertur-
bations acted as the seeds for small-scale structures, which
gravitationally collapsed and merged to form a network of
sheets, filaments, and voids (for an overview see Mo et al.
2010). These fluctuations are very well constrained on large
scales by many observations (McDonald et al. 2006; Reid
et al. 2010; Chluba et al. 2012; Hinshaw et al. 2013; Planck
Collaboration et al. 2014; Planck Collaboration 2015), indi-
cating that their power appears to be nearly equal on all such
larger scales. However, given that the imprint of fluctuations
has yet to actually be observed on small scales, mechanisms
that would increase (or decrease) power on small scales by
some degree are not disallowed.
While the PBH abundance has been used as a probe
of curvature perturbations on very small scales (as small
as k ∼ 1019 Mpc−1), this constraint is quite weak in com-
parison to others – by a factor of approximately 7 orders
of magnitude. Similarly, the UCMH abundance has been
used to constrain curvature perturbations far more strongly
(PR . 10−7 in the range 10 . k . 107 Mpc−1), using
gamma-ray searches with the Fermi-LAT (Bringmann et al.
2012). From the limits on the present-day UCMH number
density within the Milky Way that we found in Paper I, here
we go beyond the assumption of annihilating dark matter
and provide concrete, model-independent limits on primor-
dial power at small scales.
The present day mass M0h of a UCMH is related to the
co-moving radius R of the initial overdense region at horizon
entry by (Bringmann et al. 2012)
M0h ≈ 4× 1013
(
R
Mpc
)3
M. (1)
The fraction of dark matter expected to be contained
in UCMHs of mass M0h at redshift z is defined as
f(z) = β(R)fχ
zeq + 1
z + 1
, (2)
where β(R) is the probability that such a region will seed the
formation of a UCMH, zeq is the redshift of matter-radiation
equality, and fχ ≡ Ωχ/Ωm is the fraction of matter that
is cold dark matter (CDM). Here accretion of dark matter
from the cosmological background onto UCMHs is taken to
continue up to z ∼ 10, after which structure formation has
evolved such that the majority of halos will be within grav-
itationally bound systems. The present day fraction in the
Milky Way will then be fMW ≈ 250.77β(R).
Assuming that the primordial perturbations follow a
Gaussian distribution, the probability of UCMH formation
may be found as
β(R) ' σχ,H(R)√
2piδminχ
exp
[
− δ
min
χ
2
2σ2χ,H(R)
]
, (3)
where σ2χ,H is the dark matter mass variance at horizon en-
try and δχ is the minimum density contrast required to pro-
duce a UCMH. The minimum density contrast is a function
of both wavenumber k, and the latest allowed redshift of
UCMH collapse, zc (see Appendix A in Bringmann et al.
2012). At redshifts z < zc, the background dark matter will
collapse with sufficient angular momentum that the radial
infall approximation required to produce the steep density
profile that characterises a UCMH no longer applies. As
there is not yet a concrete understanding of what this latest
redshift of collapse is, we display results for both a rather
conservative estimate of zc = 1000 and the slightly more
liberal zc = 200.
Solving Eq. 3 by use of Brent’s Method (Brent 1973),
in conjunction with the limits on fMW in Paper I, we find
constraints on primordial mass variance, σ2χ,H. To express
the amplitude of a curvature perturbation PR in terms of the
mass variance, a power spectrum model must be assumed.
We follow the power spectrum normalisation described in
Appendix B of Bringmann et al. (2012), for three different
models:
(i) A ‘generalised’ power spectrum, which assumes local
scale invariance rather than the global invariance of the
Harrison–Zel’Dovich model:
PR(k) = PR(kR)
(
k
kR
)nR(kR)−1
. (4)
Here nR(kR) is the local slope of the power law at kR, which
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Figure 1. Upper limits (at 95% CL) on the amplitude of pri-
mordial curvature for a generalised power spectrum. We show
those obtained from both gamma-ray searches and pulsar tim-
ing, and for two assumed latest allowed redshifts of UCMH col-
lapse, zc = 200 and zc = 1000. The constraints obtained by
gamma-ray searches are shown for an assumed dark matter mass
of mχ = 1 TeV, which annihilates entirely into bb¯ pairs with
thermally-averaged cross section 〈σv〉 = 3× 10−26 cm3s−1.
we take to be nR = 1. It should be noted that the limits we
derive are expected to change for nR 6= 1, as it is not possible
to relate mass variance and curvature entirely without model
assumptions. This generalised power spectrum provides a
normalisation of
σ2χ,H(R) = 0.907PR(k), (5)
resulting in limits on primordial curvature PR.
We show the resulting limits in Fig. 1. For the case
zc = 200, these limits are of comparable strength to those
obtained from large-scale observations (log10 PR . −8.5),
but are extended to much larger k. We reiterate, however,
that it it is not currently known if UCMH formation can
continue up to this point, so the weaker limits (zc = 1000)
should be considered more robust.
(ii) A scale-free spectrum with constant spectral index ns:
P(k) ∝ kns−1. (6)
We again follow the method in Bringmann et al. (2012),
with our derived constraints on spectral index shown in Fig.
2. The appropriate limit to take from these constraints will
be the lowest at any scale: ns ≤ 1.24 (zc = 1000), and ns ≤
1.02 (zc = 200). Although neither of these constraints is as
strong as the corresponding limit from gamma-ray searches
(ns ≤ 1.16 for zc = 1000, and ns ≤ 1.00 for zc = 200), they
apply without any assumptions about the specific particle
nature of dark matter. Likewise, the limits on the scale-free
spectral index from cosmic microwave background (CMB)
observations are in agreement with those we find here (e.g.
ns = 0.968 ± 0.006; Planck Collaboration 2015), but are
markedly stronger.
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Figure 2. Limits on the spectral index, ns, for a scale-free pri-
mordial power spectrum, considering only constraints on σ2χ,H
at wavenumbers smaller than k. These constraints are derived
from 95% CL upper limits on UCMH number density from both
pulsar timing and gamma-ray searches, for two redshifts of lat-
est collapse, zc. Gamma-ray search limits assume the same dark
matter model as those in Fig. 1.
(iii) A stepped spectrum – scale-free with spectral index
ns, with the exception of a discontinuous increase in power
by p at wavenumber ks:
P(k) ∝ kns−1 ×
{
1 for k < ks
p2 for k ≥ ks
. (7)
In this case, we assume a constant spectral index of
ns = 0.968 from CMB observations by Planck, including
1σ variations allowable by their measurements. We then de-
rive upper limits on the size of the step p as a function of its
position ks, which are shown in Fig. 3. We find that for steps
in the region 100.5 . ks . 106 Mpc−1, the step size must be
less than a factor of approximately 11 to 18 (zc = 1000) or
1.5 to 2.6 (zc = 200), depending upon the location of the
step and the redshift of latest collapse. In contrast to these,
limits from gamma-ray searches are mostly independent of
the wavenumber of the step: pmax . 10 (zc = 1000) and
pmax . 1.7 (zc = 200).
Even if one assumes the most pessimistic case (zc = 1000,
ns = 0.974, non-annihilating dark matter), the step size
must be less than a factor of 18.4 at scales larger than
k ≈ 2×106 Mpc−1. Although the true upper limit is depen-
dent upon both the redshift of latest collapse and the true
value of ns, our analysis has provided a strong constraint on
the size of a step in primordial power at far smaller scales
than previously available, independent of dark matter anni-
hilation.
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2015)
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Figure 3. Constraints on the step size for a stepped primordial
spectrum of primordial fluctuations, as a function of step position.
Limits correspond to an assumed spectral index of ns = 0.968, as
well as 1σ deviations allowed by observations from Planck (Planck
Collaboration 2015). We show limits from both pulsar timing and
gamma-ray searches, for redshifts of latest collapse zc = 1000 and
zc = 200.
3 CONSTRAINTS ON NON-GAUSSIANITY
Observations of the CMB suggest that the amplitudes of
the primordial fluctuations follow a Gaussian distribution.
However, these observations do not possess the sensitivity
to rule out a distribution that is only approximately Gaus-
sian. Detection of slight departures from Gaussianity would
provide considerable insight into the nature of the primor-
dial inhomogeneities. If small deviations from Gaussianity
are present, the probability of larger amplitude primordial
fluctuations occurring can be increased, acting to boost pro-
duction of rare objects. Number counts of these objects
have been shown to be sensitive to any level of deviation
from a Gaussian distribution – the rarer the object, the
more sensitive it is as a probe of higher moments of non-
Gaussianity (NG). Constraints on the abundances of both
PBHs and UCMHs have previously been used to constrain
non-Gaussianity on small-scales (Bullock & Primack 1997;
Young & Byrnes 2013; Shandera et al. 2013). However, these
limits are either very weak (PBHs), or depend on the anni-
hilation of dark matter (UCMHs). From constraints on the
present-day number density of UCMHs in Paper I, we place
limits on the level of non-Gaussianity at smaller scales than
accessible via traditional methods.
Following the method outlined in Shandera et al. (2013),
we express the level of non-Gaussianity in terms of a depar-
ture from the locally scale-invariant generalised Gaussian
spectrum discussed in Section 2. To do this, we use the
model-independent dimensionless skewness, M3. This is a
generalised form of non-Gaussianity, and may be applied to
any given model. In this manner, most models that give rise
to non-Gaussian interactions produce a distribution which
may be expressed as an Edgeworth expansion
P (ν)dν =
dν√
2pi
e−ν
2/2
[
1 +
∞∑
s=1
∑
{km}
Hs+2r(ν)
×
s∏
m=1
1
km!
( Mm+2
(m+ 2)!
)km ]
, (8)
where Hn(ν) are the Hermite polynomials
Hn(ν) = (−1)neν
2/2 d
n
dνn
e−ν
2/2, (9)
and Mn are the dimensionless moments of the density con-
trast. Here ν ≡ δχ/σχ,H(R) is the ‘rareness’ of a fluctuation
in the limit of a Gaussian spectrum of perturbations. Re-
membering that the mass is proportional to R by Eq. 1,
this defines νmin ≡ δminχ /σχ,H(R) as the minimum rarity re-
quired to seed the formation of a UCMH of a given mass, in
the Gaussian limit. The second sum in Eq. 8 is over all sets
of integers {km} (not members of a single set) that satisfy
the equation
s = k1 + 2k2 + · · ·+ sks. (10)
Each viable set {km} implies a single value of r, defined as
r = k1 + k2 + · · ·+ km. (11)
Here, higher order moments may each be expressed in
terms of the third moment M3. We explore two types of
higher-moment scaling: hierarchical and feeder, each moti-
vated by particle physics (Barnaby & Shandera 2012). Hi-
erarchical scaling results if the non-Gaussianity is generated
by a single source, such as inflaton self-interactions or cur-
vaton models. Otherwise, if non-Gaussian fields are coupled
to the source of the curvature perturbations, then either the
feeder scaling or a mixed scaling results. For the hierarchical
scaling, this is expressed as
Mhn = n! 2n−3
(Mh3
6
)n−2
, (12)
and for the feeder scaling, as
Mfn = (n− 1)! 2n−1
(
Mf3
8
)n/3
. (13)
In terms of M3, the probability that a fluctuation of
comoving radius R at time of horizon entry will produce a
UCMH is then
β(h)(νmin) = erfc
(
νmin√
2
)
+ 2
e−νmin
2/2
√
2pi
∞∑
s=1
∑
{km}h
Hs+2r−1(νmin)
×
s∏
m=1
1
km!
(Mm+2,R
(m+ 2)!
)km
, (14)
for the hierarchical scaling, and
β(f)(νmin) = erfc
(
νmin√
2
)
+ 2
e−νmin
2/2
√
2pi
∞∑
s=1
∑
{km}f
Hs+1(νmin)
×
s∏
m=1
1
km!
(Mm+2,R
(m+ 2)!
)km
, (15)
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Table 1. The reference power, log10 P∗R, used for each limit
on non-Gaussianity from pulsar timing (Fig. 1) and gamma-ray
searches (Bringmann et al. 2012), for a range of scales, k, and
redshifts of latest collapse, zc.
k (Mpc−1) zc log10 P∗R log10 P∗R
Pulsar Timing Gamma Rays
1× 101 200 -7.12 -7.62
1× 104 200 -8.50 -8.40
2× 106 200 -8.09 -8.50
1× 101 1000 -5.41 -5.92
1× 104 1000 -6.79 -6.71
2× 106 1000 -6.39 -6.87
for the feeder scaling. Here the integers {km}h are the non-
negative solutions to Eq. 10, and {km}f are non-negative
integers that obey
s+ 2 = 3k1 + 4k2 + · · ·+ (s+ 2)ks. (16)
Again following Shandera et al. (2013), we estimate the
abundance of UCMHs by eqns. 14 and 15. In order to do
this computationally, we must truncate the series at some
finite moment of the distribution. We discard terms with
powers of M3 greater than 16 for the hierarchical scaling,
corresponding to all terms with s ≥ 17 in Eq. 14, and terms
with powers of M3 greater than 17 for the feeder scaling,
corresponding to all terms with s + 2r ≥ 18 in Eq. 15. To
compensate for this level of truncation, we exclude limits
for which the estimated error can exceed 20% (for an in-
depth description of this error analysis, see section 2.3 in
Shandera et al. 2013). In order to increase the production
of UCMHs, the upper tail of the distribution must be larger
compared to the exactly Gaussian case. This will occur for
any positive value of M3. Negative values can increase or
decrease the contribution of the tail, depending upon the
relative importance of odd and even km, leading to a strong
dependence on the order at which the series is truncated; for
this reason we show only limits on positive M3.
From the limits on UCMH abundance from both Bring-
mann et al. (2012) and Clark et al. (2015), we place limits on
non-Gaussianity as shown in Fig. 4 for both hierarchical and
feeder scaling. We show the limits as a function of the devi-
ation of the Gaussian power PR(k) from the current upper
limit P∗R(k) that we found previously (i.e. Fig. 1). We give
our adopted reference powers for each wavenumber, UCMH
search method, and redshift of latest collapse in Table 1.
On scales of 1×101 and 2×106 Mpc−1 we find that the
limits from Fermi are both marginally stronger and produce
limits for a wider range of deviations below their Gaussian
limit, compared to those from pulsar timing. Conversely, we
find that on the scale of k = 1×104Mpc−1, pulsars provide a
stronger limit with comparable extent to those from Fermi.
These differences between the strength and breadth of each
of these limits are minimal – however, it must again be noted
that our limits do not rely on the assumption of annihilating
dark matter, and so rigorously apply to any dark matter
model equally, modulo considerations of kinetic decoupling
and its ability to wash out small-scale structure (see e.g.
Bringmann 2009).
4 CONSTRAINTS ON COSMIC STRING
TENSION
Cosmic strings are topological defects that may have been
produced in the early universe, present in many models that
predict symmetry-breaking phase transitions. Their energy
is confined within long, thin tubes, forming a vast network
of infinite-length strings – expected to stretch across the ob-
servable universe. When these strings cross one another (or
indeed themselves), a section can detach, forming a loop.
The loops oscillate, radiating gravitational waves, and so
the cosmic string loops lose energy, eventually decaying away
completely. These loops can gravitationally accrete matter,
and thus have been shown to act as seeds for UCMH growth
(Berezinsky et al. 2011). They have a complicated accretion
history, dependent upon their time of formation and decay.
Despite this, the number density of UCMHs expected to be
formed has been predicted for given string loop radius R and
tensionGµ (Anthonisen et al. 2015). Following their method,
in combination with the constraints on UCMH number den-
sity from Paper I, we compute constraints on cosmic string
tension as a function of loop radius.
The number density of UCMHs of a given mass pro-
duced by cosmic strings is strongly dependent upon the evo-
lution of each string. As such, we must treat different evo-
lution scenarios on a case by case basis, in terms of 4 crit-
ical times: time of loop formation (xi), time of loop decay
(xd), time of latest allowed UCMH collapse (xc), and the
time at which UCMH accretion ceases (xto), where time is
parametrised as
x(t) ≡ a(t)
a(teq)
=
zeq + 1
z(t) + 1
. (17)
With this parametrisation, the redshift of matter-
radiation equality, zeq, corresponds to x = 1. In what fol-
lows, we take the assumption that xto refers to the time after
which structure formation has progressed sufficiently to al-
low the majority of UCMHs to be within bound structures,
preventing further accretion from the smooth cosmological
background (as discussed in Section 2): zto ≈ 10, xto ≈ 284.
Similar to the previous sections, we examine the case of red-
shifts of latest collapse of both zc = 1000 and zc = 200,
corresponding to xc = 3.12 and xc = 15.54, respectively.
We follow a one-scale loop model (Vilenkin 1981; Kib-
ble 1985), which describes loops of a given radius as being
produced together at the same time. The other critical times
xi and xd are then dependent upon the properties of cosmic
strings formed at each epoch, as:
xi =
(
β
α
R
teq
)a
, (18)
xd =
(
β
γGµ
R
teq
)a
, (19)
where a = 1/2 when x < 1, and a = 2/3 when x > 1,
and α = 0.05, β = 2pi, and γ = 10pi are constants de-
termined from simulations (Vachaspati & Vilenkin 1985;
Blanco-Pillado et al. 2011).
The fractional density of UCMHs of a given mass is
related to the properties of cosmic strings formed at a par-
ticular time by
dfMW
dM0h
= Cρ−1DMn(R, t)R, (20)
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Figure 4. Bounds on non-Gaussianity expressed as dimensionless skewness,M3, as a function of relative Gaussian power, PR(k)/PR(k)∗
– given at scales near to the extrema of the limits on Gaussian power from pulsar timing in Fig. 1. Dark shaded regions refer to those
excluded at 95% CL by either gamma-ray searches (grey) or pulsar timing (blue). Light shaded regions correspond to those that would
be ruled out had the error due to the truncation of the series in eqns. 14 and 15 not been accounted for. Reference power P∗R for a range
of scales, k, and redshifts of latest allowable collapse, zc, may be found in table 1.
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where ρDM is the present day density of dark matter in
the universe, C is a constant dependent upon the time of
formation and decay of the loop,
C(xi < 1, xd < 1) =
2 + 3xd
3 + 3xd
, (21)
C(xi < 1, xd > 1) = 1, (22)
C(xi > 1, xd < xc) =
6xto(x
−1
i − x−1d )− 9
2xto(x
−1
i − x−1d )− 9
, (23)
C(xi < 1, xd < 1) =
6xto − 15xi
2xto − 15xi , (24)
and n(R, t) is the number density (ignoring decay) of loops of
a given radius at some time t. During radiation domination
this is
n(R, t) = Nα2β−2t−2R−2, (25)
and during matter domination
n(R, t) = Nα5/2β−5/2t1/2eq t
−2R−5/2, (26)
where N is another constant to be estimated by simulation.
We take N = 40, as seen by Blanco-Pillado et al. (2011).
While these calculations assume that each loop is sta-
tionary, cosmic string loops are expected to be formed pos-
sessing relativistic velocities (Blanco-Pillado et al. 2011).
This non-zero velocity will decrease the efficiency of UCMH
accretion, as the infall of matter no longer occurs in a
spherically symmetric manner. This can be simplistically ac-
counted for by assuming that, if a loop were to travel further
than some distance KR before decaying, a UCMH will not
be formed. The differential UCMH fraction will then be sup-
pressed by a factor of S, resulting in:
dfMW
dM0h
= S 16piGCNα
2
3Rβ2fχκ
X1/2, (27)
where X = 1 for loops formed after matter-radiation equal-
ity (xi > 1) or X = αteq/(βR) for those formed before
(xi < 1), G is the gravitational constant, and
κ ≡ H2eqt2eq =
16piGρDM (teq)t
2
eq
3fχ
. (28)
For a particular initial velocity vi of a cosmic string
loop, the suppression factor will be:
S = 2
1/2v3i
3pi1/2〈v2〉3/2 . (29)
where we again follow Anthonisen et al. (2015) by taking
〈v2〉1/2 = 0.3, which assumes that the loop velocity dis-
tribution follows that of the long strings. This suppression
factor may be expressed in terms of K by:
vi < K
(αγGµ)1/2
β ln
(
α
γGµ
) . (30)
By combining Eq. 27 with the constraints on the UCMH
abundance from gamma-rays and pulsar timing, we are able
to place limits on the cosmic string tension for a given loop
radius and suppression factor (parametrised in terms of K).
We plot these constraints in Fig. 5 for several values of the
constant K, adopting a redshift of latest collapse of zc =
1000. As this derivation depends on the cosmic string scaling
solution, it is important to note that the actual resulting
limit on Gµ corresponds to the strongest limit at any R. As
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R (kpc)
10-9
10-8
10-7
10-6
10-5
10-4
10-3
G
µ
K<1000
K<100
K<10
Figure 5. Constaints on cosmic string tension Gµ as a func-
tion of loop radius, for a range of different velocity suppression
factors K. We display limits derived from those on UCMH num-
ber density from both pulsar timing (solid lines) and gamma-ray
searches (dashed lines). Limits from gamma-ray searches again
assume dark matter mass mχ = 1 TeV, and 100% annihilation
into bb¯ pairs with cross-section 〈σv〉 = 3× 10−26cm3.s−1.
such, not only do the constraints due to pulsar timing remove
the assumption that dark matter must annihilate, but also
strengthen the overall best constraint on string tension from
Gµ ≤ 3.14 × 10−7 to Gµ ≤ 6.49 × 10−8 for loops that are
able to travel 1000 times their own radius and still form a
UCMH.
The shape of these limits may be understood by com-
parison with the constraints on UCMH number density. For
subhalo masses greater than approximately 103M, these
limits are saturated by the probability that there are insuf-
ficient UCMHs within the Milky Way to provide a reliable
signal. The strongest limit at this point is mapped to a con-
straint on the mass of the loop, which in turn is proportional
to its tension and radius as M = µβR. This mapping trans-
lates the peaked shape of constraints on UCMH abundance
directly to those found here.
5 CONCLUSION
The large-scale structure of the universe is thought to have
been seeded by small fluctuations in the early universe. Al-
though these structures were formed from overdensities of
order δ ∼ 10−5, larger amplitude fluctuations are thought
to be able to produce rare structures such as primordial
black holes (δ & 0.3) and ultracompact minihalos (0.3 &
δ & 10−3).
The abundance of these rare objects has been used to
constrain a variety of processes that would boost their pro-
duction beyond that expected from the standard Harrison-
Zel’dovich (scale-free) model. To date, three such processes
have been constrained: an increase in primordial power at
small scales, deviations of the distribution of primordial fluc-
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tuations from a Gaussian, and the presence of cosmic strings
in the early universe. By consideration of each process in
turn, it is possible to link their properties to the present day
number density of each rare object.
While previous studies have given constraints on both
UCMH and PBH number densities, these are either very
weak, or strongly dependent on assumptions about the spe-
cific particle nature of dark matter. By considering new
upper limits on the number density of UCMHs (Paper I),
we provide updated constraints on the properties of each of
these processes. Although the limits are strongly dependent
upon the assumed redshift of latest formation of a UCMH,
zc, even a very conservative value of zc = 1000 results in
some of the strongest limits to date.
Here we have calculated the contribution of increased
primordial power on small scales for 3 different power spec-
trum models. For a ‘generalised’ power spectrum, we found
log10 PR . −6.5 (zc = 1000) and log10 PR . −8.5 (zc =
200), in the range 101 . k . 107. This is comparable
to the limits from non-detection of dark matter sources
by Fermi-LAT. We additionally find limits of ns ≤ 1.24
(zc = 1000) and ns ≤ 1.02 (zc = 200) on the spectral index
of a scale-free power spectrum. For a stepped spectrum, the
non-observation of UCMHs limits the step size to a factor
of approximately 11–18 (zc = 1000) and 1.5–2.6 (zc = 200).
We also provide limits on the dimensionless skewness
M3, dependent upon both the scale of the fluctuation, k,
and redshift of latest collapse, zc. Assuming two different
models of scaling with higher moments, we find limits that
are independent of dark matter annihilation, and (depend-
ing on the scale) are able to be applied to lower primor-
dial power, and to wider variations. Depending on the na-
ture of the non-Gaussianity, these limits can be to be eas-
ily mapped to the more model-dependent quantity fNL, for
comparison. For example, if we take simple non-linear cou-
pling, R(x) = RG(x)+ 35fNL
[RG(x)2 − 〈RG(x)2〉], the two
may be related by fNL ≈ M3/P1/2R . This results in a con-
straint of fNL .O(102) toO(103), depending upon the exact
shape of the primordial power spectrum.
Finally, we constrain cosmic string tension as Gµ ≤
6.49× 10−8, under the assumption that a loop can move up
to K = 1000 times its own radius and still form a UCMH.
Although this constraint is stronger than that from CMB
observations (Gµ ≤ 1.7 × 10−7 from Dvorkin et al. 2011),
this assumed value of K is probably overly optimistic. As
K decreases, the limit grows significantly weaker. While far
stronger limits of Gµ ≤ 2.8×10−9 were obtained by Blanco-
Pillado et al. (2014), their result relies on the proper un-
derstanding of emission of gravitational waves from cosmic
string cusps. As this is a poorly understood process, these
constraints must be treated with appropriate caution.
We have shown that these limits depend heavily on the
latest redshift at which UCMHs are assumed to be able to
form. We have displayed constraints for both the conserva-
tive value of zc = 1000 and the more optimistic zc = 200. It
is important to note that there is, as yet, no strong evidence
in favour of either value. Should further research be under-
taken to investigate the physical value of zc, the limits here
could potentially be improved substantially, leading to the
exclusion of multiple cosmological models.
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Figure 1. Upper limits (at 95% CL) on the amplitude of pri-
mordial curvature for a generalised power spectrum, calculated
from limits on UCMH abundance by both Fermi-LAT and pulsar
timing data, for a range of detection thresholds, S, and redshift
of latest UCMH collapse, zc. Fermi limits assume a dark matter
particle of mχ = 1 TeV, annihilating into bb¯ pairs with a cross-
section of 〈σv〉 = 3× 10−26 cm3s−1.
The paper ‘Investigating dark matter substructure with
pulsar timing: II. Improved limits on small-scale cosmology’
was published in MNRAS, 456, 1402 (Paper II, Clark et al.
2016b). Due to an error in the interpretation of the timing
noise in Paper I (Clark et al. 2016a), the limits on UCMH
abundance used in Paper II were incorrect.
We have recomputed the derived constraints on primori-
dal power, non-Gaussianity, and cosmic string tension cal-
culated in Clark et al. (2016b), assuming projected limits on
the UCMH number density from single pulsar observations.
While the individual-halo limits do not cover as wide a range
of scales as the previous statistical limits, they are nearly as
? E-mail: hamish.clark@sydney.edu.au (HAC)
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Figure 2. Upper limits on the spectral index, ns, for a scale-free
primordial power spectrum, considering only constraints on σ2χ,H
at wavenumbers smaller than k. These constraints are derived
from 95% CL upper limits on UCMH number density from both
pulsar timing and gamma-ray searches, for two redshifts of lat-
est collapse, zc. Gamma-ray search limits assume the same dark
matter model as those in Fig. 1.
strong at large wavenumbers, and so are able to provide
comparable limits on generalised primordial spectra (Fig.
1, log10 PR . −6.5), scale-free primordial spectra (Fig. 2,
ns ≤ 1.28), stepped primordial spectra (Fig. 3, pmax ≤ 19.4),
and non-Gaussianity (Fig. 4). This is the case even adopting
pessimistic values for the redshift of latest UCMH collapse
(zc = 1000) and the detection threshold (S = 10 ns). The
limits on cosmic string tension (Fig. 5) are however reduced
by more than an order of magnitude, with an overall con-
straint ofGµ ≤ 5.14×10−5 (4.07×10−4) forK < 1000 (100),
S = 10 ns, and Gµ ≤ 1.69 × 10−5 (1.78 × 10−4) for
K = 1000 (100), S = 1 ns.
c© 2016 The Authors
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Figure 3. Upper limits on the step size for a stepped primordial
spectrum of primordial fluctuations, as a function of step position.
Limits correspond to an assumed spectral index of ns = 0.968, as
well as 1σ deviations allowed by observations from Planck (Planck
Collaboration 2015). We show limits from both pulsar timing and
gamma-ray searches, for redshifts of latest collapse zc = 1000 and
zc = 200.
Table 1. The reference power, log10 P∗R, used for each limit
on non-Gaussianity from pulsar timing and gamma-ray searches
(Fig. 4), for a range of detection thresholds, S, and redshifts of
latest collapse, zc.
k (Mpc−1) zc S (ns) log10 P∗R log10 P∗R
Pulsar Timing Gamma Rays
3.06× 105 200 1 -8.37 -8.42
3.06× 105 1000 1 -6.66 -6.77
1.08× 105 200 10 -8.13 -8.37
1.08× 105 1000 10 -6.43 -6.71
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Figure 4. Bounds on non-Gaussianity expressed as dimensionless skewness,M3, as a function of relative Gaussian power, PR(k)/PR(k)∗,
given at scales at the extrema of the limits on Gaussian power from pulsar timing in Fig. 1. Dark shaded regions refer to those excluded
at 95% CL by either gamma-ray searches (grey) or pulsar timing (blue). Light shaded regions correspond to those that would be ruled
out had the error due to the truncation of the series in Eqs. 14 & 15 of Clark et al. (2016b, see also Shandera et al. 2013) not been
accounted for. Reference power P∗R for a range of detection thresholds, S, and redshifts of latest allowable UCMH collapse, zc, may be
found in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Upper limits on cosmic string tension Gµ as a func-
tion of loop radius, for a range of different velocity suppression
factors K. We display limits derived from those on UCMH num-
ber density from both pulsar timing and gamma-ray searches.
Limits from gamma-ray searches again assume dark matter mass
mχ = 1 TeV, and 100% annihilation into bb¯ pairs with cross-
section 〈σv〉 = 3× 10−26cm3s−1.
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5.2 Paper 4 – Ultracompact minihalos as probes of
inflationary cosmology
The fourth paper of this thesis has been published as Aslanyan et al. (2016). In it,
we explore constraints on the shape of the Inflaton potential implied by the non-
existence of both PBHs and UCMHs. Both of these types of primordial objects can
be produced by models of inflation that give rise to increased primordial power on
small scales. As such, any constraint on the abundance of either PBHs or UCMHs
can be used to investigate inflationary cosmology.
My contribution toward this paper was a computation of the full likelihood con-
straints on primordial power implied by UCMHs from both gamma-ray searches
and those forecasted by non-detection of lensing signatures in pulsar timing. This
was used by the other authors to produce the limits on the slow-roll parameters and
running primordial power denoted by UCMH-γ and UCMH-p in figure 1.
Ultracompact minihalos as probes of inflationary cosmology
Grigor Aslanyan,1, 2, ∗ Layne C. Price,1, 3, † Jenni Adams,4, ‡ Torsten Bringmann,5, §
Hamish A. Clark,6, ¶ Richard Easther,1, ∗∗ Geraint F. Lewis,6, †† and Pat Scott7, ‡‡
1Department of Physics, University of Auckland, Private Bag 92019, Auckland, New Zealand
2Berkeley Center for Cosmological Physics, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
3McWilliams Center for Cosmology, Department of Physics,
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA
4Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, 8140, New Zealand
5Department of Physics, University of Oslo, Box 1048 NO-0316 Oslo, Norway
6Sydney Institute for Astronomy, School of Physics A28,
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7Department of Physics, Imperial College London,
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(Dated: October 21, 2016)
Cosmological inflation generates primordial density perturbations on all scales, including those far
too small to contribute to the cosmic microwave background. At these scales, isolated ultracompact
minihalos of dark matter can form well before standard structure formation, if the perturbations
have sufficient amplitude. Minihalos affect pulsar timing data and are potentially bright sources of
gamma rays. The resulting constraints significantly extend the observable window of inflation in
the presence of cold dark matter, coupling two of the key problems in modern cosmology.
Introduction.— Observations of the cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) [1–3] provide firm evidence
for the existence of dark matter (DM), as do astrophys-
ical data on galaxy scales. The same experiments also
show that inflation provides a robust account of the
physics of the early Universe [4]. However, the micro-
physical bases of inflation and DM are unknown and re-
quire physics outside the Standard Model. The leading
candidates for DM are weakly-interacting massive parti-
cles (WIMPs), which arise in many well-motivated theo-
ries Beyond the Standard Model. Conversely, inflation
typically operates at energies near the scale of grand
unified theories [5]. This Letter demonstrates that joint
analyses of the DM and inflationary sectors yield tighter
constraints than those obtained by treating each sector
in isolation.
Dark matter and inflation are connected via primor-
dial density perturbations at small physical scales, which
arise from quantum fluctuations in scalar field(s) during
inflation [6]. If the amplitude of fluctuations at small
scales is significantly larger than at the scales of the
CMB and large scale structure, ultracompact minihalos
of DM (UCMHs) can form shortly after matter-radiation
equality [7–9]. Recent limits on the UCMH abundance
from astrophysical searches for DM annihilation [9–11]
constrain the power spectrum at scales far smaller than
those that contribute to the CMB. Limits from pulsar
timing [12] are projected to lead to similarly strong con-
straints, and would have the added benefit of not re-
quiring DM to annihilate. For even larger fluctuation
amplitudes, primordial black hole (PBH) formation is
possible [13], leading to complementary constraints on
inflation [14].
In this Letter we provide strong and robust limits on
the shape of the inflationary potential and the primor-
dial power spectrum by combining large-scale CMB data
with small-scale constraints on the number densities of
PBHs [15] and UCMHs [10, 12, 16]. This method allows
one to simultaneously test standard inflation and the na-
ture of DM, by cross-correlating the pulsar and γ-ray
signals. We apply these constraints to a flexible model
of inflation, which can reproduce the results of standard
scenarios, e.g. chaotic [17], hilltop [6], and small-field in-
flation. Under very conservative assumptions, we find
UCMHs provide comparable constraints on inflation to
PBHs, but that they could be even more powerful probes
of inflation if we could better understand their formation.
Ultracompact minihalos (UCMHs).— A UCMH, as
opposed to a regular DM minihalo, collapses before some
critical redshift zc & O(100). These halos form in iso-
lation, with extremely small velocity dispersions, via al-
most pure radial infall. This produces a steep density
profile ρDM ∝ r−9/4 [8, 18] with an inner plateau due to
finite DM angular momentum [9, 10] and possible DM
self-annihilation. This compact core makes UCMHs in-
sensitive to tidal disruption [19]. Because annihilation
scales with ρ2DM , they are excellent indirect DM search
targets [9–11]. Time-delay lensing can constrain the
UCMH number density, as a UCMH that passes near the
line of sight between Earth and a distant pulsar would
cause a change in its observed pulsation rate [12].
Assuming that UCMHs track the bulk DM density,
both on cosmological and Galactic scales, limits on
their cosmological abundance can be inferred from lo-
cal limits on the UCMH number density. If DM annihi-
lates, γ-ray limits from Fermi -LAT provide the strongest
bounds [10]. The impacts of WIMP annihilation in
UCMHs on reionisation may also be apparent in the
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2CMB [20, 21]. Constraints from pulsars [12], based
on gravitational effects only, would be entirely model-
independent [22]; while extending over a smaller range
of scales, projected limits are at least as constraining as
gamma-ray constraints. Complementary but weaker con-
straints can also be obtained from CMB spectral distor-
tions [23, 24]. These limits constrain the processes that
could have formed UCMH-seeding overdensities in the
early Universe [10, 11, 16, 21, 25–28].
The fraction of DM in UCMHs with present-day mass
M0 is f = ΩUCMH/Ωχ = (M0/Mi)β(R) [10], where Mi is
the initial mass contained in an overdense region of co-
moving size R. For a Gaussian distribution, the fraction
of perturbations that collapse to form UCMHs is
β(R) =
1√
2piσχ,H(R)
∫ δmaxχ
δminχ
exp
[
− δ
2
χ
2σ2χ,H(R)
]
dδχ . (1)
Here, the minimum density contrast δmin required for
UCMH formation is the minimum amplitude at horizon
entry that a perturbation must possess for it to have suf-
ficient time to begin nonlinear collapse before zc. Typi-
cally δmin ∼ 10−3 [8, 10]. If the initial overdensity is too
large, δχ ≥ δmaxχ ∼ O(1), a PBH rather than a UCMH
would form. However, since δminχ  δmaxχ , β(R) is in-
dependent of δmaxχ to a very good approximation. The
quantity σχ,H(R) is the mass variance of perturbations at
the time tkR of horizon-entry of the scale kR ∼ 1/R. It is
roughly proportional to the total size of perturbations at
tkR , σ
2
H(R) = A
2
χ(kR) δ
2
H(tkR), where the factor Aχ de-
pends on the initial spectrum of perturbations produced
during inflation and the expansion history since [29]. In
the special case of an almost scale-free spectrum with a
spectral index ns(k) that runs only at first order [10],
A2χ(k) =
9
16
∫ ∞
0
dxxns(k∗)+2+αs ln(
xk
k∗ )
(
k
k∗
)αs ln x
× W 2TH(x)
T 2χ
(
x/
√
3
)
T 2r
(
1/
√
3
) ,
(2)
whereWTH is the Fourier transform of a spherical top-hat
window function, Tr (Tχ) is the radiation (DM) trans-
fer function, and αs ≡ dns/d ln k is the running of the
spectral index ns. However, inflationary models gener-
ally have a scale dependence beyond αs and we there-
fore apply UCMH constraints using the local slope of the
power spectrum instead, i.e. we set αs = 0 and replace
ns(k∗)→ ns(k).
The most crucial non-primordial parameter for the
UCMH abundance is zc, the lowest redshift at which col-
lapse happens radially and in full isolation. Smaller zc
allows smaller-amplitude perturbations to form UCMHs,
as perturbations have longer to collapse. This param-
eter is poorly constrained, as it represents the redshift
at which the approximations of spherical collapse and
secondary infall break down [18]. These are excellent ap-
proximations at z & 1000, but when nonlinear structure
formation begins at z . 30, these conditions certainly
do not hold. In this Letter we use zc = 1000 as an ex-
tremely conservative choice, but show how limits improve
with zc = 500 and zc = 200, which are both realistic pos-
sibilities.
Limits on the UCMH abundance.— Gamma-ray
fluxes depend on ρDM , the DM mass mχ, annihilation
cross-section 〈σv〉, and annihilation branching fractions
into different final states. Lighter WIMPs produce larger
fluxes; we make the conservative choice mχ = 1 TeV. We
assume an NFW profile for the Milky Way, the canon-
ical ‘thermal value’ for the annihilation cross-section
〈σv〉 = 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1, and 100% annihilation into
bb¯ pairs (which produce γ-rays mostly by neutral pion
decay). The limits are not especially sensitive to these
assumptions [9, 10]. We adopt the likelihood function of
Refs. [10, 26] for the abundance of UCMHs indicated by
Fermi -LAT γ-ray observations [30], based on the diffuse
flux from the Galactic poles, and the non-observation of
DM minihalo sources in the first year of all-sky survey
data.
If DM does not annihilate, pulsars provide the only
realistic means of detecting low-mass UCMHs. Here we
apply the projected constraints from the individual-halo
Shapiro delay detection method of Ref. [12], assuming
a transit detection threshold of 20 ns. Assuming non-
detection of UCMH transits within 30-year pulsar tim-
ing data provides the strongest projected gravitational
bound on UCMHs with masses ∼ 10−3M. While the as-
sumed detection threshold provides relatively weak limits
on the fraction of DM contained within UCMHs com-
pared to those from gamma-ray searches, it may soon be
improved with the development of high-sensitivity pul-
sar timing arrays, improved understanding of the nature
of pulsar timing noise, and increased observation time
in existing millisecond pulsar surveys. The correspond-
ing limits on the power spectrum only apply in the local
vicinity of the scale kR, i.e., where the predicted power
spectrum is approximately locally power law. Although
pulsar limits are weaker than γ-ray ones, they are purely
gravitational, and would apply regardless of the precise
particle properties of DM.
The observable window of inflation.— We use a phe-
nomenological inflation model that can mimic many plau-
sible scenarios, including large-field and small-field infla-
tion, which have large and small values of the tensor-to-
scalar ratio r, respectively. We parametrize the inflation-
ary potential as
V (φ) =
4∑
n=0
Vn
n!
(φ− φ∗)n , (3)
where φ∗ is the inflaton field value when the pivot scale
k∗ = 0.05 Mpc−1 leaves the horizon, which is fixed to
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3φ∗ = 0 without loss of generality. The real constants
Vn are related to the slow-roll parameters {∗, η∗, ξ∗, ω∗}
evaluated at φ = φ∗ by
V1 =
V0
√
2∗
MPl
with ∗ =
M2Pl
2
(
V ′
V
)2
, (4)
V2 =
V0 η∗
M2Pl
with η∗ = M2Pl
V ′′
V
, (5)
V3 =
ξ2∗V
2
0
M4PlV1
with ξ2∗ = M
4
Pl
V ′V ′′′
V 2
, (6)
V4 =
ω3∗V
3
0
M6PlV
2
1
with ω3∗ = M
6
Pl
V ′2V ′′′′
V 3
, (7)
and V0 = V (φ∗), where M2Pl = 1/8pi.
Expanding V to fourth-order in φ allows the primordial
spectrum Pζ(k) to have a running spectral index αs and
a higher order running-of-the-running α′s ≡ dαs/d ln k,
giving significant freedom in the shape of Pζ(k), although
this cannot easily replicate V (φ) with a step or sinusoidal
oscillations. The potential (3) was used in Refs. [4, 31,
32] as an empirical description of the primordial epoch,
constrainable in a CMB “observable window” of scales
10−6 . k/Mpc−1 . 10−1. Measurements of the power
spectrum put tight limits on the slow-roll parameters,
ensuring the plausible domain of validity of (3) is larger
than MPl, and therefore describes the potential through
O(10 − 100) e-folds of inflation. Furthermore, (3) is the
minimal polynomial potential for which ns, αs, and α
′
s
are independent and potentially non-trivial.
Using the ModeCode inflation package [33], we solve
the equations of motion for φ(t) and the perturbations
δφ(t, k) numerically, assuming the Bunch-Davies initial
condition on sub-horizon scales [34]. We do not require
slow-roll to hold during inflation or V > 0 except at V0,
since inflation must end before V < 0. We also include
results using the inflation module from Class [35], which
replicates previous techniques [4, 31, 32]. We find no
difference between the two implementations where they
overlap.
For fixed Vn the number of e-folds N∗ between horizon
exit for the pivot scale k∗ and the end of inflation, as well
as the primordial power spectrum parameters As, ns, αs,
and α′s and the tensor-to-scalar ratio r0.002 at the alter-
nate scale of k = 0.002 Mpc−1, are derived parameters.
UCMH constraints on inflation.— Including UCMHs
and PBHs increases the highest constrainable wavevec-
tors in Pζ(k) to k ∼ 1018 Mpc−1, significantly extend-
ing the range ∆φ over which V (φ) can be reconstructed.
While the UCMH limits on Pζ(k) at these small scales
are orders of magnitude less severe than in the CMB
range, including them has a strong effect on the higher
order runnings in the spectrum. For identifying suc-
cessful inflationary solutions, we require that all modes
k ≤ 1018 Mpc−1 leave the horizon during inflation, cor-
responding to N∗ & 45. We assume inflation can end by
Scan # 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
CMB 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
γ-ray 7 7 3 7 3 7 3 7
Pulsar 7 7 7 3 7 3 7 3
PBH 7 3 7 7 7 7 7 7
zc — 1000 500 200
TABLE I. Scan specifications. The rows show when we use
CMB, γ-ray UCMH, (projected) pulsar UCMH, and PBH
data, and the redshift zc for UCMH formation.
Scan 0 Scan 2 Scan 6
ns 0.960
+0.011
−0.011 0.9650
+0.0104
−0.0094 0.9650
+0.0101
−0.0097
αs 0.008
+0.020
−0.020 −0.006+0.014−0.014 −0.008+0.014−0.012
α′s 0.035
+0.037
−0.029 0.0025
+0.0024
−0.0027 0.0005
+0.0013
−0.0012
r0.002 < 0.28 < 0.14 < 0.12
TABLE II. 95.5% CIs for the primordial parameters from the
CMB-only (Scan 0), compared to conservative UCMH likeli-
hoods (Scan 2) and the tighter constraints from UCMH with
smaller zc (Scan 6).
a hybrid transition or some other mechanism not neces-
sarily captured in Eq. (3).
We obtain posterior probabilities for the primordial
spectra and inflationary parameters using the Cosmo++
package [36] and the nested sampling code MultiNest [37]
(plotted with pippi [38]). We use the Planck 2015
TT,TE,EE+lowP likelihood code [39] and the Fermi -
LAT and pulsar UCMH likelihoods described above.
We compute γ-ray and pulsar likelihoods for 10−6 <
k/Mpc−1 < 1018, applying at each k the correction for
the local slope of the power spectrum described in Ap-
pendix B3 of Ref. [10]; finally selecting the k that pro-
duces the strongest constraint.
We use uniform priors for the cosmological parameters
Ωbh
2, Ωch
2, h, and τ , and for the slow-roll parameters ∗,
η∗, ξ2∗ , and ω
3
∗, with a log prior for the ratio V0/∗ ∝ As,
matching previous analyses [4, 31].
We perform several scans with different assumptions
(Table I). The fiducial Scan 0 uses only CMB data and
agrees well with the Planck analysis [4]. Scan 1 adds
PBH constraints, employing a step-function likelihood
from the implementation of the limits of Ref. [15] in Dark-
SUSY [28], following Ref. [10]. Different scans use differ-
ent UCMH parameters: zc = 1000 (Scans 2–3), zc = 500
(Scans 4–5) or zc = 200 (Scans 6–7). Scans 2, 4, and
6 add only UCMH constraints from γ-rays, while Scans
3, 5, and 7 use projected pulsar limits instead. Table II
shows the 95% credible intervals (CIs) for the primordial
parameters for three scans.
Fig. 1 shows the 95% CIs for αs and α
′
s. Compared to
the CMB alone, using small-scale data (Scans 1–7) signif-
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FIG. 1. (Top row) 95% credible regions (CRs) for the running αs ≡ dns/d ln k and the running-of-the-running α′s ≡
d2 ns/d ln k
2 of the primordial power spectrum at the pivot scale k∗ = 0.05 Mpc−1. Curves correspond to different combi-
nations of data. ‘UCMH-p’ and ‘UCMH-γ’ refer to pulsar and γ-ray constraints on UCMHs, respectively. Numbers in legends
refer to scans in Table I. The left and right panels are shaded by the posterior pdfs of Scans 0 and 5, respectively. (Bottom row)
95% CRs for the inflationary slow-roll parameters, shaded by the posterior pdf of Scan 5. The green dot shows predictions of
monomial models.
icantly tightens the credible regions on all the primordial
parameters, severely limiting the shape of the inflation-
ary potential. The 95% CI for the running-of-the-running
is 0 . α′s . 0.05 (Scan 2) or −1× 10−3 . α′s . 2× 10−3
(Scan 6), implying the non-observation of DM structures
can robustly constrain the highest-order derivatives of
Pζ(k). The posteriors depend strongly on zc, with much
tighter constraints for zc = 200 than for zc = 1000.
The UCMH likelihoods alone produce similar results to
PBHs, but only become truly competitive with PBHs for
zc . 500, while the combination of PBHs and UCMHs
with zc = 200 can constrain cosmological parameters
much more tightly than either UCMHs or PBHs alone.
More detailed knowledge of zc will thus be instrumental
in drawing tight constraints on primordial parameters
from UCMHs.
Fig. 1 also shows 95% CIs for the inflationary parame-
ters. Comparing to the Planck results, the first two slow-
roll parameters have a much narrower range, ∗ . 0.009
and −0.025 . η∗ . 0.01. Scans 1–7 prefer inflation with
a lower value of the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r . 0.13, com-
pared to r . 0.28 at 95% CI for Scan 0, even though
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5small-field inflation (∗ < η∗) is not given equivalent
weight to large-field inflation due to uniform priors on ∗
and η∗ [40]. Scan 6 (zc = 200) has the tightest contours
for the inflationary parameters, with r . 0.12. Including
BICEP2/Keck Array CMB polarization data [41] might
further reduce r. The higher-order slow-roll parameters
ξ2∗ and ω
3
∗ are pushed significantly toward zero by the DM
constraints, mirroring the reduced range of α′s in Fig. 1.
For comparison with some concrete models, we also show
the predictions of a simple potential V = λφn.
We have also artificially weakened the limit on Pζ from
UCMH constraints (not plotted) by a factor of ∼ 10, find-
ing little change in the results, as most scenarios predict
α′s > 0 and are ruled out by even weak limits on smaller
scales.
Conclusion.— Searches for UCMHs are sensitive to
a wide range of amplitudes and slopes in the primordial
power spectrum. UCMHs can thus be used to directly
probe the preferred parameter region in inflationary mod-
els, in a way complementary to the CMB. Under con-
servative assumptions about the particle nature of dark
matter, pulsar timing observations alone will be able to
exclude a large portion of the otherwise-viable region of
inflationary parameter space. If DM annihilates, non-
observation of γ-rays from DM point sources by Fermi
already imposes tight constraints.
We have demonstrated for the first time that even a
conservative application of the current understanding of
the formation and evolution of UCMHs leads to signif-
icant limits on inflation. Future analyses would benefit
from improved understanding of UCMH formation, par-
ticularly the minimum collapse redshift zc at which a
halo can be considered a UCMH that is not significantly
affected during the epoch of non-linear structure forma-
tion. Given the strength of the limits when we assume
zc . 500, urgent investigation is needed into the for-
mation and gravitational history of the earliest bound
objects in the Universe.
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[ Sixth Chapter \
Heating of galactic gas by dark matter
annihilation in ultracompact minihaloes
6.1 Paper 5 – Heating of galactic gas by dark matter
annihilation in ultracompact minihalos
The fifth paper of this thesis has been published as Clark, Iwanus, Elahi, Lewis and
Scott (2017). In it, we describe the effects that ultracompact minihalo substructure
can have on annihilation, and its subsequent heating of the surrounding galactic
gas. Due to their dense cores, UCMHs provide a strong boost to the rate at which an-
nihilation occurs. In the case that a significant substructure component is present,
this effect will heat the gas within galaxies substantially. Through use of N-body
simulations (using a modified version of the GADGET-2 code described in Iwanus
et al. 2017) we found the extent to which this effect can alter the density profile of
galaxies.
The analysis presented within this paper is my own work, in collaboration with
Nikolas Iwanus (who constructed and ran the simulations), and under the guidance
of Pat Scott, Geraint Lewis, and Pascal Elahi.
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Abstract. The existence of substructure in halos of annihilating dark matter would be ex-
pected to substantially boost the rate at which annihilation occurs. Ultracompact minihalos
of dark matter (UCMHs) are one of the more extreme examples of this. The boosted an-
nihilation can inject significant amounts of energy into the gas of a galaxy over its lifetime.
Here we determine the impact of the boost factor from UCMH substructure on the heating of
galactic gas in a Milky Way-type galaxy, by means of N-body simulation. If 1% of the dark
matter exists as UCMHs, the corresponding boost factor can be of order 105. For reasonable
values of the relevant parameters (annihilation cross section 3× 10−26 cm3 s−1, dark matter
mass 100GeV, 10% heating efficiency), we show that the presence of UCMHs at the 0.1%
level would inject enough energy to eject significant amounts of gas from the halo, potentially
preventing star formation within ∼1 kpc of the halo centre.
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1 Introduction
The nature of dark matter (DM) is one of the largest unresolved mysteries in modern astro-
physics. Constituting approximately 80% of the matter density of the Universe, its identity
is as yet unknown. Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) provide one of the most
persuasive solutions, as the present-day abundance of dark matter is similar to that expected
for a particle produced thermally in the early Universe via electroweak interactions [1–4]. The
annihilations of these WIMPs would produce energetic particles, such as neutrinos, electron-
positron pairs, or gamma rays. The search for the particle nature of dark matter would be
significantly aided if the energy injected into the Universe by these particles had an observable
effect.
The pervasive and persistent injection of energy due to the presence of annihilating dark
matter is expected to affect star formation and evolution [5–24], galaxy formation [25–28],
and the ionisation history of the early Universe [29–33]. These effects may be difficult to
detect if the canonical annihilation cross section is assumed (〈σv〉 = 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1).
However, processes that could potentially boost the rate of annihilation have been proposed,
such as Sommerfeld enhancement [34–38], resonant enhancement [39] and enhancement due
to the existence of dark matter substructure [40–47]. Should these annihilation boosts occur
simultaneously, they could combine to increase the effects of annihilation by several orders of
magnitude.
Previously, calculation of the annihilation boost due to substructure has depended heav-
ily upon the extrapolation of halo properties over a large range of mass and density scales
(for a discussion of the uncertainty in these assumptions, see [48]). For example, modelling
substructure using the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile for subhalos requires substantial
extrapolation of the mass-concentration relation and radial mass distribution seen in N-body
simulations [49]. Conversely, if a significant fraction of dark matter exists in ultracompact
minihalos (UCMHs) [50, 51] no such extrapolation is required, as these objects are not dis-
rupted by gravitational interactions, and so their distribution would be expected to follow
the ‘bulk’ density of dark matter.
N-body simulations have been an indispensable tool in the study of large-scale struc-
ture and cosmology [52–54]. However, by their nature, such simulations always have a finite
resolution — below which there may be poorly-understood physics or unresolved substruc-
ture. In N-body studies involving dark matter annihilation, where the annihilation rate is
proportional to the density squared, unresolved substructure represents a major problem. A
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‘clumpy’ distribution with the same average density as a ‘smooth’ distribution would lead to
a significantly larger annihilation rate. Although this issue could in principle be solved by
increasing the resolution of the simulation, the computational costs become prohibitive, as
the largest modern simulations have achieved resolutions only on the order of a few kpc.
UCMHs have been proposed as a form of high density dark matter structure [43, 50,
51, 55–57]. Produced by large-amplitude overdensities (δ & 10−3) in the early universe, these
dense halos collapse shortly after matter-radiation equality. This early formation means
that the dark matter collapses by almost pure radial infall, leading to a steep density profile
(ρ ∝ r−9/4 [52]) compared to that of the ‘standard’ NFW halo (ρ ∝ r−1 [58]). These extremely
dense cores are expected to exhibit large amounts of dark matter annihilation, leading to
substantial production of high-energy annihilation products [43]. In the event that even a
small fraction of dark matter is contained within UCMHs, a significant amount of energy can
be released via annihilation, potentially affecting the history of structure formation in the
Universe.
In this paper we consider the annihilation boost factor provided by the presence of
UCMH substructure. We provide an analytical form of the boost factor due to unresolved
UCMHs as a function of the ‘smooth’ local dark matter density. We then implement the
boost in an N-body simulation of an idealized NFW halo, incorporating the energy injected
by dark matter annihilation. We use this simulation to determine the magnitude of the effect
that such a boost would have on the heating of galactic gas. This is the first study to perform
an N-body simulation including dark matter annihilation along with both dark matter and
gas components, and is likewise the first step toward a full cosmological simulation.
2 Dark Matter Ultracompact Minihalos
Here we summarise the main background on UCMHs; more details can be found in Ref. [55].
After matter-radiation equality, a UCMH has a radial density profile of
ρh(r, z) = κ(z)r
− 9
4 , (2.1)
where
κ(z) =
3fχMh(z)
16piRh(z)
3
4
, (2.2)
and fχ is the fraction of matter that is CDM, Mh(z) is the mass of the halo at some redshift
z, and Rh(z) is the effective radius of the halo. Here, the mass of the halo evolves from that
at matter-radiation equality, Mi, up to a redshift z ∼ 10, as
Mh(z) =
(
zeq + 1
z + 1
)
Mi, (2.3)
after which star formation begins, and accretion on to the halo effectively ceases.
The effective radius of a UCMH, beyond which its DM density contrast δ < 2, has
numerically been found to be
Rh(z)
pc
= 0.019
(
1000
z + 1
)(
Mh(z)
M
) 1
3
, (2.4)
again plateauing at z = 10.
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Within the cusp of the halo, we truncate the dark matter density by considering the
maximum possible remaining dark matter due to annihilation at some time t,
ρc,ann(t) =
mχ
(t− ti)〈σv〉 , (2.5)
where mχ is the particle mass of dark matter, 〈σv〉 is its late-time thermally-averaged self-
annihilation cross section, and ti is the time at which annihilation first started taking place.
Conservatively, we take this as the time of matter-radiation equality (just before the halo
collapsed), such that ti = t(zeq) = 59 Myr. From Eq. 2.1, the radius of the annihilation core
is then
rc,ann =
(
κ
ρc
) 4
9
. (2.6)
However, in the case that annihilation does not dominate, the core size is determined by the
angular momentum of the initial infalling gas, as follows:
rc,ang
Rh(z = 0)
≈ 2.9× 10−7
(
1000
zc + 1
)2.43(Mh(z = 0)
M
)−0.06
, (2.7)
where zc is the redshift of latest collapse for a UCMH, taken to be zc = 1000. We then take
the radius of the core as the largest of these, i.e.
rc = max (rc,ann, rc,ang), (2.8)
ρc = κr
−9/4
c , (2.9)
such that the full piecewise expression for the density of an ultracompact minihalo at some
radius r will be:
ρ(0 ≤ r ≤ rc) = ρc, (2.10)
ρ(rc < r ≤ Rh) = κr−9/4,
ρ(r > Rh) = 0.
3 UCMH Annihilation Boost
Assuming that the spatial distribution of UCMHs follows that of the bulk dark matter, we
can define the fraction of DM contained within unresolved UCMH substructure as
f ≡ ΩUCMH(Mfs < Mh < Mres)
ΩCDM
, (3.1)
where ΩCDM is the density of cold dark matter, ΩUCMH is the density of UCMHs, Mres is the
minimum numerically resolvable UCMH mass, and Mfs is the minimum halo mass allowed by
free streaming of dark matter. Depending upon the exact model of dark matter taken, this
can range from 10−9 M up to 10−1 M for UCMHs at z = 0 [59].
Should numerically unresolvable UCMH substructure exist, the average annihilation rate
will be increased by a ‘boost’ factor, defined as
B(f, ρχ) ≡ Asub +Asmooth
A0
, (3.2)
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where Asub and Asmooth are the annihilation rate per unit volume due to substructure, and
the remaining ‘smooth’ DM component, respectively. A0 is the rate in the case that no
substructure is present (i.e. f = 0).
The existence of substructure implies that the density of the smooth component is re-
duced by a factor of 1 − f . The annihilation rate per unit volume due to this remaining
component may then be found as
Asmooth =
〈σv〉
2m2χ
(1− f)2ρ2χ, (3.3)
where ρχ is the numerically resolved local dark matter density.
For a spherically symmetric minihalo of radius Rh superimposed on a smooth back-
ground, the total DM annihilation rate due to substructure may be found as
Φ(Mh) =
2pi〈σv〉
m2χ
∫ Rh
0
(
ρ2h + 2 (1− f) ρhρχ
)
r2dr. (3.4)
Here we have included both substructure-substructure (ρ2h) and substructure-background
(ρhρχ) annihilations, but neglected the ρ2χ term to avoid double counting self-annihilation
of the smooth background component. The average annihilation rate per unit volume due to
substructure is then
Asub =
∫ Mres
Mfs
Φ(Mh)
dn
dMh
dMh, (3.5)
where dn/dMh is the local UCMH mass function, which describes the differential number
density of halos of mass Mh, expressed per unit halo mass. Expressing this instead in terms
of the differential fraction of dark matter in UCMHs of mass Mh, we find
Asub =
ρχ
fχMh
∫ Mres
Mfs
Φ(Mh)
df
dMh
dMh. (3.6)
In the case of UCMH substructure, substituting Eq. 2.10 into Eq. 3.4 results in an
expression of the form Φ ∝Mkh , where k ≈ 1. This allows us to define a useful density scale
ξ ≡ 2m
2
χΦ
〈σv〉fχMh , (3.7)
which is approximately independent of halo mass. Evaluating Eq. 3.4 and substiting into Eq.
3.7 provides a functional form for ξ of
ξ(f, ρχ) =
4pi
fχMh
[
κ2
(
r−3/2c −
2
3
R
−3/2
h
)
+ 2κ(1− f)ρχ
(
4
3
R
3/4
h − r3/4c
)]
. (3.8)
The lack of dependence of this function onMh allows us to simplify Eq. 3.6 even further,
taking all but df/dMh outside of the integral to give
Asub =
〈σv〉
2m2χ
fρχξ. (3.9)
This leads to a boost factor from unresolved UCMH substructure of
B(f, ρχ) = fξ
ρχ
+ (1− f)2. (3.10)
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Figure 1. Left : The boost factor due to UCMH substructure as a function of the local resolved
dark matter density, ρχ. Right : Rate of energy emitted by annihilation per unit volume as a function
of radial distance from centre of a Milky Way-like dark matter halo, assuming mχ = 100 GeV,
〈σv〉 = 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1. This halo has mass 1012 M, concentration parameter c = 15, and
its density fixed to the local dark matter density ρχ = 0.4 GeV cm−3 at the Sun’s Galactic radius
r = 8.5 kpc. For comparison, we have plotted the supernova feedback and cooling rates (dotted
lines) from Ascasibar [7]. Note that the typical radius of a Milky Way-like gas disk is of order 20–30
kpc, outside of which the effect of this heating due to annihilation should not be observable.
This UCMH boost factor is entirely independent of the mass function dn/dMh, which
is poorly constrained by observations for the low masses we consider here. It has also been
suggested that UCMHs would track the bulk distribution of dark matter, as they are not
significantly affected by tidal disruption [60, 61]. These two factors allow us to determine the
overall annihilation rate per unit volume for a given f purely from ρχ, the total dark matter
density resolved in N-body simulations. We show the resulting relationship between f , ρχ
and B in the left panel of Fig. 1. As the local dark matter density increases, the boost factor
decreases, ultimately providing an annihilation suppression in regions of very high ambient
density. This is because the annihilation rate within the smooth component is proportional to
ρ2χ, whereas the flux from the UCMH component is proportional to Φρχ (Eq. 3.9). Therefore,
if a significant fraction of dark matter is contained within substructure it will annihilate less
efficiently when ρχ > ξ than if there were no substructure.
To understand the impacts of such boosts under actual Galactic conditions, we calculate
the total boosted emission as BA0 — assuming a density profile of a Milky Way-like NFW
halo [58]. In the right panel of Fig. 1 we show the rate of energy emission from annihilation
per unit volume, as a function of radius from the centre of a Milky Way-like halo. The
density-dependent boost provides a much flatter Galactic annihilation profile than smooth
DM alone, injecting a significantly larger amount of energy in the outer regions of the halo.
Comparing to the local cooling rate of the gas, we see that for f & 10−2, the energy emitted
by dark matter annihilation exceeds the cooling rate, so one might expect star formation to
be affected, depending on how much of the annihilation energy actually goes into heating the
interstellar medium. For the case of f . 10−2, the heating and cooling are balanced at radii
that can be a significant fraction of the virial radius of the halo.
Previously, non-observation of UCMH gamma-ray emission with Fermi-LAT has been
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used to provide upper limits on f [55]. While these constraints are the strongest to date, they
only apply directly to scenarios where UCMHs are all of the same mass (although limits on
mass spectra can be obtained by integrating over the appropriate mass window). Given that
the boost factor derived here applies equally to any mass distribution, we compare to the
weakest such limit of any mass: f . 10−3, provided by diffuse emission within the Galaxy.
If even 0.1% of the dark matter in the Milky Way is contained within UCMHs, the energy
emitted can be substantial. If e.g. 10% of this energy were absorbed by the local gas, the
heating caused would be sufficient to quench star formation within the inner few tens of pc
of the Galactic centre, and would be comparable to that from supernovae within a radius of
a few hundred pc.
4 Idealised N-body Simulation
To investigate how significant the heating by boosted annihilation from UCMH substructure
could be in a real galaxy, we added the energy injection to an N-body simulation. For this
we used new modules written for the cosmological N-body code Gadget-2 [62], designed to
calculate the heat injected into gas particles by absorption of the local annihilation products
from arbitrary dark matter distributions (Iwanus et al. in prep). These modules use smooth
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) to estimate the dark matter density at the location of every
gas particle, which they then use to determine the annihilation energy to be injected into
each gas particle.
Considerable energy injection into baryonic matter would provide an increased pressure
within galaxies, forcing gas out of their centre and altering their structure. We consider the
case of dark matter annihilation boosted by the factor given in Eq. 3.10, resulting in an energy
absorption rate per unit volume of
du
dt
= εB(f, ρχ)〈σv〉
mχ
ρ2χ. (4.1)
Here ε is the fraction of the energy released per annihilation absorbed by the local gas.
Previous estimates of this value range from ε = 1 down to ε = 0.01, depending upon the
situation under study [28, 63, 64]. Given the high energy of the prompt annihilation products
considered here, it is expected that inverse Compton scattering and synchrotron radiation
are initially the dominating sources of energy loss. Once the energy of these particles drops
below a few GeV, a typical galactic density means that interactions with baryons contribute
significantly, providing rapid dissipation of energy. Given the uncertainties in this value for
galactic regimes, we explore the conservative assumption of ε = 0.01, as well as the less
convervative ε = 0.1.
By applying our boost factor as a form of subgrid physics we have implicitly assumed that
all of the UCMHs are numerically unresolved. By increasing the resolution of a simulation,
the gravitational effects of large-mass UCMHs would become apparent. In this case care
must be taken that the UCMH fraction f only counts those with mass < Mres, while the
larger, resolvable UCMHs would have to be explicitly placed into the initial conditions of the
simulation. In what follows, we have not explicitly placed any UCMHs into the simulation,
rather injecting the effect of UCMH annihilation with Eq. 4.1.
Using GalactICs [65–67], we generated an NFW halo of mass 1012M and concentration
c = 15, consisting of 105 particles. We converted Ωb/ΩCDM ≈ 20% of the dark matter
into gas particles of the same mass, with a thermal energy equal to their local velocity
– 6 –
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Figure 2. The radial profiles of gas in a Milky Way-like halo simulated with annihilation in UCMH
substructures. Here we have assumed that 10% (left) and 1% (right) of the annihilation energy goes
into heating of the gas, and a dark matter model with 〈σv〉 = 3× 10−26 cm3 s−1 and mχ = 100 GeV.
For comparison to the case without substructure (f = 0), we have plotted the logarithmic residuals
below each figure. The vertical dashed line represents the effective resolution of our simulation (r ≈ 10
kpc) — for Gadget, this corresponds to 2.7 times the gravitational softening length. Image prepared
with pynbody [68].
dispersion. We also reduced the kinetic energies of the gas particles throughout the entire
simulation so as to maintain energy conservation, and evolved the halo for 15Gyr, to ensure
that it had fully virialised. We initiated dark matter self-annihilation with a cross section of
〈σv〉 = 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1 and a particle mass mχ = 100 GeV, and evolved the simulation
for a further 5Gyr using our modified version of Gadget-2. We repeated the final step for
a number of different UCMH fractions and heating efficiencies. While the assumption of an
idealised NFW halo will underestimate the overall annihilation due to the lack of ‘natural’
dark matter structure, it allows us to investigate the effect that the introduction of UCMH
substructure will make.
We present the resulting gas density profiles in Fig. 2. It can be seen that as the
substructure fraction increases, more gas is ejected from the halo due to slow, persistent
heating by annihilation. We see that smooth dark matter (f = 0) does not impart significant
energy to the gas, but even a tiny fraction of UCMHs can produce an appreciable change in
the gas profile at regions of high dark matter density. In the case of very large substructure
fractions we find very significant gas outflow. In these cases, the majority of the gas is removed
from the galaxy.
Disturbance of the gas is observed for substructure fractions as low as f = 1 × 10−2,
even under the most conservative assumptions. However, the strong constraints placed upon
f with gamma-ray searches by Fermi-LAT [55] have excluded such large UCMH abundances.
This strong limit rules out any effect for an assumed heating efficiency of ε = 0.01. A slightly
less conservative estimate of ε = 0.1 yields significant gas heating for f = 5× 10−4, which is
well within observational limits.
To further understand the evolution of the halo’s gas, it is useful to trace its mass as
– 7 –
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Figure 3. Left : The mass of the gas the halo enclosed within R200 as a function of time, for a range
of substructure fractions. Image prepared with pynbody [68]. Right : The time taken to eject a given
fraction of the halo’s gas by annihilation, as a function of substructure abundance. Parameters as per
Fig. 2, with ε = 0.1.
a function of time. We therefore integrated the gas density inward from R200, the radius at
which the average density within is equal to 200 times the critical density of the Universe. We
display this mass as a function of time for a range of substructure fractions in Fig. 3 (left). We
can see that once the annihilation is initialised at t = 0, high substructure fractions (f & 10−3)
cause significant mass to be ejected from the halo, whereas very little gas is ejected if there
is no substructure (f = 0). We additionally characterise this heating by defining a ‘lifetime’
of the halo. We define this as the time taken to reduce the gas content of a halo by a given
percentage, and show it in Fig. 3 (right). We find that as the substructure fraction increases,
this lifetime decreases rapidly, converging for f & 0.002 to less than 5 Gyr.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated the effect of a population of unresolved UCMHs on the
energy injected into a galaxy by dark matter self-annihilation. We showed that the increase
in annihilation rate per unit volume due to UCMH substructure is independent of subhalo
mass, and thus may be mapped as a function of the overall dark matter density alone. The
elegance and utility of this finding may be seen when it is applied to N-body simulations,
within which the physics beneath the resolution of the simulation is notoriously difficult to
model. As the annihilation boost factor due to UCMH substructure depends only upon the
large-scale properties of the density field, the boost factor may be easily incorporated into
any N-body simulation or indeed any investigation of the annihilation of dark matter.
By application to such an N-body simulation of an idealized halo, we found that the
boost factor due to the presence of UCMH substructure can produce a significant change in
the distribution of its gas. If 10% of the energy from annihilation is absorbed by the gas,
and more than ∼0.05% of dark matter in the halo is contained within UCMHs, its centre
would be evacuated of a significant fraction of its gas after only 5Gyr. In the future, should
a full cosmological N-body simulation be undertaken including the presence of UCMHs, such
a large amount of injected energy may need to be countered by other mechanisms in order to
– 8 –
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retain solutions that resemble observations. This may be done by the addition of increased
cooling mechanisms, or by recalibration of feedback (from e.g. active galactic nuclei, star
formation or black hole accretion). If these processes were to become better constrained from
the observational side, this could be used as a method for determining an upper limit to the
fraction of dark matter in the form of UCMHs. Given the direct link between UCMHs and
the properties of the early Universe [55, 69–72], such a constraint would be of substantial
cosmological importance.
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6.2 Paper 6 – Substructure considerations rule out dark
matter interpretation of Fermi Galactic Centre
excess
The sixth paper of this thesis describes investigation of the gamma-ray excess at the
Galactic Centre. This excess has long thought to be a signature of dark matter an-
nihilation within our own Galaxy. However, recent studies (Bartels et al., 2016; Lee
et al., 2016) have suggested that this signal originates from point sources – appar-
ently ruling out a dark matter interpretation. Here we investigate the one remaining
case for dark matter: gamma rays originating from unresolved substructure. In this
scenario, dense substructure could appear as a number of unresolved point sources,
giving rise to the observed properties of the excess. We show that this scenario is
highly unlikely to be correct, as it is incompatible with the observed morphology of
the signal.
The analysis presented within this paper is my own work, under the guidance of
Pat Scott, Geraint Lewis, and Roberto Trotta.
Prepared for submission to JCAP
Dark matter substructure cannot
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Galactic Centre excess
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Abstract. An excess of gamma rays has been identified at the centre of the Milky Way,
and annihilation of dark matter has been posited as a potential source. This hypothesis
faces significant challenges: difficulty characterizing astrophysical backgrounds, the need for
a non-trivial adiabatic contraction of the inner part of the Milky Way’s dark matter halo,
and recent observations of photon clustering, which suggest that the majority of the excess
is due to unresolved point sources. Here we point out that the apparent point-like nature
of the emission rules out the dark matter interpretation of the excess entirely. Attempting
to model the emission with dark matter point sources either worsens the problem with the
inner slope, requires an unrealistically large minihalo fraction toward the Galactic Centre, or
overproduces the observed emission at higher latitudes.
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1 Introduction
An excess of high-energy gamma rays has been observed toward the Galactic Centre (GC) by
the Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT; [1, 2]). This excess is not easily explained by
known astrophysical sources. It peaks at energies of ∼2GeV, appears spherically distributed,
extends up to 1.5 kpc from the GC, and falls steeply with distance from the GC, exhibiting a
profile that goes as r−Γ, Γ ∼ 2.2–2.8 [3–6]. Proposed explanations include cosmic ray injection
[7–10], a population of unresolved millisecond pulsars [11–15], or the self-annihilation of dark
matter (DM) within the Galactic halo [16–18]. It has also been recently suggested that there is
a correlation between the distribution of the excess and the stellar population of the Galactic
Bulge [19, 20].
Among these, DM self-annihilation is of particular interest, as it would allow a charac-
terization of the particle nature of DM. Should it annihilate, DM may produce observable
radiation from the direction of the GC. For particular annihilation final states, this explana-
tion has been found to be an excellent fit to all of the spectral and morphological properties of
the observed excess [18, 21, 22]. However, recent analyses of Fermi-LAT photon map statis-
tics [23, 24] have suggested that the vast majority of the excess originates from unresolved
point sources. Although the spectrum of the apparent point-like emission has not yet been
shown to match that of the observed excess, the fluxes are very similar, providing weight to
the millisecond pulsar hypothesis.
The DM halo of the Milky Way is expected to contain a population of subhalos. The
exact nature and abundance of the substructure is unknown. However, cold dark matter
simulations predict the existence of small-scale structure [25], which should theoretically exist
right down to the DM free-streaming scale. If DM annihilates, these substructures would
provide a significant boost to the observed annihilation rate [26–28], contributing substantially
to the overall gamma-ray emission observed from the GC.
In this paper we investigate the possibility that the unresolved point sources identified
by [23] and [24] may be small-scale DM halos. This scenario could potentially rescue the DM
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interpretation of the excess, by remaining compatible with observations of photon clustering
that indicate a point-source origin for the emission. In order to determine the viability of
such a scenario, we investigate the morphology and implied photon statistics of this boosted
signal, using Fermi-LAT observations to constrain the model parameters. For all substructure
cases that we consider, we find that the signal can be explained by the presence of DM
substructure only if the inner slope of the Galaxy’s DM halo is drastically steepened by
adiabatic contraction, or if the concentration of subhalos increases substantially toward the
GC. The parameter values that this requires are so different to results obtained from state-
of-the-art numerical simulations that we conclude substructure considerations rule out a dark
matter interpretation of the excess.
2 Structure & Substructure
We model the density profile of the smooth DM halo of the Galaxy with the generalized
Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile [29, 30],
ρ(r) =
ρ0(
r
rs
)γ (
1 + rrs
)3−γ , (2.1)
where ρ0 is fixed by the local DM density at the position of the Sun (ρχ = 0.3 GeV cm−3, at
r = 8 kpc), rs ≈ 20 kpc is the scale radius of the Galaxy [31], and γ is the inner slope of
the halo.
Given the difference in their typical formation histories, low-mass substructures have
different characteristics to their large-scale counterparts. As such, the properties of DM
substructure must be decoupled from those of the Galactic halo. In order to cover a wide
range of substructure properties, we consider two bracketing cases in what follows: NFW
subhalos and ultracompact minihalos (UCMHs). These exemplify the range of subhalos that
could potentially exist at the Galactic Centre. Here the UCMH case is representative of
compact tidally stripped halos, while our NFW case represents that of more diffuse subhalo
structures.
In order to quantify the properties of the substructure in a simple manner, we make the
assumption that all subhalos are of the same mass, Mh. Given that the spatial distribution
of the properties of low-mass subhalos are poorly constrained, this is the simplest assumption
available. In fact, as we showed in Ref. [32], the boost factor from more compact subhalos is
completely independent of their mass; we have also checked that incorporating more complex
mass distributions (a uniform or power-law mass distribution) does not significantly alter our
results with shallower subhalo profiles either.
2.1 NFW Subhalos
N-body simulations predict small-scale substructure down to their smallest resolvable scale,
with densities that appear to follow the NFW profile [25, 33, 34]. We model NFW substructure
with this density profile, with inner slope α, as
ρh(r) =
δcρc(
r
rs
)α (
1 + rrs
)3−α , (2.2)
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where
δc =
200
3
c3200
Φ(c200)
, (2.3)
Φ(x) =
x3−α
3− α 2F1(3− α, 3− α; 4− α;−x), (2.4)
and 2F1(a, b; c; d) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function, ρc = 3H20/8piG is the critical
density of the Universe today, H0 is the present-day value of the Hubble constant, G is the
gravitational constant, and c200 is the halo concentration parameter, taken as a function of
subhalo mass following [35]. The scale radius may be calculated as a function of the halo
mass by
rs =
(
3Mh
800piρcc3200
)1/3
. (2.5)
2.2 Ultracompact Minihalos
Large amplitude density fluctuations in the early Universe (10−3 . δ . 0.3) lead to an in-
creased production of dense small-scale structures, known as ultracompact minihalos (UCMHs;
[36–39]). Should DM annihilate, these would be strong sources of annihilation products [37],
and therefore strong probes of small-scale cosmology [40–43]. In what follows, we consider
UCMH substructure as summarized in [41]. The density profile of a UCMH at redshift z = 0
may be calculated as
ρh(r) =
3fχMh
16piR
3/4
h r
9/4
, (2.6)
where fχ is the fraction of matter that is cold dark matter, Mh is the mass of the halo, and
Rh is the radius of the halo,
Rh
pc
= 1.73
(
Mh
M
)1/3
. (2.7)
UCMH density profiles are expected to soften in the innermost regions, at radii smaller
than
rc = max (rmin, rcut) . (2.8)
Here rc is the greater of the effective annihilation radius
rcut = (κ∆t〈σv〉/mχ)4/9, (2.9)
given as the extent of the inner region that is annihilated away over the UCMH lifetime ∆t
(which we take to be the time since equality), and the angular momentum radius rmin,
rmin ≈ 2.9× 10−7Rh
(
1000
zc + 1
)2.43(Mh
M
)−0.06
, (2.10)
which is the inner radius at which the radial infall approximation becomes inappropriate.
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Figure 1. Radial differential flux profile of the Fermi gamma ray excess at 2 GeV, with posterior
mean DM annihilation flux profiles for a range of different substructure models. The fluxes within each
region of interest (ROI) from Ref. [5] are shown as 68% confidence level bands, plotted as F ∝ r−2.7
within each ROI to guide the eye, and including statistical and systematic errors. Overlapping regions
correspond to the north and south regions of the sky. Note that for clarity, we do not plot the two
ROIs at l 6= 0◦ included in our fit (ROIs 7 & 8). The ROI definitions can be found in Table 1, and
the parameters of the plotted models are given in Table 2.
3 Flux from Dark Matter Self-Annihilation
The presence of substructure within the Galaxy substantially increases the rate at which DM
annihilates. The addition of even a small population of overdensities can boost annihilation
by orders of magnitude, depending upon the nature and prevalence of the subhalos. Here we
calculate the spatially-averaged total flux produced by a substructure population embedded
within the smooth DM halo of the Galaxy.
For a spherically symmetric halo at a distance d > Rh the total gamma-ray flux due to
DM annihilation, differential in energy, is given by
Fh(d,E) =
∑
k
dNk
dE
〈σkv〉
2d2m2χ
∫ Rh
0
ρ2h(r)r
2dr, (3.1)
where ρh(r) is the DM density at a distance r from the centre of the halo,mχ is the DM particle
mass, Rh is the maximum radius of the halo, and dNk/dE and 〈σkv〉 are the differential photon
yield and cross section from the kth annihilation channel, respectively.
Likewise, the flux per unit volume from the smooth DM component with local density
ρχ at a distance d may be found as
Fsmooth(d,E) =
∑
k
dN
dE
〈σkv〉
2d2m2χ
[(1− f)ρχ]2 , (3.2)
where f is the fraction of DM that is contained within substructure.
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ROI Radial cut Additional cut ΩROI (sr)
1
√
l2 + b2 < 5◦ 2◦ < b 6.0× 10−3
2
√
l2 + b2 < 5◦ 2◦ < −b 6.0× 10−3
3 5◦ <
√
l2 + b2 < 10◦ |l| < b 1.8× 10−2
4 5◦ <
√
l2 + b2 < 10◦ |l| < −b 1.8× 10−2
5 10◦ <
√
l2 + b2 < 15◦ |l| < b 2.9× 10−2
6 10◦ <
√
l2 + b2 < 15◦ |l| < −b 2.9× 10−2
7 5◦ <
√
l2 + b2 < 15◦ 2◦ < |b| < l 3.5× 10−2
8 5◦ <
√
l2 + b2 < 15◦ 2◦ < |b| < −l 3.5× 10−2
9 15◦ <
√
l2 + b2 < 20◦ 2◦ < |b| 1.5× 10−1
Table 1. Parameters in Galactic co-ordinates of the regions of interest (ROIs) that we use in our
analysis. From Ref. [5].
Scan γ Mh (M) log10
[ 〈σv〉
m2χ
· GeV2 s
cm3
]
f log10A β
UCMH 2.61 0.50 −36.97 0.558 — —
NFW, α = 1.0 1.32 0.50 −29.34 0.934 — —
NFW, α = 1.2 1.38 0.28 −29.49 0.931 — —
NFW, α = 1.4 1.53 0.47 −29.83 0.922 — —
NFW, δc ∝ r−β 2.06 0.07 −32.74 0.666 8.570 0.524
Table 2. Parameter vales for each of the posterior mean solutions with fluxes plotted in Fig. 1.
Additionally, there is a contribution from the annihilation of DM particles within the
smooth component with those within the overdense region of the subhalo:
Fcross(d,E) =
∑
k
dNk
dE
〈σkv〉
2d2m2χ
∫ Rh
0
2(1− f)ρχρh(r)r2dr. (3.3)
The total gamma-ray flux per steradian from any point in the sky may then be found as
dF
dΩ
(E) =
∫ dmax
0
d′2
[Fsmooth(d′, E) + Fcross(d′, E)n(d′)
+ Fh(d′, E)n(d′)
]
dd′, (3.4)
where n = fρχ/fχMh is the local number density of halos at distance d′ along the line of sight,
and dmax is evaluated at the virial radius of the Galaxy’s DM halo, taken as Rvir = 360 kpc.
By computing the expected flux from subhalo-subhalo collisions as a function of impact
parameter, and performing a nearest-neighbour analysis, we checked that the contribution
of cross-annihilation between colliding subhalos is subdominant. Our tests indicate that,
depending on f , including this term could increase or decrease the slope of the flux profile,
by providing a relative boost at higher or lower latitudes of up to 25%; this is within the
systematic error band of the observations that we use for constraining substructure models.
4 Statistical Analysis
To determine the substructure properties required to explain the Fermi excess, we express the
gamma-ray flux in terms of the parameters of the annihilation and subhalo structure models
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described in the previous sections. We constrain these quantities using summary statistics of
both the morphology of the gamma-ray excess and the photon arrival directions. We assume
100% annihilation of an mχ = 100GeV DM particle into bb¯ final states, and allow the overall
annihilation cross-section 〈σv〉 to float. This model does give a reasonable fit to the observed
spectrum of the excess, but because we do not perform a spectral fit to the gamma-ray data,
the assumed DM model has minimal impact on our results.
To constrain the morphological properties of the excess, we use the results of the analysis
of the GC gamma-ray signal by [5]. We fit to the observed excess flux (differential in energy,
measured at 2GeV) integrated within each of the 9 innermost regions of interest (ROI),
neglecting the outermost region due to overlap with the Fermi bubbles. The exact definitions
of these ROIs can be found in Table 1. We approximate the reported values and errors for
these regions as Gaussian. These 9 regions encapsulate the morphology of the excess flux both
above and below the Galactic Plane. We compare these to the modelled flux by integrating
Eq. (3.4) over each ROI for a given substructure model and set of model parameters (f ,
Mh, 〈σv〉 and γ). Note that γ here is the slope parameter of the Galactic halo, not of the
minihalos. We leave γ as a free parameter in each of our fits, assuming a fixed minihalo slope,
α — carrying out multiple fits with different values of α. We approximate the morphology
likelihood as a Gaussian, given by
Lmorph =
9∏
i=1
exp
[
−(Fi − µi)
2
2σ2i
]
, (4.1)
where i is the ROI index, µi is the mean flux at 2GeV estimated by [5], Fi is the corresponding
prediction from Eq. (3.4), and σi is the sum in quadrature of the (correlated) systematic and
(uncorrelated) statistical error. Note that we neglect the correlations between systematic
errors in different ROIs; this is a conservative choice, as it reduces our ability to rule out
substructure models.
Statistical studies of the Fermi photon map have suggested that & 95% of the excess
originates from a population of unresolved point sources. Here we assume that any unresolved
point-like emission comes from small-scale DM substructures. To include this in our analysis,
we use the results from [24]. Their ‘non-Poissonian template fit’ differentiates between Pois-
sonian and non-Poissonian photon statistics, to distinguish diffuse and point-like emission.
We take the posterior distributions for the total flux from the point-like (INFWPS ) and smooth
components (INFW) from the region within 10◦ of the GC, with |b| ≥ 2◦. To avoid using the
data twice (i.e., the total flux is already included in the morphology likelihood) we use the
posterior for their ratio (with 3FGL sources masked), z ≡ x/y ≡ INFW/INFWPS . The posterior
for the ratio is given by [44]
P (z|D) =
∫ ∞
−∞
|y|P (zy, y|D)dy, (4.2)
where P (x, y|D) is the 2D joint posterior of the smooth and point-like fluxes, given Fermi
data D. Given the posteriors for INFW and INFWPS are uncorrelated in the results of [24],
we construct P (x, y|D) from the individual 1D distributions in Fig. S4 of that paper. We
reinterpret this posterior as a likelihood function and denote it LPS(z), and we use z =
Fsmooth/(Fh + Fcross), where F is the total flux predicted within the Lee et al. ROI ([24];
r ≤ 10◦, |b| ≥ 2◦) according to Eq. (3.4).
We hasten to point out that our treatment of the fraction of the excess flux that must
be attributed to point-like structures is by its nature somewhat approximate. The finding of
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Ref. [24] that more than ∼95% of the excess can be attributed to unresolved point sources
relies on an assumed form of the point source luminosity function, which might be expected
to be somewhat more strongly weighted towards lower luminosities for DM subhalos than for
the population of pulsars that the authors of Ref. [24] had in mind. In this sense, directly
adopting the results of Ref. [24] in our analysis is conservative, as the equivalent lower bound
on the fraction of the excess emission attributable to dark matter point sources, were the
authors of Ref. [24] to repeat their analysis with such a substructure model, would be even
larger than 95%. Similarly, the analysis of [23] only finds direct evidence for a small fraction
of the excess flux being attributable to point sources below the standard Fermi significance
threshold, and also requires some form of extrapolation to lower point-source luminosities in
order to determine the total fraction of the flux attributable to point-like and smooth emission.
Significant uncertainty therefore remains on the exact fraction of the excess flux that must
come from point-like emitters. Nonetheless, given the size of the systematic uncertainties
associated with the extraction of the excess itself, these are acceptable uncertainties for our
purposes.
The joint posterior for the parameters of our model, Θ, is given by (up to an irrelevant
normalization constant)
P (Θ|d) ∝ LPSLmorphP (Θ) (4.3)
where P (Θ) = P (γ)P (Mh)P (〈σv〉)P (f) is the prior distribution for the parameters. We adopt
uniform priors on γ ∈ [0, 3], f ∈ [0, 1], log10(Mh/M) ∈ [−12, 9] and log10(〈σv〉/cm3 s−1) ∈
[−40,−20]. We use a nested sampling procedure to sample from the posterior distribution
and infer the parameters of substructure models.
5 Substructure as the source of the excess
Assuming substructure consists of NFW subhalos, we performed scans for three different
choices of the subhalo inner slope, α. We show the flux profiles for the resulting posterior
mean values of the parameters in Fig. 1. For these scans, we assumed that the subhalo
fraction and concentration are independent of galactocentric radius; we explore the impact
of allowing for a non-flat concentration-radius relation later in this Section, and a non-flat
fraction-radius relation in Appendix A.
While subhalo models provide reasonable morphological fits (reduced χ2 ∈ [0.24, 1.0]),
this requires a substantial abundance of substructure in the GC if the point source population
of [24] is to be attributed to DM halos. In Fig. 2, we show 95% (highest posterior density)
credible regions (CRs) for γ and f , marginalizing over Mh and 〈σv〉. For all three choices
of α, we find f & 0.8. Given the relatively small scale of the GC, any substructure present
within this region would be expected to undergo mergers and tidal disruptions. According
to both analytical and numerical studies, these interactions result in a decreased amount of
substructure at small Galactic radii – estimates of the substructure fraction within 3 kpc of
the GC vary, but all studies with sufficient resolution predict f . 0.05 [25, 33, 45–49]. Given
the difference between this value of f and the much larger value required to explain the Fermi
excess, we conclude that the GC point source population is not constituted in any significant
way by NFW subhalos.
UCMHs can be strong sources of DM annihilation, meaning that a smaller number of
UCMHs would produce the same signal as a greater number of NFW subhalos. We show the
resulting 95% confidence CRs on γ and f for UCMH substructure in Fig. 2, marginalized over
Mh and 〈σv〉. Although it is possible to fit the data with a far lower substructure fraction,
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Figure 2. 95% CRs for the substructure fraction and the inner slope of the Galactic DM density
profile, for four different substructure models. Shading corresponds to the posterior density for the
non-contracted NFW profile (α = 1.0).
a large increase in the inner slope of the Galactic halo is needed to explain the excess. This
may be understood by considering that the annihilation rate per unit volume within a smooth
halo (f = 0) will be A ∝ ρ2χ ∝ r2γ , while that in a clumpy halo (f = 1) goes as the number
density of subhalos, A ∝ Γρχ ∝ rγ , where Γ is the flux emitted per subhalo. This means that
if the DM halo consists predominantly of substructure, the gamma-ray excess would be much
flatter toward the GC than is observed, unless the Galactic halo is significantly adiabatically
contracted.1
The degree of adiabatic contraction (γ) and the substructre fraction (f) required to
simultaneously fit the morphological and point-source likelihoods are strongly correlated –
not just with each other, but also with the central minihalo density slope (α). UCMHs are
the most extreme case: with such large values of α, the majority of the overall flux comes from
subhalos even when f is small (satisfying the point-source likelihood), and the flux due to
point sources is dominated by Fh rather than Fcross. This leads to a preferred Milky Way slope
of γ ∼ 2.5, approximately twice that required to fit the morphology of the excess purely with
annihilation in a smooth halo. With increasingly shallow subhalos (smaller α), larger subhalo
fractions (larger f) are required for subhalos to dominate the overall emission and thereby
satisfy the point-source likelihood. At the same time, with smaller α, an increasing fraction of
the point-like emission comes from Fcross, which goes as the square of the DM density, much
1This is not an effect of favouring any particular value of Mh, as the UCMH substructure boost factor is
in fact independent of their mass function [32]. Indeed, in all scans performed here (NFW and UCMH alike)
we find equal preference for all values of log10(Mh/M) ∈ [−12, 9].
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Figure 3. Posterior probability density and 95% CR for the radial slope of the subhalo concentration
function and the inner slope of the Galaxy’s DM density profile. Vertical and horizontal dashed lines
correspond to the results of [25] (γ = 1, β = 0.63).
like the emission from the smooth halo itself, leading to steadily smaller preferred Milky Way
inner slope.
So far, we have assumed that subhalos have the same properties throughout the Galaxy.
An increase in subhalo abundance toward the GC would allow for a steep excess without
requiring substantial adiabatic contraction of the main halo. This seems unlikely, however,
as tidal interactions have been found to destroy subhalos in dense regions. These same
interactions also strip the exterior regions of subhalos, resulting in an increased subhalo
concentration parameter (c200) closer to the GC. This increased concentration could in the
same way allow NFW subhalos to provide a steeper excess, lowering the required value of f .
We investigated the effect of a spatially-varying subhalo concentration, modelled as a
radial power law
δc = A
(
r
r
)−β
, (5.1)
with r the galactocentric distance of the Sun and c200 determined from Eq. (2.3). We show
the results of this scan in Fig. 3. Adopting a subhalo inner slope of α = 1.0, a uniform prior
on β ∈ [0, 1] and log10A ∈ [5, 10], we find that the case of a regular NFW Milky Way halo
with zero adiabatic contraction (γ = 1.0) is excluded with > 99% probability for β < 1. Note
that by introducing the free parameter A, these fits not only allow for the concentration to
vary with radius, but for the overall normalisation of the concentration of all minihalos to
vary; in practice, this makes allowing A to vary essentially equivalent to scanning over α.
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Within the Aquarius N-body simulation, it is seen that subhalos follow Eq. (5.1) with
β ∼ 0.63 down to a resolution of ∼ 10 kpc. At this value of β, even contracted NFW profiles
up to γ = 1.4 are excluded with > 95% probability. Although γ > 1.4 is observationally
permitted by dynamical measurements of the Galactic Bulge [50], these data disfavour values
above γ = 1.2. N-body simulations also indicate that such steep inner profiles are rather
implausible. It therefore appears that even with a radially-varying subhalo concentration,
DM annihilation in subhalos is not compatible with the observed properties of the Fermi
excess.
6 Summary & Conclusions
Recent results suggest that the gamma-ray excess at the Galactic Centre is produced by a
population of unresolved point sources. We have investigated the idea that these point sources
are small-scale DM substructures, using morphological data of the Fermi-LAT excess, as well
as the statistics of individual photon arrivals.
We found that while the morphological properties of the excess can be explained by a
substructure population, a significant amount of substructure is required. For a population
of uncontracted NFW subhalos, we found that & 80% of the Galactic halo must exist as
substructure, in stark contradiction with expectations from numerical simulations.
This implausibly large substructure fraction can be circumvented if the subhalos are
extremely dense, as with UCMHs. These are very strong producers of annihilation products,
allowing a substructure fraction as low as f ∼ 0.05. However, this requires a substantially
contracted Galactic inner slope of γ & 2.2. Even if we allow the concentration of substructure
to vary with distance from the GC, it is not possible to fit the properties of the observed
excess with substructure unless γ & 1.4. Given that such extreme contraction is not borne
out in numerical simulations, we conclude that the point sources detected via the wavelet
analysis of [23] and the non-Poissonian template fit of [24] are of astrophysical origin.
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A Appendix
As an additional check, we have allowed the subhalo fraction, f , to vary spatially, modelling
it as f = fc(r/r)β . Using a uniform prior on β ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], fc ∈ [0, 1], we performed
scans over our likelihood function. We give the resulting posterior probability densities for
both UCMHs and NFW subhalos in Fig. 4. This altered subhalo density function provided
essentially the same results as we found in Fig. 2 for constant f . This reiterates our point
that substructure cannot simultaneously explain the point-like nature and morphology of the
Fermi excess.
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Figure 4. Posterior probability densities and 95% CRs for the subhalo fraction at r = rs and the
inner slope of the Galaxy’s DM density profile. The white contour is the 95% CR for uncontracted
NFW subhalos (α = 1.0), and the red contour gives the corresponding 95% CR for UCMH subhalos.
Shading corresponds to the posterior density for the non-contracted NFW profile.
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[ Appendix A \
The Twin Paradox
This final paper was published through the course of my PhD as Fung et al. (2016),
but constituted work undertaken as part of my undergraduate honours research
project. It highlights often-misunderstood aspects of general relativity, and provides
numerical methods for use in teaching.
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Abstract. Despite being a major component in the teaching of special relativity,
the twin ‘paradox’ is generally not examined in courses on general relativity. Due to
the complexity of analytical solutions to the problem, the paradox is often neglected
entirely, and students are left with an incomplete understanding of the relativistic
behaviour of time. This article outlines a project, undertaken by undergraduate physics
students at the University of Sydney, in which a novel computational method was
derived in order to predict the time experienced by a twin following a number of paths
between two given spacetime coordinates. By utilising this method, it is possible to
make clear to students that following a geodesic in curved spacetime does not always
result in the greatest experienced proper time.
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1. Introduction
The twin ‘paradox’ has experienced countless re-imaginings and interpretations
throughout the course of relativistic physics, and has a long and controversial history
[1–3]. In its most basic form, it is often the first description of non-absolute time that a
student will encounter. It acts as a fantastic opportunity to test their understanding of
special relativity, with each variation upon the paradox providing a new viewpoint on
the ‘relative’ nature of time.
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The twin paradox in curved spacetime 2
In its original form, the paradox may be stated as follows: There are two identical
twins – one of which climbs aboard a rocket and travels away at relativistic speeds, while
the other remains on Earth. After a while, the travelling twin turns around and returns
home. Each twin has seen the other as moving away and returning, and so a naive
application of special relativistic time dilation will predict that each twin would expect
themself to be older upon reuniting. The resolution to this may be seen by recognising
that the experience of each twin is not entirely identical – the travelling twin has to turn
around and return to Earth, while the other remains in an inertial frame throughout.
Although further extensions to the paradox have been made in an attempt to remove
acceleration, the same conclusion is always found: in flat spacetime, the stationary twin
is always eldest upon reunion, whilst the travelling twin will always be younger. In
other words, the twin who follows a geodesic path (i.e. remains in an inertial frame)
will experience a greater proper time between two events in flat spacetime.
An infrequently examined form of the paradox may be seen upon extension to the
framework of general relativity – by ensuring that the path of each twin passes through
curved spacetime. This extension is able to provide apparently contradictory results to
the original, as multiple geodesic paths between events may exist. For example, one
may imagine that in the vicinity of a point mass, a twin wishing to return to their
original position may do so by either following an orbital path around the mass, or a
purely radial one (travelling outward and freefalling back down). Conversely, a twin
who is stationary with respect to the mass is no longer in an inertial frame, and must
necessarily feel a force due to acceleration. Identifying the eldest twin in this case is no
longer trivial – this question may no longer be answered by simply determining which
twin undergoes acceleration. While it is known that the longest path between two points
must be a geodesic, it is not immediately obvious which geodesic this must be. Due
to the increased complexity of the general relativistic paradox, prior approaches have
only investigated the simplest cases in a given spacetime individually, and have done so
analytically [4–9].
In what follows, we describe a novel computational method to trace multiple paths
between two spacetime events, allowing for the general relativistic twin paradox to be
made easily accessible. As an example of the strength and simplicity of this method, we
investigate accelerated and geodesic paths in both the Morris-Thorne and Schwarzschild
metrics. This method was devised by undergraduate students at the University of
Sydney, and may be applied to any chosen metric. The difficulty of its application is
set by the complexity of the metric. As such, this method could be utilised equally in
the teaching of courses on general relativity.
2. Method
In general relativity, a twin in free-fall will follow a path described by a geodesic. In the
case that a twin should activate their rocket at any point on their path, their deviation
from the geodesic may be described by a 4-acceleration, defined in Einstein summation
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convention as
aα = uµ∇µuα = d
2xα
dτ 2
+ Γαβγu
βuγ, (1)
where ∇µ is the covariant derivative, τ is the time indicated by a standard clock carried
by the twin moving along the path xα(τ) with 4-velocity uα, and the Christoffel symbols
Γαβγ are unique to the spacetime through which the twin is passing. We also require that
the twins follow a ‘timelike’ path, providing the requirement
u · u = gαβuαuβ = −1, (2)
where gαβ is the metric tensor of the specific spacetime, and the signature convention
(−+++) has been adopted. We have also used geometrised units, where c = G = 1.
It follows from (1) that the 4-acceleration of a twin is perpendicular to their 4-velocity:
u · a = gαβaαuβ = 0. (3)
In order to examine the twin paradox, we require that each path begin and end
at the same pair of spacetime coordinates. As such, this problem must be solved as
a boundary value problem (BVP), with bounds on t and xi. The equations of motion
must be solved in terms of t, such that the proper time may simply be output upon
reuniting the paths. Rearranging (1) and defining ντ ≡ dτ/dt, νt ≡ 1, and νi ≡ dxi/dt,
we find the following equations of motion
dντ
dt
= ντΓtβγν
βνγ − at (ντ )3 , (4)
dνi
dt
= (νiΓtβγ − Γiβγ)νβνγ + (ντ )2
(
ai − atνi
)
. (5)
Similarly, the normalisation conditions (2) and (3) now become
gαβν
ανβ = −(ντ )2, (6)
gαβa
ανβ = 0. (7)
In this framework, ai may be chosen arbitrarily, and the corresponding at derived
from rearranging (3), giving:
at = −gαiu
αai
gβtuβ
. (8)
To investigate geodesic paths, we simply set ai = 0 in (8), giving at = 0. Equations
(4) and (5), which are a set of four 2nd order ordinary differential equations (ODEs),
may now be split into eight 1st order ODEs and solved as a boundary value problem.
Matlab’s bvp4c solver is used to solve the ODE’s, and requires a total of 8 boundary
conditions. To reunite the twins, boundaries must be placed on the initial and final
coordinates να, where the initial value of ντ is set by application of (6) as
ντ =
(
−gαβνανβ
)1/2
. (9)
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We now may straightforwardly input the metric tensor and Christoffel symbols of
a particular spacetime, specify the initial and final coordinates, and the bvp4c solver
will determine the initial derivatives of each variable. If the region between two given
spacetime points is numerically tractable, the proper time experienced by each twin will
simply be output at the end of their paths.
A sample of the code has been included which allows the reader to reproduce
the following results, and is included in Appendix A so as to not detract the reader’s
attention from the flow of the paper. Comments have also been included within the
code to aid the reader.
3. Application to Simple Metrics
We now apply this method to two simple metrics – the Morris-Thorne wormhole, and
the Schwarzschild black hole. By investigating both accelerated and geodesic paths,
we were able to identify the path between two spacetime events that a twin follows to
maximise the proper time they experience.
In each of the following scenarios, the twins were reunited after a coordinate time
T , defined by
T = σP = 2πσ
√
r30
M
, (10)
where r0 is the initial radial coordinate distance from the origin, and P is the coordinate
time taken to complete a geodesic circular orbit at a radius of r0 around a Schwarzschild
black hole of mass M . Here, σ is some chosen factor that will be varied to set the
coordinate time at which the twins reunite.
For accelerated paths, only the radial component of the four-acceleration is varied,
so that aθ = aφ = 0. The radial component ar of each twin is varied linearly as a
function of the coordinate time t:
ar =
4a0
T
∣∣∣∣t− T2
∣∣∣∣− a0, (11)
where a0 is the maximum magnitude of a
r, as demonstrated in Figure 1 below.
3.1. Morris-Thorne Wormhole
The Morris-Thorne (MT) metric describes a spherically symmetric, non-vacuum,
traversable ‘wormhole’ solution to the Einstein field equations [10]. This wormhole
acts as a link between two seperate regions of spacetime, and requires a distribution of
exotic matter with negative energy density. The line element of this metric (Equation
B2a in [10], Equation 2.16.1 in [11]) is:
ds2 = −dt2 + dℓ2 +
(
ℓ2 + b2
) (
dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
)
, (12)
where b is the wormhole throat parameter, describing the width of the throat, and ℓ
is the radial proper distance, ranging from −∞ to +∞ on each ‘side’ of the wormhole
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Figure 1. Radial component of four-acceleration as a function of the coordinate time.
respectively. Here, we have used a wormhole throat parameter b = 1; varying this
parameter will not change the results found.
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Figure 2. (a) A sample of geodesic paths within the MT wormhole metric, where the
wormhole throat lies at the origin. The elapsed coordinate time was calculated using
M = 1, r0 = 6, and σ = 0.25. Time-like geodesics start at ℓ = 6, φ = π/2, θ = π/2,
and end at ℓ = 6, θ = π/2, with 8 angular endpoints φ = nπ/4 for n = 3, 4, . . . , 10. (b)
The proper time ratio of the azimuthally minimal (∆φ < π) to azimuthally maximal
(∆φ > π) geodesics between various pairs of events within the MT metric. A range of
ﬁnal angular and radial positions are explored for with initial values of ℓ = 6, φ = π/2,
θ = π/2, and ending at θ = π/2. The elapsed coordinate time was calculated using
M = 1, r0 = 6, and σ = 0.25. Changes in angular position are plotted along the
x-axis, with each line corresponding to ﬁnal radial distances ℓf = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
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Figure 3. (a) A geodesic path (solid) and a sample of accelerated paths (dashed)
within the MT wormhole metric, where the wormhole throat lies at the origin. The
elapsed coordinate time was calculated using M = 1, r0 = 6, and σ = 0.4. Time-like
paths start at ℓ = 6, φ = π/2, θ = π/2, and end at ℓ = 4, φ = −π/4, θ = π/2. A
range of values for a0 were used: a0 = ±0.01,±0.05,±0.1. (b) Proper time ratios for
accelerated paths to geodesic paths within the MT metric. The elapsed coordinate
time was calculated using M = 1, r0 = 6, and σ = 0.4. Time-like paths begin at ℓ = 6,
φ = π/2, θ = π/2, and end at ℓ = 4, θ = π/2. A range of ﬁnal angular positions are
explored: φ = 39π/30, 41π/30, 43π/30. The solid lines correspond to geodesics that
traverse the smaller azimuthal distance, while the dashed lines correspond to geodesics
which traverse the non-minimal azimuthal distance.
Upon inputting the Christoffel symbols of the MT spacetime [11] to the method
previously outlined, it was found that for any pair of spacetime points on the same ‘side’
of the wormhole, two geodesic paths exist between them – as shown in Figure 2(a). The
first of these passes close to the wormhole throat without passing through, bending
around to reach the geodesic endpoint. The other follows a more direct route, covering
a smaller azimuthal angular distance ∆φ, and is bent only marginally by the wormhole.
Direct comparison of the proper time along these paths, as shown in Figure 2(b),
provides an initial resolution: the twin that covers the smallest azimuthal distance
without accelerating will be eldest within the MT spacetime.
Examination of accelerated paths gives greater insight into the nature of each set
of geodesics, as shown in Figure 3(a). The radial component of four-acceleration of each
path is varies according to (11). By exploring a range of values for the maximum radial
component of the four acceleration, a0, we can compare the proper time experienced
along each of these accelerated paths to that experienced along geodesics – the ratio of
these proper times is plotted in Figure 3(b). Interestingly, we find accelerated paths that
have proper times greater than the geodesic that covers the larger azimuthal distance.
In contrast to the special relativistic paradox, we find that acceleration will not always
cause a twin to be younger. Rather, there appears to be a hierarchy of the experienced
proper times, in decreasing order as: azimuthally minimal geodesics, ‘weakly’ accelerated
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paths, azimuthally maximal geodesics, and ‘strongly’ accelerated paths.
3.2. Schwarzschild Black Hole
The spacetime geometry in the vicinity a non-rotating and uncharged black hole of mass
M may be described by the line element of the Schwarzschild metric in Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates (Equations 2.2.35, 2.2.36 in [11]):
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dv2 + 2 dv dr + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
)
, (13)
where
v = t+ r + 2M ln
(
r
2M
− 1
)
. (14)
In this coordinate system, twins may reunite within the event horizon without
encountering a coordinate singularity at the Schwarzschild radius, rs = 2M . Here, we
have used a black hole mass ofM = 1; varying this parameter will not change the results
found. As with the method followed for the MT wormhole, the Christoffel symbols for
this metric were input, and a range of paths compared. Similar to the previous case, two
types of geodesics were encountered: those which cover the minimal azimuthal distance,
and those covering a non-minimal azimuthal distance – a number of each of these are
shown in Figure 4(a).
By comparing the proper times of the two types of geodesic paths through
spacetime, shown in Figure 4(b), we find again that the azimuthally minimal geodesic
is longer for all paths investigated. Likewise, comparison of these two types of geodesics
to a range of accelerated paths, as in Figure 5(a) and 5(b), provides the same ranking of
experienced proper times as for the MT wormhole, in decreasing order as: azimuthally
minimal geodesics, ‘weakly’ accelerated paths, azimuthally maximal geodesics, and
‘strongly’ accelerated paths.
4. Conclusion
Examining the twin paradox in special relativity equips students with the idea that
time is relative. However, it does not provide a complete description of the behaviour
of time in the Universe. Analytically extending the problem to general relativity is
often inaccessible to students due to its mathematical complexity. A computational
approach provides simplicity, and is a nice tool to show students how objects behave
in the metric under examination. The difficulty of the project may be tuned by simply
choosing a metric of different complexity, allowing for the teaching of general relativity
at an advanced level.
Here, we have described a computational method to numerically compute the age of
a twin that passes between two given spacetime events. By application of this method to
two simple metrics, we have shown that not only is the issue of proper time significantly
more complex in general relativity, but also that seemingly contrary results may be
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Figure 4. (a) A visualisation of a sample of geodesic paths within the Schwarzschild
metric, with the Schwarzschild radius rs = 2M shown in black. The elapsed coordinate
time was calculated using M = 1, r0 = 6, and σ = 0.6. Time-like geodesics start at
r = 6, φ = π/2, θ = π/2, and end at r = 6, θ = π/2, with varying angular endpoints
on the interval π/2 ≤ φ ≤ 5π/2. Due to the spherical symmetry of the metric, this
slice through the black hole will be representative of any set of paths throughout.
(b) The proper time ratio of minimal azimuthal geodesics to the maximal azimuthal
geodesics between various pairs of events within the Schwarzschild metric. The elapsed
coordinate time was calculated using M = 1, r0 = 6, and σ = 0.6. A range of ﬁnal
angular and radial positions are explored with initial values r = 6, φ = π/2, θ = π/2,
and ending at θ = π/2. Each line corresponds to ﬁnal radii rf both within and outside
of the event horizon: rf = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
found. In opposition to the original paradox, accelerating twins may actually be the
eldest – dependent upon the path taken by the other. However, while the absolutely
longest path remains a geodesic, identifying that path from the possible geodesic paths
remains complex; we leave this for a future contribution [12].
This method may be applied to any required metric, and is simple in its application.
Consequently, it provides a unique means for students to investigate the behaviour of
time under the effects of curvature, as well as to study individual metrics. For example,
using this computational approach, we were able to reveal an apparent correlation
between the traversed azimuthal angular distance of a geodesic and the experienced
proper time (a result which we originally termed as the azimuthal hypothesis). Although
such a statement would need to be proven analytically, the quick formulation of the
hypothesis demonstrates the utility of using this computational approach to explore
and investigate the nature of time in general relativity. It may yet be seen that
the azimuthally minimal path may be the globally longest geodesic in any spherically
symmetric, static, stationary spacetime, but any such claim would require an exploration
of further metrics than those undertaken here.
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Figure 5. (a) A geodesic path (solid) and a sample of accelerated paths (dashed)
within the Schwarzschild metric. The elapsed coordinate time was calculated using
M = 1, r0 = 6, and σ = 0.55. Time-like paths start at r = 6, φ = π/2, θ = π/2,
and end at r = 4, φ = −π/4, θ = π/2. A range of values for a0 were used:
a0 = ±0.01,±0.05,±0.1. (b) Proper time ratios for accelerated paths to geodesic
paths within the Schwarzschild metric. The elapsed coordinate time was calculated
using M = 1, r0 = 6, and σ = 0.55. Time-like paths begin at r = 6, φ = π/2,
θ = π/2, and end at r = 4, θ = π/2. A range of ﬁnal angular positions are explored:
φ = 39π/30, 41π/30, 43π/30. The solid lines correspond to azimuthally minimal
geodesics, while the dashed lines correspond to azimuthally maximal geodesics.
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